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Abstract
In recent decades, one of the essential issues in condensed matter physics has
been the elucidation of the origins of anomalous behaviors observed in strongly
correlated electron systems. In particular, some heavy fermion systems show
anomalous properties such as an unconventional superconductivity non-Fermi
liquid behaviors in various physical quantities and so on. These anomalous
properties are caused by competition between the Kondo effect and other ef-
fect such as the crystalline-electric-field effect, an inter-site magnetic corre-
lation between /-electrons caused by the RKKY interaction. In this thesis,
we investigate the properties given by some of these competition effects in
impurity systems in order to give clues to understand the anomalous phenom-
ena observed in lattice heavy fermion systems on the basis of the numerical
renormalization group method.
In chapter 2, we discuss the enhanced Hall coefficient inside an antifer-
romagnetic phase where the N6el temperature ?N coincides with the Kondo
temperature ?K. CeRuz(Sir-,Ge,) at r 
= 
0.1 is one of the candidates which
shows such a behavior. First, we investigate the charge transfer susceptibility
between /- and conduction electrons in the two-impurity Anderson model on
the basis of the numerical renormalization group method. When the conduc-
tion bands hold the particle-hole symmetry, the charge transfer susceptibility
diverges logarithmically at the unstable fixed point due to the competition be-
tween the Kondo-Yosida singlet state and an inter-site spin-singlet state. Even
without the particle-hole symmetry of conduction bands, the charge transfer
susceptibility is also enhanced at the point where the ground state crosses over
between these two singlet states. Second, we obtain the correction terms of
the diagonal conductivity and the off-diagonal (Hall) conductivity due to the
charge transfer susceptibility, and show that the Hall coefficient increases at
the unstable fixed point in the two-impurity Anderson model. This result gives
a possible scenario for understanding the enhancement in the Hall coefficient
observed in CeRuz(Si1-,Ger) at r 
- 
0.1 where fiq coincides with 7x.
In chapter 3, we discuss the magnetic field efiect on /2-crystalline-electric-
neld(CEF)singlet systems with tetragonal symmetry.If the hybridizatiOn
between∫―lectrOns and conduction electrons is changed, the system passes
through the quantum critical point(QCP)Caused by the cOmpetition between
the∫2_cEF singlet state and the KondoYosida singlet state in this system.
ArOund this QCP,the characteristic temperature l弾at WhiCh he ntrOpy
starts to decrease toward zero is suppressed by the efect Of the competition,
compared to both energy scales characterizing each singlet state, the 10wer
Kondo temperature(ηK2)and the cEF splitting(△)betWeen the ground state
and the irst excited state.lVe show that l弾is not afFec ed by the magnetic
neld up tOイ」WhiCh is determined by the distance from the QCP Or charac―
teristic energy scales of each singlet state,and is far larger than T and less
than min(■k2,△)・ As a result,in the宙cinity ofthe QCP,there are parameter
regions where the non…Ferllni Liquid behavior is robust against the magnetic
fleld,at an observable tempertture range T>T,up tO」FJ.ThiS result
suggests that such an anomalous non―Ferllni liq id behavior can also arise in
systelns with other CEF symrnetries,which might provide us with a basis tO
understand the anOmalous behaviOrs of UBe13・
In chapter 4,we reveal the lnagnetic neld efFect On the criticality due to the
competition between the∫2_cEF singlet state and the Kondo―Yosida singlet
state in the tetragonal symmetry.ArOund the QCP due to this competition,
the magnetic neld」げbreaks the unstable flxed pOint due to this competition
by two mechanisms:one causing the magnetic polarization of∫―eleCtrOns and
the other giving the “channel" anisOtropy. These two mechanisms make a
diferenOe in the magnetic fleld dependence of the characteristic temperature
写 (∬),the crosscIVer temperature ttOm non―Fermi liquid behavior tO Fermi―
liquid behavioro While the magnetic polarization of∫―eleCtrOns」ve  T(〃)∝
″″(″笙2.0),the“c anneP anisotropy gives the〃―independen  5幣(∬)as
discussed in chapter 3.  These twO mechanisms cross over continuously at
around the crossover magnetic neld Ecr,where an anomalous ttr―dependence of
T(〃)appears.Such T(〃)Well reproduces the〃―dependence of写observed
in irhl_“u“Ru2Si2 With″
`yO.o3.We alsO flnd that the ff―dependence of theresistivity and the magnetic susceptibility are in good agreement with the
experillnental results of this material.
In chapter 5,we investigate the■xed poin  of the∫2_coniguratiOn system
with the rl singlet ground state and the「4 flrSt excited triplet state in the
cubic sylnlnetry. There are two possible ground states: the singlet ground
state and the triplet grOund state because the「4 flrSt excited triplet state is
stabilized due tO the hybridization. The feature of the singlet state crosses
over between the CEF singlet and the K―Y singlet sta es smoothl光although
it has been shown in chapters 3 and 4 lhat, in the tetragonal symmetry of
the crystal, these two singlet state compete and give rises to an unstable fixed
point. In the present model with the cubic symmetry, the unstable fixed point
is caused by the competition between the singlet fixed point and triplet fixed
point, giving rises to non-Fermi liquid behaviors in various physical quantities
such as resistivity, the Sommerfeld coefficient, and the magnetic susceptibility.
N{oreover, when the system comes near by the unstable fixed point from the
K-Y singlet ground state region and goes into the CEF singlet ground state
region, the experimental result that the lattice constant of UBers gives the
maximum Sommerfeld coeffftcient among the series of a system of solid solution
u1_rTrBe13 can be reproduced. This result possibly provides us with a basis
to understand the anomalous behaviors of UBe13.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent decades, one of the essential issues in condensed matter physics has
been to understand the origins of the quantum critical phenomena which oc-
cur in strongly correlated electron systems. When we consider the properties
of most materials, an approach based on the Fermi liquid theory introduced
by Landau [1, 2] often gives a good description. In the Fermi liquid theory,
low energy states are described by quasiparticles which have an enhanced ef-
fective mass through the renormalization effect due to the interactions among
electrons, called the many body effect.
However, there exist some materials in heavy fermion compounds and high-
Q cuprates which cannot be fully described by the Fermi liquid theory. These
systems are called non-Fermi liquid systems and appear in several materials
located near the quantum critical point (QCP) around which quantum fluctua-
tions in the spin, the orbital and the valence are highly developed. Around the
QCP, anomalous temperature dependence (non-Fermi liquid behavior) occurs
in various physical quantities, the unconventional superconductivities induced
by such quantum fluctuations .
In particular, heavy fermion systems are mine of these anomalous phys-
ical phenomena, such as the multiple superconducting phases in UPt3, the
"Hidden order" state in URu2Si2, and the valence fluctuation mediated super-
conductor observed in CeCu2(Si1-,Ger)2, etc. These heavy fermion systems
usually include /-electrons which have both itinerant and localized characters
in contrast to essentially itinerant conduction electrons corresponding to s-
, p, and d- electrons. These /-electrons are considered to be the origin of
the anomalous physical phenomena noted above. Considerable theoretical re-
search has been carried out by including interactions among /-electrons and
hybridization between the /-electron and conduction electrons in order to un-
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derstand these anomalous physical phenomena around the QCP. Moreover,
through investigations of heavy fermion systems, new concepts in solids and
new theoretical approaches have been created, often offering important con-
cepts to discuss other strongly correlated electron systems. Thus, clarifying
origins of the QCP in heavy fermion systems is one of the most fascinating
issues in strongly correlated electron systems.
1.1 Kondo Effect
One of the most fundamental origins of the anomalous phenomena in heavy
fermion systems is the Kondo effect, which is caused by an interplay of strong
correlations among /-electrons and the hybridization between conduction elec-
trons and /-electrons giving rise to the exchange interaction among them. In
high temperature regions, the /-electron behaves as almost tike a localized
magnetic moment, causing a resonant scattering of conduction electrons, i.e.,
the Kondo effect. As temperature decreases, the exchange interaction between
the /-electron and conduction electrons grows logarithmically. Below a certain
temperature, the /-electron starts to make a resonant state with the conduc-
tion electrons, i.e., the Kondo-Yosida singlet state. This Kondo effect is a key
concept in the discussion of properties of heavy fermion systems. The temper-
ature at which a crossover between the high temperature region and the low
temperature region occurs is called the Kondo temperature (7K). At T <TK,
the system can be described by the local Fermi liquid theory, i.e., the low
energy excitations of the systems are described by the "quasiparticles", which
are complexes of the localized /-electron and conduction electrons.
The Kondo effect originated at the resistance minimum phenomenon ob-
served in dilute magnetic alloy in 1930s. In 1964, J. Kondo studied the s-d
model in which the conduction electrons are subject to the exchange interac-
tion with the localized magnetic moment, and proved by means of the second
order Born approximation that the resistivity shows logarithmic divergence as
temperature decreases [3]. Owing to the first theoretical work by J. Kondo, it
is clarified that the origin of the resistance minimum phenomenon is the an*
tiferromagnetic exchange interaction between the localized magnetic moment
and conduction electrons, although there remained the problem that the re-
sistivity diverges at, zero temperature. (Recently, the s-d model is sometimes
called the Kondo model.)
In order to answer this question, H. Suhl discussed this issue on the basis
of scattering theory and obtained the result for the temperature dependence
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of the resistivity in the whole temperature region: i.e., p(T) x 
-log? in the
high temperature region and p(T : 0) :constant of the unitarity limit [4].
The same result was obtained simultaneously by Y. Nagaoka by the decoupled
equations of motion for double-time Green's functions, and introduce the char-
acteristic temperature "7"" that was called the Kondo temperature 7x later
[5]. However, these two theories turned out not to describe behaviors correctly
in the low temperature region at 0 < T < Tx.
On the other hand, A. A. Abrikosov focused on the contributions from
higher order perturbative corrections. He summed the most dominant term
(the most divergent term) from each order perturbation expansion, and ob-
tained the result that the resistivity diverges at 
"x 
[6] In the same way,
the magnetic susceptibility was also shown to exhibit negative divergence at
T < Tx. Thus, the perturbation theory cannot correctly describe the low
temperature region T < Tx in the Kondo model.
It was K. Yosida who gave a clue to understanding what happens in a low
temperature region, T < Tx. He discussed the nature of the ground state in
the Kondo modei and concluded that the ground state is the spin singlet state
composed of the localized moment screened by the induced spin polarization
due to the change of spin density of state of conduction electrons, i.e., the
Kondo-Yosida singlet state [7]. After the work by K. Yosida, the way in which
the ground state property in interpolated to that in a high temperature region
T > Tx was discussed.
P. W. Anderson and his coworkers introduced the idea of scaling for this
question [8, 9, 10, LL,72]. They eliminated intermediate states near the band
edge of conduction electrons appearing in the perturbation expansion for the
?-matrix, and derived the change of coupling constants between the localized
moment and conduction electrons due to this step by setp elimination. This is
a fundamental idea of the method of the scaling theory, or the renormalization
ground approach. With this scaling procedure, the original model is renor-
malized into an effective model through the renormalization of the coupling
constants, and these coupling constants increase infinitely as the band width of
conduction electrons is reduced, if the initial coupling constants locate in the
"antiferromagnetic region". Although coupling constants show unphysical di-
vergence at the renormalized band width E": keTx in the scaling procedure,
this result indicates that the system goes to the strong coupling limit in the
iow energy limit, suggesting that the ground state is the spin singlet state due
to the strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the localized moment and
conduction electrons. This is consistent with the result obtained by K. Yosida.
With this result, they succeeded in discussing the effect of the reduction of the
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band width of conduction electrons in the Kondo model, which gives a clue
to describe the Kondo model from high temperature region T > Tx to low
temperature region T <Tx.
The first calculation of the physical quantities that are valid at all tem-
peratures in the Kondo model was carried out by K. G. Wilson. He created
a powerful tool, the numerical renormalization group (NRG) method [t3] by
taking the renormalization group idea from the field theory in quantum elec-
trodynamics and the idea of scaling from critical phenomena associated with
the phase transition of the second order. The idea of scaling corresponds to
deriving the effective Hamiltonian in a low energy region by the combination
of the coarse graining of the degrees of freedom and the scale transformation.
One of the most famous problems discussed by this method is the block spin
renormalization group discussed by L. P. Kadanoff [14]. However, as it is non-
perturbative about all parameters, the NRG method is different from most
renormalization group methods. With this method, K. G. Wilson investigated
the Kondo model and obtained thermodynamic quantities such as the suscep-
tibility, the Sommerfeld coeffi.cient, and the specific heat continuously from
the high temperature region to the low temperature region. Moreover, it was
shown that the low-energy excitations of the Kondo model in a low tempera-
ture region,T 1Tx, is represented by the effective Hamiltonian which has only
two parameters and does not include the spin operator corresponding to the
Iocalized moment. This fact indicates that the localized moment is screened
out by conduction electrons, i.e., the singlet state is constructed in the ground
state. P. Nozibre focused on this result and considered that the low energy
states in the Kondo model could be described by the phase shift of conduc-
tion electrons on the basis of the local Fermi liquid theory [15]. In this way,
he reproduced the relations obtained by Wilson and derived the temperature
dependence of the resistivity at low temperature T < 
"K [13].Thus, the Kondo effect had been investigated on the basis of the s-d model
at first. However, the s-d model can be derived from the Anderson model
by treating the hybridization between the localized electron and conduction
electrons with the second order perturbation theory. On the basis of the Fermi
liquid theory, the ground state and the low energy spectrum in non-interacting
systems adiabatically connect with that in interacting systems if there is no
phase transition between the Anderson model with t/ : 0 and that with
finite [/. There should be no phase transition in the "impurity" Anderson
model. Thus, owing to this adiabatic continuity, when we take U into account
perturbatively, the character of the ground state of the Anderson model should
be the same as that in the case of U :0, i.e., the nonmagnetic state in which
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the number of localized electrons with up spin is the same a,s that of localized
electrons with down spin. From this viewpoint, K. Yamada and K. Yosida
carried out the perturbative expansion of. U fot the Anderson model to the
infinite order, and proved that the specific heat, the susceptibility and the
resistivity ale explessed as a function of two parameters 116, L7 , 18, 19], which
is consistent with the result by K. G. Wilson and P. Nozibre in the limit
[/ -+ oo.
Thus, owing to a lot of theoretical work, the Kondo effect proved to be
the phenomenon in which the localized electron behaving as the magnetic
moment in the high temperature region (T > Tn) starts to be screened by the
conduction electrons at T < fi1, and crosses over to the non-magnetic ground
state described by the local Fermi liquid system by forming the resonant state
with conduction electrons in the low temperature region (T <Tx). After the
work by K. Yamada and K. Yosida, the exact solution of the Kondo model was
obtained by N. Andrei [20, 2I,22] and P. B. Wiegmann 123,241, and that of
the Anderson model was obtained by N. Kawakami and A. Okiji [25, 26], and
P. B. Wiegmann [27]. These results verified the physical picture of the Kondo
effect attained up to that time.
1.2 Discussion of Heavy Fermion Systems by Numerical
Renormalization Group Method
As noted above, the NRG method was developed by K. G. Wilson for the
purpose of describing the Kondo model from high to low temperature regions
[13]. Since this first application, the NRG method has been extended to a
much wider range of the quantum impurity problems, such as the Anderson
model which extends the Kondo model so as to include the charge degrees of
the freedom of the localized state at the impurity site 128,291, the two channel
Kondo model in which the impurity spin couples to two conduction bands [30],
and so on.
For quantum impurity problems, the NRG method is one of the most pow-
erful method available because it allows us to calculate the temperature de-
pendence of the thermodynamic quantities at a wide temperature tange, in
particular at low temperature with good accuracy. As noted in the previous
section, one of the fundamental origins of the anomalous behaviors observed
in heavy fermion systems is the Kondo effect. Therefore, in order to describe
the properties of heavy fermion systems, we should examine a wide temper-
ature range, at least from the high temperature region (T > Tx) to the low
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temperature region (T < Tx). If there is competition such as the one between
the Kondo effect and the RKKY interaction, the characteristic energy scale of
the system can become smaller than 7x. of course, it is difficult to invest!
gate the properties of heavy fermion systems, i.e., the lattice problem, from
the beginning. Therefore, as a first step, we discuss the properties in heavy
fermion systems in the range of the impurity model which has one or two /-
electrons hybridizing with the conduction electrons. In such a situation, the
NRG method works most effectively in discussing the physical behaviors as it
can describe a wide temperature range continuously, in particular at low tem-
perature T K Tx. Moreover, we can definitely determine the ground state of
the system and establish an effective model for the low energy spectrum of the
impurity system by the NRG method. Thus, the NRG method is one of the
most suitable methods for the discussion of the impurity system, which often
gives helpful remarks to elucidate the properties in heavy fermion systems. In
terms of such a viewpoint, the NRG method is extended as follows.
The two-impurity Anderson model, in which two localized electrons inter-
act with each other and each localized electron hybridizes with conduction
electrons, is the first example to discuss the competition effects between the
Kondo effect and the other correlation effects on the basis of the NRG method.
If the interaction between localized electrons is antiferromagnetic, there exist
two stabie fixed points in this model [30, 31, 32, 33,34]. One is the Kondo-
Yosida singlet fixed point where two localized electrons are screened out inde-
pendently and form the Kondo-Yosida singlet states. The other is an inter-site
spin singlet fixed point where the singlet state of two localized electrons is
formed and the correlation between conduction electrons and localized elec-
trons is lost. At the boundary of these two stable fixed points, there exists
an unstable fixed point where the non-Fermi liquid behavior arises in various
physical quantities such as the log ?-dependence in the Sommerfeld coefficient,
the spin susceptibility, and so on.
This model simulates some anomalous aspects of Ce-based heavy fermion
compounds in which trivalent Ce-ion with 4/1-configuration has the Kramers
doublet ground state of a crystalline-electric-field (CEF) effect in the iow tem-
perature region, and the /-electrons at adjacent sites interact with each other
through the RKKY interaction. The RKKY interaction stabilizes the anti-
ferromagnetic long-range order, while the Kondo effect causes the screening
of the magnetic moment due to the /-electron and suppresses the magnetic
long-range orders. Because of these two conflicting effects, some Ce-based
compounds exhibits various anomalous phenomena. The investigation of the
two-impurity Anderson model on the basis of the NRG method gives a reason-
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able explanation for these anomalous properties observed in Ce-based heavy
fermion compounds.
The NRG method is also applied to the two.orbital impurity Anderson
model that describes the properties of heavy fermion systems with /2-configuration.
This model has two orbitals interacting with each other at the impurity site
and each orbital hybridizes with conduction electrons which have the same
symmetry as the localized orbital: i.e., this model has the orbital degrees of
the freedom at the impurity site and two conduction bands. With this model,
we could discuss not only the Kondo effect of each localized electron but also
the effects of the inter-orbital interactions such as the Hund's rule coupling
and the CEF effect. In the tetragonal symmetry, we can reproduce the energy
level scheme of the /2-CEF effect by introducing the antiferromagnetic Hund's
ruie coupling [29]. As shown explicitly in the case of the tetragonal symmetry,
this model also has two stable fixed points: one is the Kondo-Yosida singlet
fixed point, and the other is an inter-orbital spin singlet fixed point where
two locaJized electrons form the singlet state due to the CEF effect. The non-
Fermi liquid behaviors arise at the boundary of these two stable fixed points,
and the competition between these two singlet states gives rise to a variety of
anomalous properties in various physical quantities'
This model offers us the first step to consider the /2-configuration based
heavy fermion systems which correspond to the U-based compounds with a
tetravalent U-ion state or the Pr-based compounds with a trivalent Pr-ion
state. Most of these materials have the singlet ground state due to the CEF
effect. In particular, U-based compounds often have /-electrons with a rela-
tively well extended wave-function strongly hybridizing with conduction elec-
trons. In other words, it is expected that the U-based compounds exhibit
the QCP due to the competition between these two singlet states. Actually,
Rr-,U,Ru2Si2 (R:Th, Y, and La, x( 0.07) is one of the candidates which
shows the QCP due to the competition between the Kondo-Yosida singlet and
the /2-CEF singlet states [35, 36].
As noted above, the NRG method expands its field from the standard
Kondo effect to the competition between Kondo effect and other correlation
effect. In particular, such competitions are ofben observed in heavy fermion
systems at low temperature. The NRG method works most effectively in dis-
cussing the low temperature physics, and is one of the most suitable methods
for the discussion of the properties in heavy fermion systems.
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1。3 Purpose of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to elucidate the properties ofthe impurity systems
which shclw cOmpetition efects between the KondO efect and Other cOrrelatiOn
efects in order to give a clue tO understanding the anomalous phenOmena
observed in heavy fernliOn systems. For this purpose, we investigate three
types of extended Anderson llnodels on the basis of the WilsOn NRG Inethod.
Organization of this thesis is as fol10ws.
First,in chapter 2,we investigate the charge transfer susceptibility χ∫c be―
tween the∫―el ctron and conduction electrons in the twO_illnpurity Anderson
model.AlthOugh it has been already shttn that the∫―site Charge(valence)
susceptibility χυ is enhanced at the unstable flxed pOillt due to the cOmpeti―
tion between the Kondo―Yosida singlet and the inter―site spin…s glet states,
we sho、v that χ∫c is larger than χυ by bout 102 tilnes and diverges 10ga_
rithllnically at the same point if the cOnduction bands hold the particle―hole
syIInllnetry. Such an enhanced χノc cOntribut s tO the Hall conductivittt giv―
ing a possible scenario for an enhancement in the Hall cOemcient observed in
CeRu2(Sil―ωGeω)at π笙0.1,which is loctted inside an antiferrOmagnetic state
where l、cOincides with TK・
Second,in chapter 3,we investigate the two_Orbital Anderson mOdel with
an antiferrOmagnetic Hund's rule coupling whiぬrep oduces the∫2_cEF e∬ect
in tetragonal symmetry.In this model,there exists the QCP due tO the com_
petition between the CEF singlet state and the Kondo―Yosida singlet stat .
Around this QCP,the characteristic temperature lT at WhiCh the entrOpy
starts to decrease tclward zero is suppressed by the efect of the cOmpetition,
compared to both energy scales characterizing each singlet state, the lower
Kondo temperature(ηK2),and the cEF splitting(△)betWeen the ground
state and the flrst excited state. ヽヽb show that in the case of tetragonal sym―
metr光写l is nOt aFected by the magnetic neld up tO=,,whiCh iS determined
by the distance from the QCP Or Characteristic energy scales of each singlet
state,and is far larger than tt and leSS than min(TK2,△
)・ As a result,in
the vicinity of QCP,there are parameter regiOns where the nOn―Ferrni liquid i
robust against the magnetic fleld,乱an observab e temperature range r>]T,
uptO I」・Our result suggests that such an anOmalous nO‐Fermiliquid behav―
ior can also arise in systellns with other CEF symmetries,which llnight prOvide
us with a basis tO understand the anOmalous behaviors of UBe13・
Third, in chapter 4,we study the cOmpetition between the KondO efect
and the∫2_cEF efect in tetragonal symΠletry,and show that the magnetic
fleld breaks the unstable■x d point due tO this competition by two mech―
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anisms: one causing the magnetic polarization of∫―el ctrons nd the other
giving the ``channel'' anisotropy.These two mechanisms make a diference in
the magnetic neld(〃)dependence of the characteristic temperature T(〃),
the crossover temperature frOn■the non―Ferllni liquid to Fermi―liquid behavior.
While the magnetic polarization of∫―eleCtrOns gives T(″)∝〃“(″壁2.0),
the“channeP anisotropy gives the〃―independent T(∬)・ TheSe two mech}
nisms cross over continuously at around the crossover lnagnetic ield ttrcr,where
an anomalousルdependence of T(〃)appears.Such T(〃)well reproduces
the fr_dependence of T obServed in Thl_ωUωRu2Si2・We also flnd that the
〃―dependence of the resistivity and the magnetic susceptibility are in good
agreement with the experilnental results of this lnaterial.These results sug―
gest that the non―Ferl i liquid behaviors observed in Thl_″UαRu2Si2 Can be
understood if this lnaterial is located in the∫2_cEF singlet region near the
critical phase boundary between the two singlet states.
Finally,in chapter 5,we investigate the■x d poin  of the∫2_con■guration
system with the「l singlet ground state and the r4 flrSt excited triplet state in
the cubic syllnllnetry.There are two possible ground states: the singlet ground
state and the triplet ground state because the「4 flrSt excited triplet state is
stabihzed due to the hybridization. The feature of the singlet state crosses
Over between the CEF singlet and the K―Y singlet states smoothly,although
it has been shown in chapters 3 and 4 that, in the tetragonal symlnetry of
the crystal,these two singlet state compete and give rises to an unstable■xed
poillt. In the present rnodel with the cubic sylnlnetry,the unstable flxed point
is caused by the competition betヽⅣeen the si gl  flxed point and triplet■xed
point,giving rises to non―Ferlni liquid behaviors in various physical quantities
such as resistivity,the Somlnerfeld coemcient,and the llnagnetic susceptibility.
Ⅳloreover,when the systeln comes near by the unstable■x d point froln the
K―Y singlet ground state region and goes into the CEF singlet ground state
region, the experillnental result that the lattice constant of UBe13 giveS the
maxilnunl Somlnerfeld coemcient among the series of a systelln of solid solution
Ul_πTωBe13 Can be reproduced.This result possibly provides us with a basis
to understand the anomalous behaviors of UBe13・
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Chapter 2
Effect of Competition between
Inter-Site and Kondo-Yosida
Singlet States on Charge
Transfer Susceptibility in Heavy
Fermion Systems
2.L Introduction
In the last two decades or so, quantum phase transitions in heavy fermion
systems have been one of main issues studied extensively. In particular, the
quantum critical point (QCP) related to antiferromagnetic (AF) fluctuations
in Ce.based compounds has attracted much attention. This spin fluctuations
related to AF-QCP arises from competition between the AF long-range order
and the Kondo effect, giving rise to many anomalous phenomena like non-
Fermi liquid (NFL) temperature dependences in the resistivity, susceptibility
and specific heat. Moreover, an unconventiona,l superconductivity is also a
signature of the AF-QCP.
It also turned out that there exist a series of materials, like CeAI2[1],
YbNi2Ge2[2], CeCu5Au[3] and CeRu2(Si1-,Ge*)z with r l: 0.1[4], which show
an enhancement in the residual resistivity p6 not at the AF-QCP but where
the N6el temperature fi,{ coincides with the Kondo temperature Tx. Re-
cently, enhancement in the Hall coefficient .RH has also been observed in
CeRuz(Sir-*Ger)z at r 
- 
0.1 [4], where the same situation as above is re-
alized. This anomalous property is not yet understood theoretically.
?
?
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Recently, it was shown that such an enhancement in p0 is caused by the
fluctuations of the charge sector in /-electrons [5, 6]. In particular, it was
demonstrated that the two-impurity Anderson model (TIAM) exhibits an en-
hancement in the /-electron charge susceptibility Xf = -(dnylde) where theKondo-Yosida (KY) singlet state competes with the singlet state composed
by an inter-site spin singlet state by an inter-site interaction, the Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction [6]. This competition is expected
to appear also in the lattice case, where Ty 
- 
ft1 when the pressure or the
chemical doping is tuned, because such a competition arises when two singlet
states have equal characteristic energy scales.
In this chapter, we examine how the competition between the RKKY sin-
glet and the KY singlet states affects the Hall effect in a system described
by the TIAM, which gives us a clue to understand the physical origin of the
phenomenon of the enhanced .811 at the point where 7x 
- 
?N. As a first
step, we investigate the TIAM on the basis of the Wilson numerical renor-
malization group (NRG) method [7], and show that those fluctuations of the
charge transfer (CT) between /- and conduction electrons are enhanced when
the characteristic energy scale of the RKKY singlet state is comparable to Ty,
that of the KY singlet state. On this basis, we investigate how these enhanced
CT fluctuations give a singular contribution to Rs, giving an explanation for
the enhanced Rs observed in CeRu2(Si1-,Ge,)2 at around r 
- 
0.I l4].
2.2 Model Hamiltonian
The modei Hamiltonian of the TIAM is given as follows:
11 :De6c!,c6"+'/ t fl"fo"+ u t thnilf*
Eoioi
+ v N-r l. ( 
"nE 
d^ 
"tr-fo, +rr.c.) + I J'1 . J'2,z_r \ ko" "" /
tEo
(2.⇒
where fo"(fj") and, c6"@lo) ur" annihilation (creation) operators of the /-
electron on the site a(: 1,2) with the energy 6y and the conduction electrons
with the kinetic energy a6 which hybridize with /-electrons with strength 7.
U and Ji are the Coulomb repulsion and the pseudospin operators of each /-
electron, and N is the number of sites. 1 is the inter-site exchange interaction
between two /-electrons simulating the RKKY interaction, which is assumed
to be antiferromagnetic, i.e., / > 0.
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The TIA卜l has two condllction bands wIIich llybridize with evell(十)alld
Odd(―)parity C011ュ1)illations of local orl)italsん=土,σ ≡(ムσ走ん。)/νO・ ThiS
lll()dCl llas bccll ilivcst,igat()ll th(〕lollgllly all(l s1lo、ハ「1l tO C)Xllil)it t、vo staЫc fixcd
polllts 18,9,10,111 0ne is tlle KY sillglet ttxed poiIIt where two■eleCtrOns
arc screened otlt ill(lependelltly by corlcspoll(ling colldll(Ition electrolls, a,n(1
the total phase slli■of co dllctioll electrolls is eqllal to 7T(=π/2+■/2)The
other is the RKKY singlet ttxcd I)oint wllere two`ルele tl.ons brⅡl the spin
singlet state, alld tlle total pllase shift of con(ltlctioll eicctrons is eqllal to 0
At tlle boull(lary between thcIIll there cxists the llllstable ttxed l)cillt(UFP)
、vhere NFL bellaviols appear ill、rariolls pllysical qlla,ntities、ハ√hen tlle conduc―
tioll l)all(ls hold tllc particic-1)ole(PH)sylllIIletry
■b analyze properties of tlle Hallliltolliall(21)by thC｀Vilson NIR′G lllethod
11,We transfKIIIII tllese colldllctioII bands with the logarithlttic discretization
IDal a11lCicrノ・ヽ=2.5. ミヽcontlol tlle degrec of tlle coI1lpetitioll tllrollgll va,riation
Of√,alld the otllcr pal altleter set of the Hallliltolliall(21)iS AXed as εノ=
-04,「=1.0,1/=0 26 11l tllo llnit of″(D beins hal  the bandwidth of
cOnduction electrolls),al■dたIP,'12=π Where ri2董|″1~島iS tile distal■ce
bet、veerl t、vo illlpllrities anrlたF iS the FcIヽll i lllolnel■tt1111. ヽミ keep states tlp to
4011tl states in ea,ch iteratioll step ill all thc calctllatiolls belo、v.
Ill older to ilivestigate llo、 tlle va. ell(:e lluctuatioIIs ill thc∫―eleCtrOn site
is a■eぐted by tlle ξol■petitillI主 、Ve deilnc tlle frlllo、vill鷹qt antitiesi
■整Σ(みんσ「↓″σ ξoPσ)
′σ
■,≡〉E(プjσCo″σ+4Pσん),
″″
o,2)
(2.3)
where c6r,o is the annihilatiorr operatcr of conducrtion clectrons with parlty p
arrcl spin a localizocl with iin exteut from ifre impuritv being k;1At/2. The
susceptibilities of cach clirectioll, "lf" ancl ",a", :rre definrlrl as 1* - -d\7,) l0V
ancl Xo = -0(7") lda;, respectiveh'.
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First,, rve show the results rvith the PH syrrtnetric concluction bands. ln the
case of .I : 0, we obtain the sanre Konclo temperalur*s for both parities as
&, : 2.08 x 10-3 by using Wilson's delirrltion 4?i11;',,,,(.7 :0) :0.413. With
increasing 1, thc grould state changes a.t I 
- 
I,,r: 0.01282 frorn the KY
singlet state to thtl RKI{Y singlot state.
，?
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Figure 2.1: I dependence of (a) y" and (b)1, for nine different temperatures.
Figure 2.1 shows the i 
= 
(1 
- 
1",)11", dependence of the static suscepti-
bilities, y" and y, for various temperatures 7, and Fig. 2.2 show the same
figure but on the logarithmic scale of /. Both susceptibilities diverge at the
critical point I : 0 as 7 decreases, although X, is larger than 1, by more
than ten times even away from the criticality. As seen in Fig. 2.2(a) and(b), both y" and y,take the logarithmic singularities of .i, i.e., 
-1ogl1l, in
the low temperature limit. Except for this singularity at around I 
- 
0, X,
monotonously decreases with increasing 1 as in the case of 1y discussed in ref.
[6], although x, does not show such a monotonous change. Such a monotonic
decrease occurs even in the single impurity Anderson model with increasing I/
which stabilizes the KY singlet states. However, there exists no logarithmic di-
vergence of Xrk) in the single impurity Anderson model: i.e., such a divergence
in X,k) is caused by the competition between the two singlet states.
As a more realistic situation, we also show the result without the PH asym-
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o T=1.16x10-a
1‐ミ簑票車T二慮1器:二 子=i:Iζtti5-3> T=a.59x10.1; ra.*
0.喘 -10~1 10-2
Figure 2.2: Thesame figule with Fig. 2.1 but on the logarithmic scale of f.
metric conduction bands. In the numerical calculation, we use linear dispersion
e6 
- 
uy(k 
- 
kr) and uFkF : Dr where up is the Fermi velocity. In the case
of .[ : 0, two KY singlet states are formed below each Kondo temperature,
TKu+:2.39x10-3 for even parity channel and fi1'- : I.74x 10-3 for odd par-
ity channel, which are close to ?x". In this case, the UFP disappears and the
total phase shift continuously valies between d : 0 and 7r [10]. However, the
crossover from 6 : 0 and 6 : n occurs very sharply, causing the pronounced
enhancement in 11 [6]. Here, according to ref. [6], we call the "hidden" UFP,
which corresponds to I : Ico:0.01302.
Figure 2.2 shows the I dependence of. y, and y, for various temperatures
for the PH asymmetric case. Here, we cannot see a striking difference between
PH symmetric and PH asymmetric cases in static susceptibilities, while this
difference can be seen in the dynamical susceptibility as discussed shortly'
??
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Figure 23 I dependence of (a) y" and. (b)1, for nine different temperatures
for the model without PH symmetrv.
Figure 2.5 shows the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibilities of
both p(a.') and y"(w) for (a) the PH symmetric and (b) the PH asymmetric
cases. In both cases, Im1, and ImX, tend to take nonzero values even when
a; ( fi1r1u1y as the system approaches the UFP. However, in the PH asymmetric
case (b), both susceptibilities decrease asImy"(r) x r.r at u < L0-7, even at
the "hidden" UFP. This is because the UFP disappears in the PH asymmetric
case, while they remain nonzero at u -+ 0 in the PH symmetric case. Such a
difference between the PH symmetric and the PH as5rmmetric cases is expected
to occur even in the static susceptibilities. However, it is difficult to calculate
these susceptibilities in iow temperatures with an enough accuracy because
the parameter corresponding to the UFP is sensitive to tiny changes of I/ and
ey f.or the differentiation of (Ta).
We note again that ImX, is larger than Im1" by more than ten times in
0.5   71.0-0.5
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Figure 2.4:「rhe same ngure恥アith Fig. 2.3 but on the logarithlnic scale of f.
both cases, which means that the fluctuations of the charge sector in the "tr"-
direction are much larger than that in the "2"-direction. From this viewpoint,
the original fluctuations in the charge sector may arise in the "r"-direction'
and the fluctuations in the "2"-direction are irrduced by the fluctuations in the
"r"-direction through the hybridization between the /- and the conduction
electrons, i.e., X, o V'X". The origin of such anomalous behaviors is a critical
valence fluctuations of /-electrons induced by the difference in the occupation
number of /-electrons between the two fixed points [6]. This is because /-
electrons have an itinerant character in the KY singlet fixed point while they
have localized character in the RKKY singlet fixed point. There remains a
residual entropy of log 1/2 related to the quasi-degeneracy of these two fixed
points [12], which gives the strong fluctuations in the charge sector.
10~lT
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(a) ～        80×χz χxI=-0.0010 -・― ―ロー
I=0.0000 -・―  _。_
I=0.0015   A   _ム_
(b)         80xχz χx
I=-0.0012 -.―  _口_
I=0.0001 _._ _。_
I=0.0012 _▲_  _^_
Figure 2.5: Imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibilities x, and 1, for (a)
the PH symmetric and (b) the PH asymmetric cases.
2.4 Discussion of Hall Coefficient
Next, let us discuss how these fluctuations contribute to the Hall coefficient
RH at the level of the impurity model. Since 1, - 80X", we only consider the
correction by x, up to the first order for the diagonal and the Hall conduc-
tivities, o* and o"r, extending the formalism given in ref. [13.l. The formal
expressions for these correction terms are
△%″=―amptty2T2Σ鳥″「,れ,j萌),んε覚
△%y=η叩嘉アプΣ鳥話κ助嘲,
たεη
p.1)
0.助
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(o)
ar
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
E,r^
+
Figure 2.6: Diagrammatic representation of corrections for (a) the diagonal and
(b) the off-diagonal conductivities. The solid lines with arrows a,re impurity-
averaged Green's function, crosses indicates partial differentiation with respect
to the u-component of wave vector, and wavy Iines are the fluctuations prop-
agators.
where en: en(IaLl2rlerl), €; 
= 
€n- ur^, €n: (2n-tL)nT, r-L : 2rni^ou2 Np
with n6o being the number density of impurities and u the Fourier component
of the nonmagnetic impurity potential which is assumed to have only an s-
wave component. We take the electronic charge as e(< 0), and diagrammatic
representations of F,,(E,g,,E;) and. F*o(E,e.,€;) are illustrated in Fig. 2.6(a)
and (b), respectively. It is noted that the Aslamazov-Larkin type process
[14] gives no contribution, unlike the case of superconducting fluctuations [15]
because collective modes of the particle-hole process do not couple with current
or velocity [16].
We perform summation in eqs. (2.1) and (Z.Z) by a procedure similar to
that of ref. [13] We adopt high temperature approximation by taking the
only contribution, Q* :0, as dominant in Fig. 2.6. Using GR(A)(E,r) :
(b)    をα
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l" - * + (-)t,lZrl-t, th" right-hand sides of eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are given as
where o2o: 
-usTo6, with c..'" : lelHlmc and as : ne2r/m, with n being the
carrier density. Using the fact that y* has no gadependence, X*(d,O) : X, in
the impurity case, qaintegration is easily carried out leading to
△σωκ=-2ampσOTy2τ
RFχ
π(こOl望里弓普F■
立
,
△ση=物mpσ9υTy2γ
ttχ"(`10)IT十論 |,
△%π_一πηimpσO万瓦「τχα'
△%ν=27ηimpttυ
ttTτχ″'
△RH〔y Zttσ″υ。-2△σ6σπυ==47「ampl考ZIi[τχ"
(2.3)
0.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
where gc is the cut―o■Of the 9-integration, υF9c bei g of the order Of the
Fermi energy of conduction electrons εF・ In deriving eqs.(2.5)and(2.6)缶om
eqs.(2.3)and(2.4),we haVe assumed that the impurity scatte二ng rate of
conduction electrons is smaller than εF,i・e.,εFτ》>1・ It has been shown in ref.
13 that,in the limit T=0,△島I cOmeSfrOm the momentum―dependence ofthe
real part of self―energy functiOn. In the present paper,we also take illto account
such a momentum¨dependence of the sel■energy function by considering the
correction due to χω up tO the■rst Order as shown in Fig. 2.6,which gives rise
to ARH being proportionalto χα. It s noted that the sel■energy of conductiOn
electrons acquires the lnomentuln dependence even though the charge transfer
susceptibility χω has no its dependence.
Expanding σωω and σ″y up to the linear terln of∠σゝωω and zttσ″υ,we obtain
the correction to RH=cυ/弓"〃
due to χ″as follows:
(2.7)
This result remains valid even if we take the hole bands, in which o\y: u"ros
[13].
At around UFP, we can approximate Xn 6 - log 4*gonst, where 4 depends
both on temperature ? and deviation from the UFP 1. Thus, 4 is expressed
as q(T,l: nQ) *r, with r: q(0,/). Using this, the correction to R11 is
given as
ARs x 
-log [4(") + r] + const.
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2.5 Discussion in Two-Orbital Anderson Model
This result implies that R11 has a peak structure at the UFP. Experimentally,
r is changed by the chemical or real pressures, and a(") decreases toward zero
as 7 decreases.
This result can explain the enhanced Rlr observed in CeRu2(S\-,Ge,)z at
r 
- 
0.L [a]. As demonstrated above in the case of the TIAM, Rn is expected
to be enhanced also in the lattice system ifvalence fluctuations are developed.
Indeed, such valence fluctuations are expected to occur at around r - 0.1
where fi1 is comparable with ?r.r [5, 6]. Although our discussions are carried
out in the impurity level, it is expected that the same phenomenon occurs in
Iattice systems. F\rrther theoretical extensions to lattice systems are necessary
to elucidate the relation between the enhancement in Rn and the valence
fluctuations. It is interesting to note that the enhancement in Rs was observed
in CeCuzSi2 under the pressure [17, 18] at which sharp crossover of the valence
of the Ce ion is observed [19], suggesting that strong valence fluctuations are
developed. Such an enhancement of Rn can be explained qualitatively by an
effect of critical valence fluctuation [20].
2.5 Discussion in Two-Orbital Anderson Model
We have also obtained the same result in the two-orbital Anderson model which
exhibits similar UFP due to the competition between the Kondo-Yosida singlet
and the crystallineelectric-field singlet states 121.,221. In the Hamiltonian to
discuss this issue, the /2-states are also restricted to the four low-lying CEF
states in the J : 4 manifold of tetragonal symmetry as shown in Fig. 2.7: i.e.,
rrve assume the fa singlet ground state and K and A represent the excitation
energies. The /2-states can be rewritten in the j-j coupling scheme using
/1-states in the j : 512 manifold whose Hilbert space is restricted to two
Iow lying Kramers pairs. Using the following pseudospin states alloted to the
/1-states,
酷=洗トシー ―シ劃t帆
「騎―洗|一》+涯|+)≡陽帆
『Q⇒=|十♭≡Q⇒,
「Q⇒=|―♭≡LO,
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
島|
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「
3
Jz  J上~~―
T十三
「
JZ
「 5(2)
J上
Figure 2.7:CEF level scheme Of10w_lying∫2 states and the r eigenstates.
∫2_states are written as fol10ws[11,1司:
|「⇒=ギ号(|十鋤―|―υ)=ギ号(|↓,つ一|↑,0), ●.り
「⇒=洗(|+幼+|―a)=洗G↑,0+|↓,つ), ●.の
|「鼎)=βl+3)一αl-1)=|↑,↑),       (2.7)
|「まと)=βl-3)一αl+1)=|↓,↓).       (2.8)
With the use Of the pseudospin states(2.1)―(2.4),the∫2_leVel cheme is re―
produced by the“antif rrOmagnetic"Hund's_rule coupling[11,131,
πHund=÷ドlぉ+S「,月+あS(巧, (2.9)
where coupling constants are defined as Jr 
- 
K and J" : 2L_ K, respectively.
S- is a pseudospin operator of the,/-electron in the Hilbert space of /1-state
spanned by the orbitals m: I (ffl) or 2 (lu), and is defined as
疏〒:凡σら,σ′九σ′, (2.10)
where f,,o is an annihilation operator of the /-electron in orbital rn.
Thus the two-orbital Anderson model in tetragonal symmetry is given by
J=
「
4
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the following form [11, 13]:
π=πc+πhyb+πf+πHu.d,
πc=Σ ΣεπCttσCれ″
れ=1,2 πσ
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
?rhrb: t I (u*"!^"f*"+h.c.) ,
れ=1,2ぁ
πf=Σ島れ几σttσ+Σ臨脇九↑几↓九ぃ
Where Cππσ is an annihilation operator of a cOnduction electron with the wave
vector んand the spin σ hybridizing with the ∫―eleCtrOn in orbital η with
a strength 1/続.E∫m and ιらγしare the energy level of the∫¨l CtrOn and an
intra―orbital Coulomb repulsion in orbital γん,and the ther Coulomb repulsion
terms,like an inter―orb tal interaction,are implicitly included in the ``antifer_
romagnetic"Hund's―rule coupling(4.10).
The Hamiltonian(2.11)haS tWO stable■xed points.Oneis the K―Y singl t
ixed point where the spin degree of freedom of each∫―el ctron is screened by
the conduction electrons with the same sylnlnetry as the∫―el ctron,leadi g
to the phase shiR in the unitttity limit as a“=π/2(鶴=1,2).The Other is
the CEF singlet ixed point where twoルelectrons fOrm he singlet state due
to the CEF efFect,characterized by硫=0(m=1,2).Along the boundary of
these two stable―flxed―poillt regions,there exists a locus of the unstable■xed
points across which the ground state is interchanged. Around this line,NFL
behaviors appear at T<T<Ъ=min(TK2,κ),Where TK2 iS the lower
Kondo temperature of two∫―orbitals.
We control the degree ofthe competition by varying the CEF level splitting
△,and the other parameters ofthe Hamiltonian(2.11)are■xed asコノ1=~0・4,
E∫2=~0・3,銑=眺=1.0,yl=0.45,1/2=0・30 and κ =0.20 in the unit
of I)throughout this section. In the case of Йf = △ = 0, the Harniltonian
(4.11)reduces to two independentimpurity Anderson mOdels,where the Kondo
temperatures determined by the Wilsonゝdeinition,4TK‰mp( =0)=0.413,
are■1=6.48×10 2 and TK2=9・28×103,reSpectiveしWith increasing
△,the ground state changes試△=△cr=0.1263 frolln the K―Y singl t state
to the∫2¨cEF singlet state.
In order to see the valence fluctuations susceptibility in the∫―electron sit ,
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we again define the following quantities:
Z≡ΣE01σttσ一c:mσcomめ,
Ъ≡ΣttσComσ+C:πσ九め,
(2.15)
(2.16)
●・1つ
0.18)
where cs*o is the annihilation operator of conduction electrons in orbitai rn
and spin o Iocalized with an extent from the impurity being k;r lyt/2. The
susceptibilities of each directior, "tr" arrd "z", are defined as follow:
∂(亀)∂(Ъ)
∂1/1  ∂ち
∂(2) ∂(2)
∂ε∫1   ∂ε∫2・
Figure 2.8 shows the A 
= 
(A 
- 
A",)/A"" dependence of the static suscepti-
bilities, y" and y, for various temperatures ? on the logarithmic scale of A. As
in the case of the two-impurity Anderson model, both susceptibilities diverge
in the form 
- 
log lAl at the critical point A : 0 as ? decreases, and 1, is
larger than y" by about ten times even av,/ay from the criticality. Although it
is not shown, the same result as the case of the two-impurity Anderson model
is obtained about the dynamical susceptibilities.
This result is natural because both the two-orbital and the two-impurity
Anderson model have similar type of UFP. Therefore, we expect that there
exist materials which show an enhancement in the Hall coefficient in heaw
fermion systems with /2-configuration.
2.6 Summary
In summary, we have investigated the charge transfer susceptibilities X,1,; be-
tween /-electrons and conduction bands in the two-impurity Anderson model.
In both cases of the PH symmetric and asymmetric conduction bands, we
have shown lhat y*l"y diverges where the KY singlet and the RKKY singlet
states mostly compete. In particuldt, Xa gives a dominant contribution to the
enhancement in the Hall coefficient through that to the diagonal and the ofi-
diagonal conductivities. This result gives a possible scenario for understanding
the enhancement in the Hall coefficient observed in some heavy fermion mate-
rials, like CeRu2(Si1-,Ge,)z at r 
- 
0.1 [4], where fiq coincides with fi1.
χ
“
≡ -1将娑
χz≡~可
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Chapter 3
Magnetically Robust Non-Fermi
Liquid Behavior in Fleavy
Fermion Systems with
f2-Configuration:
Competition between
Crystalline-Electric-Field and
Kondo-Yosida Singlet States
3.1- Introduction
In the last decade or so, non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behaviors around quantum
critical point (QCP) have been one of main issues in physics, not only in heavy
fermion systems [1], but also in those exhibiting the Mott transition [2]. Of
these NFL behaviors, those of heavy fermion systems with /2-configuration
form a kind of subclass in which the QCP is triggered by local criticalities:
such as the two-channel Kondo effect (TCKE) due to the non-Kramers doublet
state [3, 4], and that caused by the competition between the crystalline-electric
field (CEF) singlet and the Kondo-Yosida (K-Y) singlet states [5, 6]. The
former TCKE was reported to be observed in La1-rPr"Pb3 that has a 13 non-
Kramers doublet ground state in the cubic symmetry [7]. The NFL behaviors
in Th1-rU"Ru2Si2 were understood in a unified way by assuming that the
system is located near the phase boundary between the CEF singlet and the
?
?
?
?
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K Y¨ singlet states 15].Ho、V ver,a detailed study about the magnetic ield
dependence on NFL behaviors has not been perfOrlned so far.
In the present chapter, we investigate the magnetic fleld dependence of
NFL behaviors in the speci■c heat amp(T)and the entrOpy amp(T)due t。
■eleCtrOns with the two―orbitalimpurity Anderson modelin a tetragonal sym_
metry with the CEF singlet ground state on the basis of the numerical renor―
malization group(NRG)methOd[8,91.lVe discuss hOw the magnetic ield,
夏z,Changes the characteristic temperature,T,WhiCh is deined as the tem―
perature at which the temperature der市ati℃of entrop光∂amp(7)/∂(10g T),
takes the mⅨimu  value as amp(T)apprOaching O as T→0.In the vicinity
ofthe QCP,写iS Suppressed by the efect Ofthe competition between the CEF
singlet and the K―Y singlet states for ttz=0,and the NFL behaviOrs Occur
at■;<T<TK2,Where lk2 iS the lower Kondo temperature of two Orbitals,
as in the case of TCKE.The magneti9■eld iS Sho、vn not to afect T up tO a
certain value r」Which is determined apprclximately by the cOndition that the
efect Of the rnagnetic fleld,destroying a criticality ofthe TCKE type,becomes
comparable to the ettct of the de宙a ion from the criticality at=″=0.I」SO
determined is Lr larger than竿(比=0)br a reasonable set of parameters.
As a result,the NFL behaviors become robust against the magnetic fleld up
tO t～TK2 WhiCh is about hundred times larger than写(比=0).
This chapter is Organized as fol10ws.In§3.2,the model HamiLOnian is
introduced and transformed into a form suitable for the NRG calculation. In
§3.3,we discuss how the characteristic temperature T is afected by the efFect
Of the cOmpetition betlveen the CEF singlet and the K―Y singlet states in the
case of ttz=0.In§3.4,we demonstrate the magnetic neld dependence of T
and γmp(T)=Cmp/T.In the vicinity of the QCP,there are parameter re―
gions where-log T behavior of γmp,at tempertture写<T<minck,△),iS
robust against the magnetic neld.In§3.5,we inv stigate how such an anOm)
lous NFL is afected by theぬang  of the characteristic energy scale of tu7o
singlet states.In§3.6,we summarize our results and discuss their applicability
fOr understanding the llnagnetically robust NFL behaviors observed in UBe13
because such alll NFL being robust against the llnagnetic ield can arise in sys―
tems with other syllnlnetry if the K―Y singlet s ate and the CEF singlet state
compete for the ground state.
3。2  114odel Hanliltonian
ln this section,we recapitulate discussions of re1 5 about hOw tO derive the
model Hamiltonian for discussing the competition between the K―Y singlet
32
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and the CEF singlet states in /2-configuration on the basis of the j-j coupling
scheme in the tetragonal symmetry. We restrict the /1 state within two low-
Iying doublet states out of three doublets of j : 512 orbitals, and allot the
pseudospin representation for these states as follows:
Here, for example, lf,O) represents the state where orbital 1 (ft')) with up
pseudospin is occupied and orbital 2 (fu) is empty. We also restrict the f2
state within four lowJying states out of states allowed in J :4 manifold, and
construct these four states with the direct product of /1 states. Here, we have
discarded states where two /-electrons occupy the same orbital, lt+' 0) , 10, t+) ,
because the intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion is larger than the inter-orbital one.
Then, low-lying four f2 states are expressed as
「帰=洗|十》―涯|―)≡h帆
「獅―カ 》ー十涯|十争≡出の,同 =|十♭≡Lつ,
晴 =|―♭≡nの・
|「⇒=ギ号(|+υ一|―幼)=ギ号(|↓,つ一|↑,い),
|「⇒=ギ号(|+幼十1-鋤)=ギ号(|↑,の十1↓,⇒),
|「算い=βl+3)一αl-1)=|↑,↑),
IΓ♀)=βl-3)一αl+1)=|↓,↓)・
[Si町+S「,月十め晰%,
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(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
It is noted that we cannot determined coefficients, a and p, because we have
discarded one of the doublet in /1-configuration. Therefore, in this chapter, we
take its j-j coupling representation as /2 states with ff/ symmetry as shown
in Appendix including the derivation of eqs.(3.1)-(3.8).
We assume that the CEF ground state is the singlet (fa), the first excited
CEF states are magnetic doublet (f5) with the excitation energy A, and the
second excited CEF state is the singlet (f3) with the excitation energy K, as
shown in Fig.3.1. Such a CEF level scheme can be reproduced by introducing
the "antiferromagnetic Hund's-rule coupling" for the pseudospin as?
?TlH,rnd: (3.9)
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Figure 3.1: CEF level scheme of low-lying f2 states and their eigenstates.
where coupling constants are defined as [ : K and J, : 2L- K, respectively,
and Sr is a pseudospin operator of the localized electron in the orbital i defined
AS
uz- ?
?
?
↓?
?
??????
?
?
?
Furthermore, assuming that /-electrons constructing the f2 state hybridize
with conduction electrons which have the same symmetry as each /1 state.
Thus the system can be described by the two-orbital impurity Anderson model
with the "antiferromagnetic Hund's-rule coupling" as follows:
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
I I,
, 
f ,|"fluI,u"f*, (3.14)
i.:!,2 o
where fo"(fl") and cioo(ct 
-) ut" annihilation (creation) operators of the /-
electron on the orbital ?"with the energy Eya ar'd the conduction electron
with wave vector f, hybridiring with the /-electron with the symmetry of the
orbital i with strength Vu6. Here, the on-site intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion[{ is explicitly taken into account, while other Coulomb repulsion terms like
11 : ?1. *'llnva i'l1r -f Ht.,nd.,
?1.: ttr1"!oo"Eno,i:7,2 io
?finvu : |'*}(vu6"r*,f0"+ h.c.) ,
71r: tIEy,ifj"f-+tD
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the inter-orbital or the exchange interaction, are implicitly included in the
"antiferromagnetic Hund's-rule coupling" of (3.9).
To analyze properties of the system described by the Hamiltonian (3.11) by
the Wilson NRG method [8, 9], we transform the conduction electron part as
usual. For simplicity, we take conduction bands to be isotropic in momentum
space, i.e. the hybridization depends only on the orbital i, Ve1 : Vi, and
symmetric in the energy space (with an extent from 
-D to D) about the Fermi
level. We discretize conduction bands logarithmically with the discretization
parameter, A, and perform the unitary transformation assuming the density
of state in conduction bands as constant. Thus, eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) can be
rewritten as
(3.15)
(3.lo
+Σ
?
?
?
―
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
‥
?
?
????
?????????
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
＝
「
?
?
? (3.18)
πc  ==  】:ン〕ΣノA~れ/2ιり(∫lπσプち,れ+lσ■減り+lσん,ησ),
πlvb=ΣEIる(JOσん,-lσ+J lσん,oσ),
where fr,. (f],,) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the conduction elec-
tron in the shell orbital whose extent is kplt"/z and f6,-1o = ft. The hopping
integral between rz-th and (n + l)-th shell states, tn, is expressed as
ιれ=
D(1+Al)(1-A~πl)
(3.1つ
in the limit Ⅳ → ∞
2ν《1-A2っ-1)(1-A2π3)
Then, we define ?h,' which approaches 111@G+ L-L)12)
as follows:
πN = A(N~1
where the tilde indicates that energies are measured in a unit of D(l + L-L) /2.
The Hamiltonian (3.18) satisfies the recursion relation
'Jlr,r+t: l\712'l7N+ I i* (f!,*"fo,N+1o + f),**r,fo,*,) . (3.10
We solve the whole ,"orr"rl"""of Hamiltonian (?lr) by using the recursive form
(3.19) with keeping states up to 1500 states in each iteration step, and use
A : 3.0 in all the calculations below unless explicitly stated.
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3。3  Non―Ferlllli Liquid]Behavior due to Competition be¨
tween Crystalline…lElectric―F eld and Kondo‥Yosi a
Singlets
ln this section,we discuss the efFect of the competition between the CEF sin―
glet ttd the K―Y singlet states,which can give rise to a NFL state.It is already
known that the system described by the HamiltOnian(3.11)haS the compe―
tition between the K―Y singlet and the∫2_cEF singlet states 15].In general,
the energy level and the strength of hybridization with conductiOn electron in
eaCh∫―Orbital are diSerent.In the present chapter,we take parameters so that
the Kondo temperature of orbita1 2 is always lower than that of orbital l: i.e.,
we set parameters of the two―orbital impurity AndersOn mOdel,eq(3.11),aS
Eノ1=助2=~0・4,銑=陽=1.0,yl=0.45,and 1/2=0・3.Hereafter,the unit
of energy is taken as D unless stated explicitly. In the case of κ 二=△=o,
the model HamiltOnian,eq。(3.11),r duces to two independent impurity An―
derson mOdels. The Kondo temperature of each Orbital can be deterllnined by
the Wilson's deinition,4&χimp(T=0)=0.413,for cOnventional Anderson
model as TKl=6.10×10~2 and■2=6.01×10~3,reSpectively.
For the inite value of CEF parameters,(κ,△),there are tlvo stttle Fermi
Liquid(FL)■xed pOints corresponding to twO singlet grOund states as shown in
Fig.3.2i the K―Y singlet(■led circles)and the cEF singlet(Open circles)5反ed
points. At the boundary ofthese two regions of FL■xed pOillts,there exists a
curve of critical poillts,across which energy spectra for even and odd iteration
interchange, and NFL behaviors appear in the vicinity of the boundary. To
analyze further,we nx one ofthe CEF parameters as K=0.16,and calculate
the physical properties for a series of values of the CEF splitting parallneter
△. Analyzing near the critical point in lnore detail,the critical value of ztt is
determined as△*壁0.112 for κ =o.16.
Fig.3.3 shows the result of the temperature dependence of ttmp(T),the
entropy due to∫―electrons,near the critical point.As mentioned abclve,the
characteristic temperature T is deined as the temperature at which the tem―
perature derivative of entropy・∂amp(7)/∂(10g T),takes the maximum value
just before amp(T)apprOaching O as T→0.As seen in Fig.3.3,T is drasti_
cally suppressed by the e∬ct ofthe cOmpetition near the critical value of CEF
splitting z生=0.112`y∠生*.
Fig.3.4 shows the△depend nce of 2T whiCh iS obtainOd bb/numerical caト
culations of ttmp(T).In the case of△<△*,the K―Y singlet state is the ground
state,and two localized moments tt and tt are screened out independently by
corresponding conduction electrons,where cach KondO temperature is afected
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Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of the ground state in K 
- 
L plane. Filled circles
represent the K-Y singlet fixed point and open circles represent the /2-CEF
singlet fixed point. Parameter set is Eft : Efl : 
-0.4,U1 - Uz : L-0,V1 :
0.45, and Vz:0.3.
by the interaction between∫―electrons.I  this case,the total phase shift of con―
duction electrOns characterizing this■xed point s δ=π(δl=π/2,あ=π/2),
and■l iS g市en by a value slightly lower than the Kondo temperature TK2,
if△is much sllnaller than△*.On the other hand,in the case of△>△*,
the CEF splitting(antiferromagnetic interaction between∫―eleCtro s in the
model Hamiltonian,(3.11))iS SO large compared to the energy gain related to
the formation of K―Y singlet states that the CEF singlet becomes the ground
state.In this case,the remaining conduction electrons are not scattered by
∫―eleCtrOns,and as a result the total phase shift is δ=0(δl=0,あ=0)。
Ⅵ″hen△≫ △*,5幣becOmes close to the excitation energy K between twO
singlet states.
Such an interchange of the ground state can be understood by considering
that the increase of aゝcauses the stabilization of the level of the CEF singlet
state as shown in Fig.3.5.In the case of△N△ち写 is determined not by
characteristic energies of the K―Y single  and the CEF singlet states,but by the
energy splitting between two singlet states,△E:i.e。,1弾～△E・ Particular軌
at the critical point,the degeneracy of the K―Y singlet and the CEF singlet
states is not lifted even at T=0,making写=O and limT→0島mp=0.51o  2.
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Figure 3.3: Temperature dependence Of the entrOpy due to∫― lectrons in sys―
tems near the critical point. Parameter set is the same as that used in Fig.3.2.
In order to obtain the result with a higher accurac光 3000 states are kept in
each step of NRG.GrOund states of each system are indicated by open symbols
for the K―Y singlet,and fllled symbols for the CEF singlet.The characteristic
temperature T is」V n by that making∂島mp(T)/∂(10g T)maximum at the
lclwer temperature side.
In other words, at low enough temperatures, the localized moment 
^9r of orbitatt has already been screened out by conduction electrons in orbital 1 below
fi11, while 52 of orbital 2 still has the degree of freedom as localized moment.
Therefore, the effective Hamiltonian of (3.11) near the fixed point behaves as
the two'channel Kondo model (TCKM) [10, 11] because ^92 interacts with two
"conduction" electron channels, one is the conduction electrons on orbital 2
and the other is a complex of conduction electrons on orbital 1 and screened
,91 as discussed in ref. 10.
Fig.3.6 shows the A dependence of the Sommerfeld coeffi.cient, 7i-o(?) :
Ct^o(T) lT, due to /-electrons for various temperatures. For all A shown in
Fig.3.6, 7i-p(?) increases monotonically down to T : 7.0 x L0-7 as decreasing
T. At A: A* 
- 
0.L72, the increase of 1-o(7) does not stop and exhibits
divergence in the limit 7 -+ 0 because the structure of the fixed point is the
sarne as that of TCKM as discussed above. For A off the critical value A*. the
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Figure 3.4:△dependence of TF・The efFect of the competition between two
singlet states suppresses T,and in particular T=O at the critical point
△=0.112壁△*.
increase of γmp(T)StOpS at around the characteristic temperature T leading
tO the Fermi liquid behavior at T<畔.%mp(T)takes a dip structure arOund
△ ～ △*at higher temperature region.This is because amp(T)haS Only a
weak T dependence in a wide temperature range O～写 <Tくηo Or△
around ztt fy∠生*as can be seen in Fig.3.3.
It is remarked that the enhallced part of γmp(T)near△～△*in the low
temperature limit iom the bttgrOund part at l△―△*|≫△*arises from the
efect of the competition bet■v en the K―Y singlet and the CEF singlet states.
The part of the backgrOund is essentially given by an inverse of ηく20r△,and
is overヽⅣhellned by the enhanced part near z生′Vz生*. Note that the ordinate of
Fig。3.6 is represented in a logarithmic scale.
Although we take△as a control parameter here,we can expect a silnilar
behavior of 71mp through other parameters,such as the hybridizations yl and
y2,WhiCh can also control the competition between levels of two singlet states.
It is also remarked that such an anomalous behavior of%mp Can be realized in
systems with other symmetry:e.g.,in UBe13 With Cubic symmetry[12,13,141.
Fig.3.7 shows the Sommerfeld coemcient due to the∫―eleCtrOn,γ,and he
lattice constant αO for systelln of solid solution,Ul_″ⅣI“Be13・ Here,the lattice
constallt,αO is controlled by replacing the U atom partly with other elements
Nl,and γ shows the silnilar behavior as shown in Fig。 3.6.It is remarkable
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…Y Singlet
??
?
?
?
?
CEF Singlet
Figure 3.5: Sёhematic energy levels Of twO singlet grOund states. The CEF
singlet state is stabilized relative to the K―Y singlet state as/生incre es.
that γ takes a maximum value at αO=α6,WhiCh is approximately the same
as the lattice constant of UBe13[1司・Experimentally,as shOwn in Fig.3.8,
in a series of materials with αO<α6suCh as UO.lYO.9Be13 amd UO.lSc。.9Be13,
the Kondo like upturn is observed in the resistivity in the lov″temperature
region.On the other hand,in thOse with αO>α6sud■as u01La。.9Be13 and
UO.lTh。9Be13,the temperature dependence of the resistivity can be explained
by the efect Of the CEF with the singlet ground state.Then,we expect that
UBe13 iS 10Cated near the critical point in this series of materials.
3。4  Magnetic Field Dependence of Non―Fer li Liquid
Behavlors
ln this section,we discuss the lnagnetic fleld dependence Of the NFL behav―
ior Of γmp(T).The ettCt Of the magnetic neld on∫l States is taken intO
account through the Zeeman term br tOtal angular moment,πzeeman(∫1)=
Ⅸ黒等)蹴1縞'1瑠t∬黒‖雷て驚t:瑠ll,1点f霊
metts of tlvO_electron Zeeman term πzeeman(∫2);e.gっ(「縫lπzeemm(∫2)IF鍵)=
干11%μBttz/7,and(「31πZeeman(∫2)IF4)=~2動μB月,Here,πzeeman(∫2)c。}
sists of twO πzeeman(∫1).
In Fig.3.9,we show the llnagnetic ield dependence Ofthe characteristic tern…
perature tti near the critical point;i.e。,△=0.108,0.110,0.112(笙△*),0.114,0.116
ざ
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106
0.06 0.14
Figure 3.6: A dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient ?i*o(7) : Ci^o(T) lT
due to the /-electrons for various temperature. The ground state switch at
A : A* 
- 
0.112 from the K-Y singlet ground state for A < A* to the CEF
singletforA>A*.
and O.118.It is noted that畷(〃z)r mains constant for″z leSS than the char―
acteristic magnetic neld I〃wh Ch is deined approximately as that from which
写(夏z)Starts to increase tt incretting〃z(as shOWn by circles in Fig。3.9).Ex―
plicitltt the characteristic magnetic ield=メS are given as I,α3×10~4 for
△=0.106 and O.118,「」笙2× 0~4 for△=0.108 and O.116,IJ笙3×10~5
for△=0.110 and O.114,and=」笙 ×10~5 for△=0.112.IJ haS a tendency
of approaching zero as the critical flxed point is approaぬed,i.e。,z生―)z生*. For
CEF paralneter△shown in Fig.3.9,I〃iS much smaller than the lower Kondo
temperature l■2～6.01×10~3,so that the magnetic ield ttz<=」haS littl
influence on the K¨Y singlet state.Then,=」iS COnsidered to be determined by
a competition of two efects which destroy the TCKⅣl―type NFL flxed point:
one is a distance of∠fゝrom△*alld the other is the lnagnetic neld which breaks
the degeneracy corresponding to smp(T=0)=0・51og 2 dueto the TCKE,the
origin ofthe TCKM―type NFL lxed point.Namely,I」is giVen by the energy
scale characterizing a crossclver from the TCKⅣI―type NFL behaviorto the po
larized Ferlni liquid behavior beyond the efFect of the distance of ztt frOnl the
critical value△*.Since γmp(7)exhibitS the divergent increase around△～△
*
?
??
?
?
0。10
△
―□―T=lx10‐    訳 K=0.16
:::|IΞIIll::―o―i=ラI161
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/ vs. httice parameter in doped U'_, M,8"r.
▲ X・0.5
■ x・031
▼ X・0,15
Hf Zr
?．??
??
Thご
Th a
La
▲
Ce
Pr 希
ao tA)
Figure 3.7: Lattice constant a6 and the Sommerfeld coefficient 7 of 18
U1-"M"BeB at T 
- 
0.5[K] [15]. The 7 value takes peak structure at a6 : 65
where afi is the lattice constant of UBe13.
in the temperature region T>T(夏z)aS decreasing T,鶴mp(r)eXhibits a NFL
behavior in the same temperature region T>T(夏z).SinCe T(夏z)rema ns
almost unchanged up to ttz=″」,the NFL behaviors are expected to remain
robustly even under the magnetic ield ttz>T(夏z)S010ng as t z<象2・
This behavior is reproduced by explicit calculations of γmp(T)under various
magnetic ttelds as shown below.
In Fig。3.10,we show the temperature dependence of■mp(T)fOr△=0.112
(2△*)and△=0.118 under variOus magnetic nelds of up tO ttz=1.2×10~3.
Extremely close to the criticality at△=0.112壁△*,%mp(T)iS enhanced by
the malgnetic ield as shown in Fig.3.10(a)・ThiS S because T(比)inCreases
appreciably frolln 10~7t。10-5 corresponding to the increase of the magnetic
neld=z from 10~4t。103,reSulting in an increase of∂島mp(T)/∂(10g T)=
amp(7),sO%mp(7),at T>10~5.On the other hand,at△=0.118 slightly 6f
the criticalit光%mp(T)iS robust against the magnetic ield up to t=1.2×10~3
for the temperature region T>3×10~5 aS ShOwn in Fig.3.10(b).ThiS iS
because T(夏z)remains almost unchanged up to ttz=I」～10~3 so hat
%五p(T)remains the same as that at=z=O for T>7F蟹105.
1000
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?
??
‐?
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?
「?
）?
lQ610,110
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Figure 3.8: Temperature dependence of the resistivity for U6.1Me.eBe13 where
M:Th, La, Sc and Y 115]. Material with M:Y and Sc, which has smaller
lattice constant than UBe13 show the Kondo like upturn in the low temperature
region, while materials with M:La and Th, which has larger lattice constant
than UBe13 shows the resistivity which can be explained by the effect of the
CEF with the singlet ground state.
These kinds of NFL behaviors arise also in the region of the K-Y singlet
state, i.e., A ( A*, although we do not show the results explicitly.
3.5 Kondo-Temperature Dependence of Non-Fermi Liq-
uid Behavior under Magnetic Field
In this section, we investigate the properties of the NFL behavior of 7i-p(?)
under magnetic field of systems with other Txz by changing Vz as Vz : 0.25
and 0.20 for various sets of the CEF parameter, (K,L). Other parameters
are set to be the same as those in the previous section: i.e., E1 
- 
Ey2 :
-0.4,U1 - Uz - 1.0, and Vr:0.45. Inthecaseof K: L:0, each
lower Kondo temperature can also be determined by the Wilson's definition
as Txz : 7.27 x 10-3 for V2: 0.25 and Txz 
-- 
8.92 x 10-5 for V2 : 0.20,
respectively. To analyze further, we also fix one of the CEF parameters as
K : 0.16 and calculate 1-o(?) for a series of A under various magnetic
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一■一△=0.106-◇一△=0.112
-●一Δ=0.108-△一△=0.114
-▲一△=0.110-○一△=0.116
->―△=0.118
10-4
丼 餞
卜 10-6
10‐
8
Figure 3.9: Magnetic field dependence of G near the critical point. The
parameters related to /-electrons are the same as Fig.3.2. Circles indicate
characteristic magnetic fields H z*'s.
■elds.It is natural that△*(cOrresponding to the critical point)becomes
small、′ith decreasing TK2 beCause the energy gain due to the formation of
the K―Y singlet state decreases with a smaller y2 The Critical valuc of△
is determined as△*壁0 054 for b=0.25 and△*笠0.024 for 1/2=0・20,
respectively.Fig.3.1l shows the temperature dependence of%mp(T)Of the
system with the CEF ground statei(a)△=0062>△*蟹0.054 for y2=0・25
and(b)△=0.032>△*20.024 for y2=020.The NFL behavior being
robllst against the magnetic neld occllrs in a tcmperature region of T>7T up
tO=ztt J」in the former case(a),While in the latter case(b)the magnetic
field has cOnsiderable inlucnce on the NFL behaviOr.
For ttz=0,7F iS also suppressed as in the case of y2=0・30 in the宙cinity
of the critical point△～△*.It is noted that the decrease of TK2 and△does
not appredabサafFect T,i・e.T～10~5 br bOth cases Of(a)and(b),Whtth
is determined froln calculations corresponding to Fig.3.3.This is because T
is deterllnined by the energy splitting bet、ve n the K―Y s nglet and the CEF
singlet states,and does not depend on the characteristic energy scale Of each
singlet state  Under the magnetic fleld, the efect On the NFL behaviOr is
?
??
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Figure 3.10: Temperature dependence of γ for(a)△=0・112(空△*)and
(b)△=0・118 under various magnetic flelds.In the case of(b),the NFL
behavior of γ is robust against a magnetic ield of up to 〃z = 1.2 × 10~3
for T>3.0×10~5 in Spite of■1笙1・69×105.The parameters related to
ノーeleCtrOns are the salne as those used in Fig.3.2.
markedly di■rent in two cases(a)and(b)・In the case of(a)with y2=0・25,
the NFL behavior of ttmp(T)iS rather robust against the magnetic ield(up
tO=」)in a wide temperature range(T>6辱)aS in the case of y2=0・30,
while in the case of(b)with y2=0・20,%mp(T)is Sensitive to the magnetic
ield because the characteristic magnetic ield I」 cOmparable to the lower
Kondo temperature,TK2・Nameltt in the case of y2=0・20,the magnetic ield
〃z>7弘2笙8.92×10~5 suppresses%mp(T)by breaking the K―Y singlet ground
state.It is noted that in the case ηK2>△,the suppr ssion of γimp(T)as in
the case of Fig.3.10(b)iS expected for〃z>△by br aking the CEF singlet
states.Thus,the magnetic neld dependence of the NFL behavior of ttmp(T)iS
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Figure 3.11: Temperature dependence of 1^o(7) for a series of magnetic fields
in the system for the hybridization (a)l/2 : 0.25 and (b)lz2 : 0.20.
deterlnined not by the characteristic temperature 7卜,but by the characteristic
magnetic fleld」げJ WhiCh iS deterlnined by the characteristic energy scale of
each singlet state,ηc and△,or the distance fl・om tlle critical pOint.
3。6  Conclusion and]Discussion
ヽヽ石e have investigated the efect Of the magnetic fleld On the NFL behaviors
due to the competition between the K―Y singlet and the CEF singlet states
in∫2_baSed heavy fermiOn systems with tetragonal symmetry.The efect Of
the competition suppresses the characteristic temperature 5町,COrresponding
to a peak of the specinc heat,cmp(T),tO a much smaller vdue than the
characteristic energy scale of each singlet states: i.e., 7k2, the lower Kondo
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tcFnI)cl atll■(),all(1△,tllc()1lCrgy spiittillg l)etwcell tllc CEF sillglct glo1111(1
state and the fllst excited do■blet states  7r is dcterlllined approxilllately
by△E,tllc cncrgy dirrcrclicc bct、vc n t、ハ√o sillglct statcs, alld thcl・ exists llc
t、ヽro―channel Kondo model(TCKX/1)type NFL bellttiors a,t IF<T<3髪2・
Namely,near the(〕ritical point,△～ △*,the SolBIIIlerild c()ettcicrlt γittlp(T)
exhibits a NFL beha、rior(γilnp(T)∝~10g T)at T>T占
In the vicillity of the critical point,TきWas sho、`n l ot t,tl be afected by tlle
magnctic ield up to a certain value∬」,while 7事iS creased ftDr∬J<〃g<
lllin(7k2)△).As a restllt,the NFL behavior Of γinlp at T>■l iS robust aga,inst
tlle magnetic Acld〃<〃」・Then,br rcasonablc sets of parallletcrs,the NFL
bchaviors being I.obust against a,maglletic ield of tlp to ff」(lan Occur at al■
observable temperature range  Thus, the lllagnetic icld dependence of this
NFL is characterized by」∫J WhiCh is determined by tile cllaracteristic energy
scales of two sil■glet states and tllc distalnce fl‐om the critical poillt
ln the present chapter,we have discussed plηrsical properties in the tetrag―
onal sylnl■etry. However, also ill the case of other crystal syIIlllletrics, it is
expectcd that thclc relllaills the efect of the colllpetitic)n betweell the I(一Y
sil■glet and the(3EF singict states,leading to the lゞFL behaviors silRlilar to tllc
present case.()nc example would be the case oftllc cubic systeln UBe13｀Vl・lich
scellls to be located llcar the phase botllldary betv″e n theぶ〔―Y singlet allcl
the CEF singlet states,according to a series of experiments of lilllT～Oθ(T)/T
fol systems of solid sollltion,Ul_rT″Be13 ShOW  i l Fig. 3,7,、vhere tlle lattice
constallt l10 is changed in a wide range covering both the lK―■
″
sil■glet alld tlle
CEF singlet g■ollnd states[15].]Ⅵoreover,pure UBe13 CXhibits tlle NFL be―
havior,σ(T)/7¬～―10g r up tO〃2=12 Tesla as shown il■Fig.3.12:141.
Of collrse,precisely spcaking,results of tlle presel■t chapter are for the systelll
of∫2_illlpurity so that we should be ca■eflll in deriving a solid conclusion. IIll―
deed,an approach lDased oll tlle dyllalllical llleall ield concept is indispellsable
for deriving a solid collclusion for lattice systellls,in、vllicll the present results
wrOuld be inheritcd to the solver of illlpurity problelll Nevertlleless,wc eXpeCt
that thc e∬c t of tlic c()IIlpctitioll plays clll iIIlportallt rolc for UBci3 tO eXhibit
slicll a NFL behavior rather lobllst against the magnetic ield larger thal■the
ettctive Rrllli cnergy l■たIred ttoFn the Value of lilllT～OC(7)/T,Namely,tlle
lo、ver Kondo telllperature would be larger tllan 121(fl・olll the fact that thc
NFL behⅣiol lil■l.,～Oσ(7)/T製―10g r in uBe13 iS rObust agaillst the llla辟
netic neld up to 12■da at hast[1到・IVere it notおr the superconふlcing
state at T<■貿 lK,there would exist thc peak with speci■c heat ncar at
T=写・Predictiolls of the present chapter lllay be cllecked by cxperilnellts
in solne U―diluted systelll of(」B 13 1lCar the phase bollndary bet、veen tlle lK―マ
/
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Figure 3.12: Temperature dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient of UBe13
after subtraction from raw data the nuclear contribution due to Zeeman split-
ting of eBe states llal at some magnetic field, B:0,6, 8, 10, 12 Tesla. The
sharp peak at 7 
- 
0.9 at B :0Tesla is due to the superconducting transition.
Inset shows 0 and 12 Tesla's data on a logarithmic temperature scale. The
Sommerfeld coefficient of UBe13 shows -log 7 behavior at, B : 0 Tesla, and
that is not affected by magnetic field up to 12 Tesla.
singlet and the CEF singlet states under pressures and/or magnetic fields.
Appendix: /2 States in Tetragonal Symmetry
In the tetragonal symmetry, wave functions for each CEF level are given
within /1 states of i :5/2 orbitals as follows:
0.0
「粉=d土》十引う噺 =土引土》平q干:ゝLJ=崎
(3.1)
(3.動
(3.3)
where ( and 4 are the coefficients determined by the effect of the CEF. In this
appendix, we determine these coefficients on the basis of the condition that
BtT) u*u, 13
?
?
?
?
● B(T)
00
()12
'00春
On6●
3.6 Conclusion and Discussion
the energy level of low-lying /2 states with J :4 manifold can be reproduced
by Hamiltonian (3.9). First, we construct states with J : 4 manifold from the
direct product of states with j :512 manifold.
■31=到土訓土〉
1土幼 =士 tlゴ
土
》 1平う
土
涯
1土)1土〉
1土⇒ =± 7写1土》 1干う
土
標
1土)1干)・
By using the inversion relttion of eqs.(3.1)―(3.3)repreS nting l±5/2),1土
3/2),and l±1/2)in terms of「P,Fり,and F6,We Obt読n the∫2 stttes in the
tetragonal symmetry as fo1lows:
『⇒=洗da_|_功=島[←ξ+拓η)〔喘「め+『脚『a)
+(拓ξ-3η)(|「2)IF6⇒~IF絆)IF6-))1, 0。つ
「
め=島dυ十1-功=島[lξ一拓η)(珊『 め
―
『
脚
『
請 )
+(vgc+3η)(|「絆)IF6-)十IF2)IF6+))], 0劫
『 鼎
)=副⇒―司―⇒=(βξ+拝αη
)「
脚
『
6⇒十拝 司FttF的
+(βη一拝αC)「帰『6⇒,   00
「 Fb=副
―助―司⇒=―
(β
ξ+標αη)F勁『 6⇒+拝司
FttF帰
+(βη一拝αC)「騎F6⇒,
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.10)
are the same as those expressed in eqs. (3.5)-(3.8).
Here, terms where states with ff) symmetry are occupied in eqs.(3.7)-
(3.10) can be negiigible because their energy levels are as.sumed to be higher
than the other states so that the hybridizal,ionbetween ff) and the /2-states
(3.7)-(3.10) may be neglected for forming a heavy fermion state as discussed in
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refs. 16 and 17. The coefficients, ( and q, can be determined by the condition
that the coefficients of the remaining terms in eqs.(3.7)-(3.8) are equal to those
in eqs.(3.5)-(3.6). The result is
0・11)
A relation between a and B is also derived by comparing eqs.(3.9)-(3.10) with
eqs. (3.7)-(3.8) as follows:
3
η=7画・
β洗
― 0.1動
It is noted that the cOemcient ofthe lrst term in(3.7),including「兜,becomes
larger than that ofthe secOnd term in(3.つ,inClu ing「健,if we use the values
of(3.11).HOWeverl比おdlwaЫe tO dおcard the frst term because the r健
state is assumed to play a negligible role in forllning the heavy ferllnion state as
discussed above.The normalization condition for the right part Of eqs.(3.9)―
(3.10)requires″=1.Nevertheless,by combining the nOrmalizatiOn condition
for「F)symmetry in∫2 states,i.e.,lα12+lβ12=1,there are no solutions fOr
these cOemcients as far as 2y11/7<″≦1(2、江1/7蟹0.947・…).ThiS iS
because we have dscttded the stttes rdathg to「P as dscussed above,and
increased the weight ofthe remaining terms in eqs.(3.9)―(3.10).In view ofsuch
a situation,for simplicitェwe use the pseudospin representttions,|↑,↑)and
l↓,↓),Written in eqs.(3.7)―(3.8),respectivett aS「r)Sta es instead Of using α
and β.
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Chapter 4
Effect of Competition between
Kondo-Yosida and
Crystalline―Electric―F eld
Singlet States ?????
f2-Configuration System with
Tetragonal Symmetry
4。l lntroduction
ln recent decades,nOn―Fermi-liquid(NFL)behaViOrs observed in some heavy
fermion cOmpounds alld high―■ cuprates have created interest in the issues
around the quantum―critical point(QCP)。Of these NFL beha宙ors,those
based on a single correlated impurity in systems with∫2_con■g ation are clas―
sined into two subclasses in which the QCP iS triggered by the local criticality:
one is caused by the two―chann l Kondo(TCK)effeCt due to the non―Kramers
doublet state 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,91,and the other is caused by the competi―
tion between the crystdline―electric eld(CEF)singlet and the Kondo―Yosid
(K―Y)singlet states[10,11,12,131.Each of these mechanisms shows NFL
behaviors below its characteristic energy scale 5聰beCause th  s stems flow
toward the unstable nxed pOillt. However,in real systems,small but relevant
perturbations, leading the systems away frolln the unstable flxed point, give
rise to a inite characteristic temperature T,the crOssover temperature from
NFL behavior to Ferllni―liquid behavior.Nameltt these two NFL behaviors are
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observed in the temperature(T)regiOn T≦T≦Z When写≪島.
The NFL behaviors due to these twO mechanisllns are,in general,difttcult
to distinguish experilnentall光especially in the case of U―ilnpurity compounds,
because there exists some ambiguity in deterllnining the CEF level scheme Of
U―ions.Thl_″UωRu2Si2(X≦0・07)is one Such complicated heavy fermiOn im―
purity system.The NFL beha宙ors of this material are well scaled brimpurity
concentrations, so that many theOretical and experillnental works have been
carried out based on these two mechanisms treating U―ion as an impurity 15,
10,11,14,15,161.Actually,in Thl_ωUωRu2Si2,~lnT d市ergences are ob―
served in both the lnagnetic susceptibility χimp and the Sollnlnerfeld cOemcient
%mp≡amp/T aS ShOWn in Fig。4.1(a)and(b),Cmp being the specinc heat
due to the impurity. Ⅳloreover,the resistivity ρimp shows the anOmalous teln―
perature dependence as shown in Fig.4.2. These NFL behaviors are consistent
with those predicted by theOries based On these twO mechanisms. In the case
of Rl″U“Ru2Si2(R=Y and La),degrees Of NFL behaviors are less prominent.
NamelェFermi liquid behaviors recover in the low temperature regions where
Thl_″UαRu2Si2 eXhibits prominent NFL behaviOrs 116,lη.These difFerences
can be understood from a viewpoint that distances from the QCP are difFerent
frOIn cOmpounds to compounds.In other word,,Thl_πUπRu2Si2 iS aSSumed
to be accidentally 10cated near the QCP.
With the application of a rnagnetic neld,however,there exist some aspects
inconsistent with the NFL behaviors based on the TCK efect even in the
case of Thl_ωUπRu2Si2・First,ifthe NFL behaviors Originated from the TCK
efect,the llnagnetic ield would induce the increase of 71mp due to the release Of
the residual entropy by lifting the degeneracy due to the doublet「12)grOund
state of」=4 orbitals in tetragonal sylnlnetry. However,the suppressiOn of
the-10g r divergence of%mp iS observed in Thl_″U″Ru2Si2 by applying a
magnetic ield as shown in Fig.4.2「q.Next,it was repOrted that T(〃
)
Of Thl_“U“Ru2Si2 ShOWS an anomalous magnetic neld(∬)dependence.Fig.
4.4(a)shOWS the temperature dependence of the resist市ity(ρ5∫)under the
magnetic neld,and Fig.4.4(b)shCIWS the maghetic ield dependence Of the
characteristic temperature(deinedけTF(∬)in thS■gur )d termmed by the
temperature at which the resistivity starts to shows the Ferllni―liquid behavior,
i・e・,ρ5∫∝T2.clearly seen frOm Fig 4.4(c),whiCh Shows the〃2_dependence
Of Ъ(∬),the magneuc ield dependence Of Ъ(∬)dO S not written in the
fOrm a quadratic dependence of〃ex ct d in the TCK modelレ,4,7,司.
Considering these incOnsistencies, it is troublesome tO argue that the NFL
behaviors in Thl_ωUωRu2Si2 Can be underst00d by the theory based on the
TCK eSect[11].
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Figure 4.1: Temperature (7) dependence of (a) magnetic susceptibility (xsl)
and (b) Sommerfeld coefficient (Clf l?.) due to /-electrons[16]. In the case of
Th1-rUrRu2Si2, both shows logarithmic divergence as ? decreases.
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Figure 4.2: Temperature (?) dependence of the /-electron contribution to the
resistivity (Ap) [16].
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Figure 4.3: Temperature (7) dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient due to
the /-electron under magnetic field (B) [16].
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Of■(〃)・
In this chapter,we study the rnagnetic neld dependence of the〕FヾL behav―
iors due to the competition between the K―Y singlet and the CEF singlet states
in tetragonal symmetry,and discuss its applicability to the magnetic proper―
ties in「Fhl_″U Ru2Si2・Yotsuhtthi ct αι have already discussed this prOblem
On the basis of the two―lbital Anderson model Ⅵ″ith the ``antiferromagnetic''
Hund's―rule coupling[111,the same as in the presellt chapter.They have shown
that the logarithlnic enhancement of 71mp due to the competition between the
two singlet states is suppressed by applying the magnetic fleld in a wide set
of parallneters near the unstable■xed point,which is consistentヽⅣith the ex―
perilnental results of Thl_″U″Ru2Si2 in a Wide―temperature region. Here,we
」so take the same CEF scheme as 1111,and investigate the〃―dependence of
the magnetic susceptibility χimp, the resistivity ρ mp, and, in particular, the
characteristic temperature T(〃)obtained iom these physical quantities.On
/ (ο)
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Figure 4.5: CEF level scheme of low-lyi\g f2 states and their eigenstates.
the basis of the ttrilson numerical renormalization group(NRG)methOd 1191,
we show that the〃―dependence of写ざ(〃)Changes at around the crossover
magnetic neld Ecr,and that l辱(〃) t〃～ 〃cr reproduces the anomalous
behavior observed in Thl_.UERu2Si2・ Namely, the anOmalous properties in
Thl_″U Ru2Si2 Can be fully explained by the present model. 1/10reover, the
anomalous properties in Rl_αUωRu2S 2( =Y and La)are alSO Consistent with
our results.
This chapter is Organized tt fo1lo、vs.In§4.2,weintroduce the model Hamiト
tonian to discuss the competition between the two singlet states.In§4.3,the
numerical result by the NRG calculation of the magnetic ield efect On電ま(〃),
the resistivity ρimp,and the rnagnetic susceptibility χimp,are given in the case
of both singlet ground states.In§4.5,the〃―d pendence of:琴(∬)iS giVen in
the case ofthe anOther∫2_cEF levelscheme.In§4.4,we discuss a scaling prop―
erty of the∬―dep ndence of:弔(∬)and itS Origin on the basis of the similarity
of the unstable flxed point with the case of TCK efect.In§4.6,we discuss
the apphcability of this scenario to the experilnental result of Thl_2U″Ru2Si2,
and we summarize our results in§4.7.
4.2  Model Han■i tonian
To discuss the competition between the two singlet states,we rewriteノ2_states
in the′―ブcoupling scheme using∫1-States in the J=5/2 manifold.Here,we
restrict the Hilbert space of∫1-states to two low lying Kramers pairs and allot
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4. 2 \ilodr-'l Hamiltonian
therr the pser:rlospin sa,:ltes ;rs follows 111. 131:
;;.{z)1 
-
tr-(2)t 
-
ll r | 
-
)≡‖け
十》≡出叫
停・1)
停勾
停.勢
に4)
|「6,■)
|「6.―)
'11rs 
./2-states are also restri<:tecl to the fonr low-lyirig CtrF statcs in thi: .l -- 4
nranifold of letragorra,l syrnrli:try, u'hich are wrilten in the j-j coLrpling schen:e
witlrin a nranifolrl of 
.j :512 fu.f1*totrfigurat,ion ars lblkrws l1l, 131:
島(|↓,⇒ |↑,⇒), 攀・→
号ゞ(|↑i⇒キ|↓,⇒)1
|「解1)=β+3)一r_ll-1)=|↑)↑),
「『1)=幽-3)一αll)=|↓,↓)・
Herc. we assurne iirc la silglet grottld sta,tc as shown in Fig. 4.5, wire:'e
1{ and A represent the excitatiol enetgies. With the rse of the pseluclospin
states (4.1)-(4.4), the /z-level schene ls reproducecl 1,;r, the "itntiferromagnetic"
Hrrrrtl's-r'rrk' t'ouplirrg ILI. I :]]
|「⇒=ギ号(十⇒ ―か=
|「⇒=」考(十鋤十一つ)= (4.6)
(4.7)
(48)
貿Hmd=与ドF島+S「ド」 十てたSi巧,
whcre coupling conslar:ts arc rleiined as J* : 1{ arrtl J, 
- 
2A* 1{, respectively.
5,,, it o pscr:ciospin operalor of the /'-electrun in the Hilbert space of J":r-state
spii,nned hy the orbitais 'nt: I (ff2)) or 2 (fr,), and is definecl as
鳥≡シ1lσら〆九♂, ←10
(49)
wlrere fn,o is an anrihllation operator of the /-elech'on in orlrit.rl rn [11. 13].
The rrse of the j-.i coupling scher::c for J'2-states is not necessary in principle
for solvlng the present probler;r. However, it rn:i,hes the probletli tlore tlactablc
in calculiitiors on the basis of the Wilson NRG n:ethod.
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Thus, the Harrtiltonian is givel by the two-orbital inrpr:rity Arulersor: r:rodel
with the "antiferromilgnetic" Hund's-rule coupling as follows ftt" tgl:
14 :'ll.f ?lr,,,r, * 1* + ?1u,,,,.r,
'J1,, I I : t:c),:,,,o, t.,,,n.
rrt:l,2 io
'Jlr,yr, I I (v,,,,t^.,,,o.f ,,," 1...) .
ttt:ji io
H, :L 8.y,,,l'),o.1',,o 1 X tJ,,J'./,,t!,,tJ',t,1.1'u,tr,
where ,?fr" io an anrtihilatiorr opera,tor of a corrductiorr r:lectlorr rvi1,h the rvave
\rector k ancl the spin o hvbridizirrg with the 
./'-elertron ir ori;ita1 nr witlr
a strength i/,,,. fr1, fltlcl lir, :rre lhc energy lcve1 of the 
./-clcctlori ancl an
irrtra-orbital Coulornb repulsion in orbital rn, ancl the other Coulonrb repulsion
telms. like :rn irrter-oi'1,;ital intct'actiotl. ilre irnplicltll, ilcludecl irr ihe "antifer-
romi:.gnetic" Hi-Lrrcl's-rr.de couplilg (a.10).
Wc co:rsidcl titc ciisc wltcl lhc :li-lgrrctic {icld is aplrlicd itr thc :*c1irr:crtion.
the c-axis of Th1-,1.f.,.I1.u2Si2. The cffect of the rnag:rct,ic field fr;r 
./1-sta,tes is
taken into acconnt t.hrough t,hc Zeern:ul t.el'tirs rleSrred J-rv
停11)
各.1勾
僻.1勢
停l→
%zcenan(fl)=―Σ〕ク“′ιB踊,〃‐ 停1尋
whcre g―ねctol・s of Orbital l all(1 2 alc″1=90/49 alld 92=6/7,rcspectively.
Tlle efects of the IIlaglletic Acld br.′7,_states(7:=2,3,4)are calCula,ted by
貿 zeettan(f7.),WhiCh is the sull1 0f tlle Zeelllan tel・III(415)fOr Cacll∫― leCtron
Ft9r examがc,(「縫 貿zeemat(f2)F縫)=圭続 十 ク2)μB〃/2わrノ2_state F縫),
ぼ)鋭競誇,糧∬『 1靴TI盟始P鳳∬毬li驚威l貞謂lll彙1th(〕ヾ 1ゝ1「ヽleckぐ()ntrilDlltloll a■isi x f101n the of_diagollal ternt l)ct、vee l F4 a d
「 3 in theノ
'2_singlet nianiおld is estilllated as(F31貿Zcanan(f2)F4)=~(91-
ク2)′ιB〃/2 Howevelヽ,tl is valllc is Πt h lllaller tllall that cstilnated in thc
ιS―cttupling s(lllellle ill the tア=4■laniわld,(「41~gJμ卜た〃F3)=~2夕.ノμB∬=
witllクJ議4/5,beCallse the lligller「11)(lollblet state ill the J=5/2 1nanifol(1
il・∫1-COnttgttratill11 1las been discar(led ill cc)llstrtlctilig ollr lno〔lel Ha,1111lt011lall
(411)―(414)In hct,1l Wc cOllSt■lrt thc「4 al d F3 singlet states ill theブ=5/2
6()
4 3 Characteristた■lllperaturc写(〃)
llla.nifol(l as
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the ottdiagollal terlll is estilllated as(「31貿ze nlan(f2)F4)轟勢μB〃With島=
6/7,wllich a,lnlost coincides witll tlle valuc estilllated in tllcんS―coupling
scllellle ill tlle,ア=4 111al■ifold,「rlllis,in Order to take illto a(:count theミ、11
「ヽleck colltliblltioll properly,、ve adopt,tilc off―diagonal lnatrix elellnent ill tlle
`ノ=4 111allilЭcl otller than tlle colltrilDllti()11撫on  the√
1-baSed zeclnan terlll.
lllrtl trallsおni tlle conductioll―ball(l pa,It of the Ha1lliltolliall(4.12),witll a
logaritllⅡlic discIヽetizatioll para,1lletel',A==25,illto tlle ollo―dilllellsiolttal senli―
inillitc chaill IIlodel and carrv ollt tlle Wilson NRG lllethod i191 Flpr silttplicity,
we take c()1lductioll bands to be svllllllCtric ill the energy spacc(witll all extent
fl・oln―D to p)arollnd the Ferllli level ヽヽ二e keep tl c low lying 4000 states in
eacll iteratioll step.
4.3 Characteristic Telllperature T(〃)
The HRIlliltollialt(411)haS tWO Stable nxed points 011e is the K一Y singlct
食xed poillt(KY SFP)where the spill degree of ttcedoin of eacll.′―el ctron
is screelle(l by the clDlldtlctioll electrol■s with the saine synl1lletry as thcノー
electrOn,lcadillg to the pllase shi■in tlle u litarity lil■lit as δ″′轟■/2(ηl頭
1,2) Tllc()tllol・is thc CEF sillgict ixcd point(CEF SFP)wliCIC tWo.′―
electr01ls fl111ll tlle sillglet state dlle to tllc CEIP cttbct,cllaractcrized by rl‐″2二=C
(m=1)2)Along the boundary of tllesc two stable―壼xed―point lcgiclls,tllere
exists al loclls of tlle ullstable nxed pOints across v/hi(11l tllc grc)tllld State is
intercIIれ1lged.A■oulld this lille,NFL bellc■viors appear a‐t Tr<T<:弓=
lllin(7k2)∬),Wllere?k2is tlle l()wer Koll(lo telllperature of two∫―orbitals.
IIl gelleral, ″′7″ ld ιrr"tlle cllcrgy level and tlle Colllolnb iliteractioll of
ea,cII∫―orbital)al・e diferellt Howevel,おI silllp icity,we take tllc sanle values
for eac1l olbital_ alld tlle digerencc ill(;haracters of cacll oII)ital is irltrod■lced
Ollly tll■ou811レ:′.. 電11lC]Kondo telllpcratllre of orbita.1 2 is posttllated t(D al、v ys
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the specinc heat amp fOr a series of
magnetic ields〃(0≦〃 ≦3×103)for(a)κ=0.0440 with等=1.44×106
in the KY SFP,and(b)κ=0.0488 with電F=133×10~6in the CEF SFP.
be lower than that of Orbita1 1,TKl>TK2,and the parameters of the Hamil_
tonian(4.11)are伝ed s島1=助2=~04,銑=鴫=1.5,И=0.45 and
y2 = 0・3  in the unit of I)throughout this section.In addition, the mag―
netic neld∬is measured in the unit of D/μB・ In the ctte of κ =△=0,
the Hamiltonian(4.11)reduces to two independent impurity Anderson mod―
els, where the KondO temperatures deternlined by the ヽヽrilsOn's deinitiO ,
4TKχimp(T=0)=0.413,are TIKl=4.52×10 2 and TK2=3.43×103,re―
spectively.In this chapter,we set the CEF level splittings as Й「>△which
reproduces the anisOtropy of the magnetic susceptibility,χz>χ⊥器 pointed
out in ref. 11. h/10rcOver,、ve ttx△==0.12 and control the degree of the cOm_
petition by varying the CEF level splitting κ. or the parameter set above,
κ*蟹0.0464 gives the unstable■x d pOint,1.e.,the ground state is the K―Y
singlet forム「<ス″*and the CEF singlet fOr」イ>」【*.
Figure 4 6 shows the temperature dependence of the specinc heat fOr two
cases:κ=0.0440 in the KY SFP region and for κ =o o488i  the CEF SFP
region,respectively.The characteristic temperature 7T iS deflned by the lowest
temperature at which the specinc heat amp(〃)=∂島mp(∬)/∂ln T,Simp being
the entropy due to the impuritェhas a peak corresponding to the release of
10g vワentrOpy which characterizes the unstable nxed point[11,131.For these
parameters,the characteristic temperatures are obtained as T～144×106
in the K―Y SFP regiOn,and at2T ω l・33×10~6 in the CEF SFP region.
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Figure 4.7:Characteristic temperature T vs κ ≡ (κ―κ*)/κ*br a senes
Of lnagnetic ield〃. Data poillts in the KY SFP are represented by closed
symbols,while thosein the CEF SFP are represented by open symbols.Arrows
indicate the positions of the dip of■|(∬).
In the case ofthe K―Y SFP region,T slightly decreases for a magnetic neld
〃=1.0×10~4,while the other vdues of the magnetic ield increase 2T.On
the other hand,in the case ofthe CEF SFI)region,all values of the magnetic
neld increases 7卜.
Figure 4.7 sho、vs K≡(κ―χ*)/κ*dependence of 7F(∬).The character―
istic temperature tt is decreased by the competition.One can see in Fig.4.7
that theえ―dependence of[琴at〃=O iS given by写∝ オ2 arOund the QCP,
indicating th乱電F giVes a degree of deviation from the QCP.ヽVhen the mag―
netic neld is applied,7芋increおs,and the enerまy speCtruln no longer suddenly
interchanges at κ=ス「*because the ground state is the llnixed state between
the CEF singlet and the K―Y singl t states.In the KY SFP region,there
appears a dip(indiCated by arrow in Fig.4.7)at whiCh tt takes a minimum
but remains non―zero. The energy spectruln obtained by the NRG calculation
10-4
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Figure 4.8:Frequency dependence Of the total scattering rate 1/7(ω)fOr a
series of magnetic ields〃(0≦∬ ≦ 3×103)for(a)κ=0.0440 with
写ま=1.44×10~6in the KY SFP,and(b)κ=0.0488 with TF=1.33×10~6
in the CEF SFP.
“gradually" crosses over bet、v en the types of the CEF and the K―Y singlet
states around this dip. Namely,it is the point where the dOIninant singlet state
of the twO singlet states interchanges. As the trnagnetic ield increttes,this dip
moves from Jf== κ* to the lov″ス「regiOn,v″hich indicates that the magnetic
neld increases the weight of the CEI「s nglet s ate compared to that ofthe K―Y
singlet state. This increase in the lreight of the CEF singlet state originates
ill tlle of―diagollal terln bctwecII「3 alld F4∫2_cEF singlet states because it
stabilizes the energy level of the「4 CEF singlet ground state.Hereafter,we
investigate the〃―d pendence of plysical quantities in two cases being c10se
to the QCP:κ=0.0440 with電『 =1.44×10~6 in the KY SFP region and for
κ =0.0488 with電吉=1・33×10~6 in the CEF SFP regiOn,respectively.
Figure 4.8 sho、vs the frequency dependence of the total scattering rate
1/7(ω)at T=O fOr two cases,X=0.0440 and κ=0.0488,where 1/τ(ω)iS
the sum of cOntributions from each orbital,and spin compone鶴1/77,Iσ(ω)=
2πル4れ12■mσ(ω),スησ(ω)being the singl←particle spectral functiOn.Data points
in the KY SFP region are represented by closed symbols,Ⅵアhile those in th
CEF SFP region are represented by open symbols unless stated exphcitly.The
T―dependence of the resisti宙ty can be inferred frOm 1/7(ω)because ω and T
are ofthe same order in the Fermi―liquid theo y pq,e.gっin the case ofthe sin―
gle orbital Anderson model,1/7(ω,T)211/7(0,0)][1-(ω2+π2T2)/31暖+…・]
4.3 Characteristic 'Jiernperaturtl t (11)
121: Altllougll it is not showll a,s igttres ill thc prescllt chapter,1/7(ω)il・
―
creを廊es logarithlllically ill tlle region of ωた 7k  dllC tO the screellillg of thc
ノ
.―
ele(Itroll by colldu(,tioll electrons i1l orbital l ill both(1椰es.ヽV t l llecreasil g
ω toward等(≪7k2<■1),1/7(ω)S110WS a.logarithnlic,η`r`asc ill tlle K―Y
SFP rcgion,bllt it sllows a logarithlllicごccγ℃asc ill tlle CEF SFP region.Fi―
1lally,the Ferllli lifll五d behavilyIふrcstore(l ill both regiolls,1.e.,1/7(ω)Ⅸ ω2,
at ω<琴(「=0)・
Whcll thc lnaAncic idd is appliedi thc rc盤心1』 scattc●llg ratc 1/Ъ≡
1/7(ω)lω→o decrcases ill tlle K―Y SFP regiorl as seen in Fig 4.8(a).There a,Ic
two origil■s whicI)induce stlcll an illcrease of 1/η:One is the lllixillg between
the lく―ゝ/singlct arlll CEF sil181et state ill the grolllld sta,te, a,n(l tllo otller is
tlle lllixlllg bet、vcell「4 alld l｀3 Sin31et states t.ll■l‐lugll lllo ofr―diagOllrl.ltcrm As
a rcslll転 the lllaglletic icld lealls the polarization of ea,cll∫e¨leCtr011. 1'hese
magnetic lllol■le tS IIlake a,sillglet state,lca,dillg to tlle rcductiorl of tlle plla.sc
shift On tlle other lland,in tlle CEF SFP regioII,1/Ъ increases becatls  the
CEF―type grllllntl state is lDolalized,and its llla.glletic 11lolllent s(la´tter of tile
cOnductiol■electroIIs,leadiIIg to all incI・casc of the pllase shift a.nd 1/7(ω)at
ω <:琴(〃轟 0)・ Because tlle wcight of tllc CEF siIIglet state ill tile groun(1
statc(lrastically illcreases colnparecl to that of the K―
アヽsinglet state arolll■d
the QCP,1/T(ω) ll tlke K―Y SFP region shows tlle saIIle T―depe l(lcttcc as in
tllc CEF SFP rcgiol)111ldCr higl1 11lagilcti(,Acl(1.After all,tllc r―(lerDellllellce of
the resistivity ρimp dlle to tllc iIIII)llrity sca,ttering is esselltially givell lDy that
Of 1/7(ω=T)
The magnctic sllsCCptibilitics,、lm 菫∂Af/∂∬,a..  showll in Fig.4.9 for
tllesc two cases The■laglletizatbll M collsists of Ml(a五盤ng froltt tllc Zeelllall
terin%zeeinan(f"))all(lAら(arisillg ttolll tlle Van Vleck terlll in.√
2←。11食gul atioll,
eqs(4.5)an(l(4.6)).Afl iS given as the tllermal average of tlle lχlagnetic
lnolnellt 7′=which is calculated as 71ド土(″1+ク2)μB/2お■ノ
・2_state iF解主〉)(4.7)
al■d(48),and 77ι=μBク2/2おrノ3_state l↑↓‐↑),and S0 0・.01撻tlle cther
ha.n(1,A/_2 is givcll l)y all crcct()f tilc of―(lir g()1lal clclllollt()f tllc IIla鳥1lctriZa itl11
bctwecn theノ2_cEF sillglet states「3,Cq (4.6),alld F4‐Oq.(4.5)III bOth
cases,■imp∈r)shOWS the logarit11lllic 7■(lepel dencc a‐t ar()1lnd T～■(l and
琴 <T<lllill(71(2,κ)Tlle lllagnetic ttcld reduccs tllc coettcient of the
-log F terl■ at η:<T<I11111(lk2√)alld the vall Vleck col■ril)tltio11.In
partic11lar,these rellllctions ill tlle I(Y SFP region a,re snlaller tlla.n those iェl
tl・lc(〕EF SFP region. Thc origin of this pllellolllenOn is the interchcnllge of the
、reigllt of tlle t、vo singlet states ill the grclullci state. At lligller lllagllctic ficlds,
hl both cases,tlle broad peak appeals at F～琴 (∬),Where写撫obtailled
fl‐ollt(ム総p tt nlelltioned above
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4. Effect of Competition between Kondo-Yosida and
Crystalline-Electric-Field Singlet States in /2-Configuration System with
Tetragonal Symmetry
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Figure 4.9: Temperature dependence of the susceptibility χimp fOr a series of
magnetic nelds〃(0≦〃 ≦3×103)for(a)κ=0.0440 with T=1.44×106
in the KY SFP,and(b)Йf=0 0488 with lT=133×10~6in the CEF SFP.
The SoI1lrrl()rたld coe■(lcrlts,%mp(T)≡qmp(T)/T,are shown in Fig.4.10
for twO cases.As it is same with the case of χi p%mp(T)ShOWS the logarithmic
T―dependence at around T～&l an 写<T<min(■2,κ)in bOth Cases
When applying the magnetic neld∬=1.0×lo~4,%mp(T)iS inCreased at
T<10-6 in bOth cases.Such an increase of γmp(T)can be seen for all ma■
nctic ield althOugh the tcIIlpcratllre rcgiOns depcn(ls()Il the、ralll()()f IIlagneti(]
neld.At T≪T,γmp(T)takeS the cOnstatt value.This constant value is
dccretted by IIlagnetic ficld,、″hich lncans that the IIlagnetic ield rclaxes thc
competition between two singlet states.
4.4 Scaling Behavior ofCharacteristic TeFlllperature τF(〃)
From the data of the T Or ω dependence of amp,χimp and 1/τ under the
magnetic neld〃,w  Obtain the〃―dependence of T(∬),aS ShOヽvn in Fig.
4.11(a),Where the■:(∬)Of 1/τ and χimp are deined as the temperature at
which the logarithllnic T_dependence stops、vith decreasing ω d T tOward O.
S、deine the crossover magnetic ield L「cr as he intersection point of linear
itS(dOtted lines)On the 10ょ10g plot for high and 10w magnetic neld regions in
the CEF SFP region(κ=0 0488 and κ =005172)as shOWn in Fig.4.11(a).
It is remarhble that so deterlnined Jりcr's fOr three ifferent physical quantities,
Gmp,χimp,and 1/7,almost coincide with each other"shOwn by arrows in
Fig.4.11(a),giVing a solid basis for deining the crossover magnctic neld Ecr.In
4.4 Scaling Behavior of Characteristic Temperature fi(H)
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Fture 4 10:Temperature dependence of the Sommerたld coettcient amp/T
for a series of magnetic nelds〃(o≦〃 ≦3×103)for(a)κ=0 0440 with
写 =1.44×10~6in the KY SFP,and(b)κ=0・0488 with 7F=1.33×10~6
in the CEF SFP.
the KY SFP region(κ=0 0440 and κ =-0.05172),the∬cr's ar  similarly
deflned,although:弓:obtained from χimp exhibits a tiny dip near iげ=〃cr.
Linear nts are not shown for the clarity of the presentation. The crossover
magnetic neld″cr so determined for amp,1/τ,and χimp almost coincide again.
These Ecr'S in the two singlet―散 ed―point regions almost coincide with each
other because the absolute values of tti for these two parameters are alllnost
the same,while〃cr depends crucially on κ ≡ (κ―κ*)/κ*,the de宙ation
from the QCP.Normalized characteristic temperatures,電ざ(″)/電ξ(JJ=0),
are shown in Figs.4.11(b)and 4.11(c)as a fllnction of a nOrmdized magnetic
ield〃/∬cr frOm the three physical quaIItities as above.Figure 4.11(b)iS fOr
the KY SFP with parameters κ =0.0440 gi宙ng IF(〃=0)=1・44×106
and K=0.0460 giving T(〃=0)=2.80×108,and Fig.4.11(c)iS fOr the
CEF SFP with parameters κ =0.0488 gi宙ng ηK〃=0)=1・33×10~6 and
κ =0.0468 gi宙ng TF(∬=0)=3.79×10~8.TheSe four lines exhibit a good
scaling property in both cases, 、vhich indicates the following two important
facts.
First,■:(∬)'S Of the three qualltities,Cmp,1/7,and χimp,eXhibit quali―
tatively the same behaviors、vhil  they are quahtatively ditterent. Second,the
scaling property holds both in the CEF SFP and the KY SFP regions even if a
degree of the deviation from the QCP iS diferent lt is noted that the shapes
of the normali7」Cd plots for the two stablc■xcd points arc diferent from each
10-5 10~1
?
??
10~110-310-5
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Figure 4.11:(a)Characteristic temperature l慇(〃)VS magnetic neld〃for
the two cases with CEF(for K=0.0488 and κ =0.05172 shown by open
symbols)and K―Y(for κ =0.0440 and κ =-0.05172 shown by closed
symbols)singlet f破ed points.The crOssOver magnetic ield Ecr'S are shown
by down arrOws in the case Of the CEF singlet flxed point.(b)and(C)are
scaling plots of写(〃)/電ざ(〃=0)VS〃/1cr for the KY SFP and the CEF
SFP,respectively.
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4.4 Scaling Behavior of Charat:teristii: 'lemperature $(fl)
otlrer. Irr the region H < II,,(A), ry(H) is inclependent of H, ancl ?|(/{) is
robus1 :rg:rirut 1,]rc low rn:rglctil flcld irr piu'licttlar, so tltt.rl tltc 1,1:"rcc p}:ysical
quantities discussed above are not afi'ecterl apprecial:1r'. \\ie have pt'cviousLy
fourrcl this robustncss of Ti(l{) against H, as seen i:r ref. 13. C)n the other
hancl, all the [-(tl)'s show the /I-depenilcttL form as ?.$(11) cx I'11: in t]re re>
gion l/..(lf) << 11 < niin(T1.r, I1). The exporrent r is cslirrratecl to be r - 2.0
bo1h il the CtrF and the t{-Y S-fP regiorn. These lwo regious cotrtiurtouslv
cross over at arottnil II * I{,-,(K}. Of colrrse, it is possiblt'that Tp(I/) can
be fitted as ffi(11) x 1{ in it vcl'\r narrow legion of ti:e ruagnelic fieid near
N :1.,.,, espec:i;rlly in the CEF SFP region ils seen irr Fig. '1.11(c). Horvcver,
such a, sc:,iling }:ehirvior shoulcl bc, r'ogartlccl as thi:t of a, cross over, but not an
asyniptolic anr:lrta,lous behavior.
Slch:i H-clepenclence of ?;(IJ) can be unclerstoocl by consiclering lhe siur-
ilaritv of the unsttll;le fixed poinf with that of the TCI{ effcct. Itr the citse r.,f
tfup TCI{ rnor1cl, t,llrlr: irlc two origitts u'itit'}t Jrrt:ak t,lttt ttttstilltLt fixrxi lrtli:t1," tltt:
magl:er,ic fielt1 n'hi<rl: polarizes lhe local spin leading to the "ullusuiil'' Fermi
liqnid lixcd poirrt r,ltar':tctcLizcd l;y tltc cttr:t'gY sc:rlc $ x H'2 f Tv l8l, and the
charnel anisotrrryy of the excha,nge interar:tio:r which leacls t,o the Fcr:ni-liquid
fixi:cl point [3,4,9]. Incleecl, the Harniltottian (4.11) can be regarcled as the
']'CI( nroclel below 7111 because the /-clection in orbit:r1 2 interacts with two
"conclnction" r,:leclron charrtcls: one ls lhc concluctiot electrorx il orbiial 2,
altl ti:e other is a complex of co:rductiott eloctlons a:tcl screened the /'-olectron
in orl;ital 1 111, 13]. In thc plesett modtll, these two types of "colduction"
clcctron play thr: rolc of thc r:l:alncls. Thc t"hangc of lhc oncrgv rliftcrcncr
between two singlert stales. which is induc:ecl 'll1' 1L* tttagnetic field as mel-
tiolrlrl illrovc, aflir<rts thc rrorrlllirrg r:orrstar:1,s l;t:fwctrtt./-electron irr orbital 2
a11cl these "conduction" electrorm. Namely, these two coupling consttrnts have
tlicr ltragnclic ficld dcpc:rclcrrccs. ?1tus, tltc "tltturrrcl" tlnisotropy lor t,wo typcs
of "cgrrdlction" elci:tlons is inc|:ced bv thel :r:agtretic fietlcl, and syst,erlt goes to
t,he !'er:ni-liquid fixeil poinl, r:ven l,}:ough lhe ground sl,aler is lhe nrixed stat,e
of thr: two singlel, states. ln other worcls. in the present rnodel. the uragnetic
field bretl,ks the unstable lixed point by |wo :nechattisrns, the polirriztrt'ion of
/-clecrtrons and tlte "chailnel" al:isotropy.
Irr tlre region Il .< Hr,,1hc syst,ern flows into the f-ermi-liquicl f,xecl poi:rt
llduged by the "chilnnel" anisotropy. Il the CtrF SFP region, Ttl sirows little
change :rgainst low 11. However', in thc I{-Y SFP region, fi5 slightly clecreases
as ff increases, which corresponcls to tlle diTl in Fig. 4.7. Namely, the weiglrt
of 1he CEF si:rglet stale in the grounrl state increases cornparecl to that of
i}:e I{-Y singlet state , ancl thc clomina;rt sirrglel sta,te ctf tlte two singlet states
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4. trft'ect of Cornpetitiorr |retrveen
Crvstalline-trltlctrlc-Fie1d Singlet
'Ietragonal Syr:unetry
1{orrdo-Yosicl:r arrcl
States in /l-Clorrfiguration S v*stem with
intel・charlges at〃=∬cr.()n tho Otller ha,nd,in tlle reglon/ムrく《Jげ,tlle
l主塾gllctic ficl(l illdllccs th(〕IPcr ll―iqlli(1 lixed poillt i,y tlic p(,lalizatioll of ′_
electrons益董l tile case of the TCK efect becallsc琴(〃)iS Cllaracterized by
〃2 as in the case ofthe TCK ellect l111(ler tlle ma311etic f■eld These two efects
compete witll each Other a,t arollnd〃～ ircr(κ)giVillg the crOssover between
the t、vo rcgiolls.
The exponent Of〃1117(∬)asylnptO籠cally approaches 2 0競l the high
inagllctic ield reglon∬》>〃cr in both SFP regiOns,as showll ill Figs 4.11(b)
and(C)HOWCVer,thc illagllctic ic](l neccssaryおI reachillg the 7卜∝ ∬ 2
behaviOr ill tlle CEF SFP legion is hi311er thall tllat ill the K―/ヽSFP regiOll
Tllis rlifcrcllcc stc■ls fl()II)ili(l cxistcll(lc()f tllc「3 CXCited CEF singlet state
wllich gives additiollal lllaglletic fleld depelldellce f()r llle「4 CEF sirlgict g■Ollll(1
stttc througli tll(〕0件(liagoIIをll tCllli bctwccll tllCSc twO CEF siliglct stat()s Tllls
is verilied by a NRG calclllati01l tllat tlle exponellt cf〃1 l e CEF SFP regi()n
readily collles close to 2 0 at〃>〃cr,a,s ill the K―Y SFP regioll,if we discard
tllc o■diagOllal term betwcell√2_cEF sillgiet states by tlle lllagiletic tteld,
a,lt1lough all exlllicit restilt is ll(Dt S110、「n llere.
4.5  Result for Another Crystallille―]Electric―F eld Scheme
掌 軍 漉 憮 Eltli磁∫Wiltti驚富 胤 鸞翼 :I鮒
1礫
鰍 屁
Of常(〃)even f the10w_ぃng CEF scllcnic is「4~F『)~F3,i・C■κ<△ Hcre,
we sllows the results ftDr a,1lother para11letcr sct of tl10 Hamilt()llittl(4.11)as
Eノ1=Eノ2=-04,び1=ι12轟15,IIi=0 36 all(lЪ=030,wIIich gives
7kl = 1.10× ltl~2 and 7k2 =2.31 × 10~31_ly tllcヽVilsoll's(lcf111ltiOn lll tlle
case of κ 頭△ ==o ln tilis scctiOll、、ve l X κ =0 1 o alld colltrol ille dcgree
of tlle colllp()titi()ll by varvilltt the CEF lcv(ll splittillg△  For tllc I)aranlctcr
sct above,A*貿ll f10858 gives tlle ullstal〕le ttxed pOillt,ie,th()gIOlllld State
is thc K―Y sil131ct ttI△<△・ alld tlic(lEF sil131(■11)1・Δ>△オ
Vヽith the sa,Ille procedurc as the previolls sectio11,vFe obtaill thc Fr―(lepelldellce
Of写(〃)as sl10Wn m Fi3 4 12ぃ)ヽヽこe denne the crossOver■laglletic Aeld〃tr
郡 illc same wtt as shown ill Fig.412(a)It iS・oted a.gaill that so cletermilled
義:risおr threeぬ艇rellt phy盤ctt quantines,cmp)χ血pl and 1/ア,allnost cOill―
cide with each other as sllowll by a,rrOws ill Fig.4.12(a).Here,ill the K―Y SFP
reぎO■(△=0 0081 and△=O o559),thC ttrゝarc deined by whcre T takeS
a nlillilllulll As ill the casc Of tlle previc)lls section,tile cI.OssOVel'IIlllgllCtic neld
〃cr's for cmp,1/ア,ancl λinip alll10st cOillcide again.Norlnalizc(l characteristic
tel■peratures,琴(ff)/奪(〃=0),are ShOWn in Fi8s 4.12(b)br t110 K一Y SFP
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Figllre 4.12:(a)Characteristic tempertture T(∬)VS magnetic ndd∬for the
two cases with CEF(for△=Opo9o and△=0.0490 shown by open symbols)
and K―Y(for△=0・0081 and△=-0.0559 shown by closed symbols)singlet
ixed points.The crossover magnetic fleld lcr's are shown by down arrows
in the case of the CEF singlet餃ed point.(b)and(C)鑓 scaling plots of
写 (∬)/T(∬=0)VS∬/島r brthe K―Y singlet餃ed point and the CEF
singlet伝d point,respectively.
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4. Effect of Cornpetitiori ltetrveen
Crvstallile-Electric-Fie1d Singlet
ll'etragonal Syrnmetry
I{ondo-Yosida and
States in /z-Con6guration Sv-ste:r: r,vith
alld 4 12(c)食)I the cEF SFP as a fllnction of a l101lnalized nla,glletic iel(1
〃/ほ:r ttOlll tlle three phyttcal quantれねs t  above.It is noted that,in tllc
K Y SFP regioll,琴decrcases as〃irlcreascs in tlle regiOn∬≪ 義r,Wllich
(loes 1lot occllr ill another CEF level schellle,ie.,Fig.4.11(a).As mentioned
above,the lllagllctiぐf■eld illcrcases tlle、ハr ight of tlle CEF sillglet state Fll■_
tllclnlorei t.lle lnaglletic fieltl cOllld decrease the、veight of the I(―/ゝsillglct state
llecatlse the inagnetic fiel(l liis the(legeneracy of「(5)_l1011blet a,■(t increases
the energy levtll of state、vrittell in eq. 3.8、vhich sta,bilize the](―lr sillglet state
tll■otlgh tlle“spilデ_量ip p10cess.(Herel“Spin''n eaY)s tlle quasisl)ill)Oll thC
other hand,tlle〃_depen(lellce of 7事(〃)'ShF穂.412(b)alld F幕412(c)
are ah10st coillci(lc witll tllat ill Fig 4 11(b)and Fig.4.11(c)ill the regioll
ircr(△)≪〃 <lnlll(■2,△)ThiS fact illdicates tllat the silllilal NFL bc_
havi()Is 、vOul(l be ol〕tai led if there cxist the CEF sillglet grOtlll〔i state a d
tlle strOng llybridizatioll between coll(11lctioll electrolls a.ndノeーleCtI・On, ame y
details of the CEF schelュle w011ld 1lot be essential lllatters.
4.6 Comparison witll Experilnent Of Tl11_.I」F]Ru2Si2 With
″蛍063
1n the CEF SFP region llcar the QCP,1/7(」)Sl10WS i,cha、riolヽ ()1lSiStel■t with
the results of/11inp(7)in■・lli_″UrR,u2Si2 Nalnely,1/T(ω)exhibits a log ω¨like
(lecrease towar(1等al■d illCrcases as〃illcreascs col.respondillg to the posi_
tive lnaglletic resistancc  lt is lloted tllat the 71(l is coIIsiderea to be l.lllCll
lligher thall tlle r、2 beCallse tlle log T―like incrcttc of tlle resistivity aroull(1
7笠 TKl is llot observed iII this lna,telial 114,161.ThiS・CSt lt iS collsiStellt
with that ol)ta,ine(l by Yotsullashi cr dll,who s1lowc(l tllat i/γ(ω),χintp(T)
alld the rf―depelldcIIce Of γirIIp rep■dllces these pllysical q■lれntitieドobservell
i111「l■l_″U″Rl12Si2  1｀I110re l・nlarkal)le lilldillg is that tile ∬_dcpen(lellcc Of
■1(〃)at arolin(l〃～ 〃Q(κ)fOr κ =0(〕488 ill tllc CEF SFP region re―
produces the∬―dcl) n(lellce Of電篇(〃)ObServed in rrlll ″u″R112Si2 analyzed
fl‐oln the resistivity 122: As shOwn in Figs.413a.II(1414,tllc aglcenlellt
l)et、veen ottr tllc()retica,l restllt allcl expcII:Inelltal ollo is llearly pel.fect concerll―
ing the norIIlalized nlagnetic ttcld,〃/〃1,dependell e of電ξ(〃)IIOllllalized by
7薔(〃1),Where〃l=30×1()~4″/′ιB(1'1)Cing half tlle bandwidth()f cOndtlc¨
tion electrons)bl・Our thcoretical result alld∬1=llT]おr eXperinlelltal restllt.
Na,niely, our s(lalillg p10t is ill good agrcenlellt v「itll t lat of tlle experinlenta,1
one Of Thl_″UrRl12Si2 1221
1t is a.Iso elllphasizett tila,t ollr tllcoretical allalysis strollgly sllggests tlla,t
?
?
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4.6 Comparison with Experimenl, of Th1-,.L:,R.u2Si2 with :r - 0.03
Tlll_rU″Ru2S12 iS located ill tlle CEF singlct sitle llear tlle critical phase bound―
ary bctween tl■e KY SFP aintltlle CEF SFP regions.01l the other llalld,it was
elllplla,sizcd that 7T(∬)iS proportional to thc■lagnetic icld〃P21,especially
ill thc analysis of tlle T―depelld llce of λi11,1) Ho、、revel,it is apparellt that tllo
hnear ttt fttls to reproducc the expe五雌enttt resultsわr the琴(〃)obtttned
frolll tlle resistivity ρin、p Tllc r statelncllt stelllllle(l flol=l tlle allalysis of χilχll)
assunlillg tllat tlle coettcicllt()f the-log 7・terln in χinlpハ｀Fere indepcnllel■of
∬ Expcrilllelltally,llo、ハFeVer,11la,311etiC iCllls tlp to 5 Tt・s a seeln toぐlallge this
cOettciellt and drastically decrease tlleヽran Vleck colltril〕ution to χ:菫,p1221.
11l tlle case of R′卜″U“Ru2Si2(R=La alld Y),the CXpCrimental results sllow
that昨)S Of these IIlaterial are htther than that h the c、e of R=Tll 116,11.
It illdicates that paralneter sets llf thesc 11latclials lllay l)e locatc(1 11lore dista.nt
iol■tlle QCP tllall tllat of Tlll_.U″Ru2Si2・Ollr t leoretical reslllt pl.edicts
thr■t lDressure inと、y llldllce tlle trallsitioll告oln the CEF SFP region to the K―ヽ/
SFP region,givillg rise to tile dI.a.stic increasc of 1/11
111 thc presellt clla,pter,、、re t ke the sa1lle(〕EF lev l scilenle 8s that disctlsse(1
ilt l・ef ll.because tlleir level schellte call leproduce tile experil■l lltal results
in IR.1_″U.Rl12Si2(R=Tlゝ,Y al d La).HoWever,cven if the low―lyillg CEF
schclne is「4~Fr)―F3,We have verined that tlle similar NFL behttiors alld tlle
IIlagll(tic五(→1(1(1(1)(■(1(■lc()of T声(〃)OCCllr a,S Sllown in section 4.5 1t indicates
tllat the silllilar NFL llellavlors wrlllld bo obtailled if tllere exist the CEF singlet
gl.otln(i state and tlle stronふlvbricliza i II bet、ハreell c()n(lllcti()ll eic(:trolls alld
∫―eleCtr011,nalnely(letails of the CEF schcllle wollltl not be esselltial lllatters
lt is I〔) narked that, CEF states 、vith「2 Singlet grollnd sta,te, p■oposed と瑯
a pla.usible call(lida,te br“Hid en Or(ler'state of UR,t12Si2 123,241,would
exl■ibit the loca,1 1loll一Ferllli liqllid bellavlols discussed ill tlle presellt cllapter.
TILe acttlal calclllatioll ill tllose CEF level scllellles is lcFt for the ftltllre study.
Qtlite recel■tly,it is arglle(l that tlle∫∫―depender cc()f NFL bellaviors ob一
servcd in Thl_FU“Rl12Si2 Call bc understoo(l witllin the TCK l1lodel if soHle
coIIditiolls woul(ll)c satisic(l ili tllc CEF lcvcl scllclllc 122,23: A cI・ucial difF r―
encc between lcf 24 alld ollr present rcslllt is the nlagiletic―fleld depelldence
Of 7夢in thc high IIlagnetic field re3ion IJ>5 Tesla,Na,mely,there exists a
regio1l of a lllaglletic ield wilcrc琴Ⅸ 〃2 11l tlle lligll lllaglletic Aeld rcgioll
ill ollI Iesuit a.澪llo、Fll il■Fig. 413, 、vhile tllerc exists no such a regioll of a
Frlaglletic field ill tlle scel■a '1()ofIヽe 24 Bcca■tsc our tlleol‐eti(:al Tesult a11■los
COlllpletely reprollllces写 (ム「)ObServ d experilnentallly in the llla,311etic fleld
〃 < 51r)、vhic)ll ctl■responds to the crossover regiO1l of the 力i…d pendcllce
■1(∬)fl・Olll TJ領∬
OtO T「Ⅸ 〃 2.Tllerefore,we cxpect tha‐t ollr theory
call al、o bc aI)pli()d to tllc lligll l■lagnetic i(l d regioll l)()v()ndゴ∫==51「,、vhere
?
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Figure 4.13: ComparisOn between theOretical and experilnental results of
η:(〃).The red o symb01s are for the〃_dependence Of写F(〃)(  upper
and the right scales)obtained theoretically from amp for κ=0.0488.The
blue□symbols are for the〃_dependence寧(∬)(the 10Wer and the left scales)
observed in Thl_″U″Ru2Si2 fOr the resistivity ρimp,wh ch was scaled linearly
by T6th eι αι1221.
・ Cimp
- 1/T
―  χimp
―  experllnent
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Figure 4.14:〃/〃l VS寧(〃)/T(ffl),the normahzed characte五stic tempe 針
ture,for theOretical and experimental results.ThOse obtained from amp and
ρimp are norlnalized by the value at∬1=3.0×10~4,while the experilnental
result is normalized by the value at∬1蟹1[T]・
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Tf x t{t is expected theoretic;rlly.
4.7 Conclusion
Wr: havc irrvr:stigatcrl tlur r:t:rgrxrtir'{ic1<l (l/) depcnclettce of thc NFL ltchaviols
arising from lhe competition betwcorr the CEF singlet ertrcl tlte I{-Y silglet
st,ates in tc,:tragonal symrnetry. We have fouttd that thel cltara,cteristic tent-
pe:'atnru T;(.1!), below whir:h the Ferr:ri liquid behavior rcco\'elS. changes its
H*clopendence at aror:.nd the crrilical r:rag:rctic fie1d H",. \\-lrilt"lrl is not itf-
f'ectecl bv 11 in the region H << f{",. it is expressecl a,r Trt x f l' (i - 2.0) irr
tlre regicrn H >> I{r,. Fol botl high irrrrl lorv magnetic ficlcl regiorrs, suclL a
behavior of 'l'$(H) tbllows the sc*lirrg for:rtt even if the degrec of the cleviatiou
from the C)CP is cliflerent. Wc havc:r1so fr;urrd that tl(11) shows tlte anoma-
lous //-clepcntlence around H * l{,.,., whic}r is in goorl agrccrrtertt with that
observeil in Thr,,,U,.R,u2Si2.
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Chapter 5
Analysis in f2
Crystalline―Electric―F eld
Singlet-Tbiplet Configuration
with Cubic Symmetry
5.1 Introduction
In most Pr- and U-based compounds with two localized /-electrons, the crystalline-
electric-field (CEF) ground state can be the singlet state. Some of these ma-
terials show a resistance minimum phenomenon, the Kondo effect, in which
each /-electron forms the Kondo-Yosida (K-Y) singlet state with conduction
electrons in the ground state due to the hybridization between an f-electron
and conduction electrons. In the tetragonal symmetry, it is already known
that competition between the /2-CEF singlet state and the K-Y singlet state
in the ground state gives rise to an unstable fixed point which causes non-
Fermi liquid behavior in various physicai quantities, such as the resistivity, the
Sommerfeld coefficient and the magnetic susceptibility. In order to clarify the
rich properties caused by competition in the tetragonal symmetry, many the-
oretical works concerning a model for the level of impurity have been carried
out [1, 2,3,4,5]. Some theoretical works in cubic symmetry have also been
carried out [1, 6,7,8,9]. However, a more detail discussion is desirable.
In this chapter, we investigate how a system with the |2-CEF singlet ground
state in the cubic symmetry is affected by hybridizations with conduction elec-
trons with an impurity model. Recently, some studies using conduction elec-
trons of either f7 or fs symmetry have been carried out in the cubic symmetry
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[6, 7, 9]. Such a treatment may be sufficient to discuss properties of some ma-
terials with the /2-configuration, e.g., the conduction electrons in PrRuaSbl2
mainly come from the pnictogen molecular orbital with ,41., (i.e., f7) symme-
try [11]. However, it is natural to suspect that hybridizations with conduction
electrons of various symmetries determine the properties and the fixed point of
the systems in most materials. Theoretically, when the hybridizationwith the
ls conduction band is considered, there exist two fixed points: one is the /2-
CEF singlet fixed point, and the other is the triplet fixed point [8]. However,
there certainly exists the K-Y singlet fixed point when hybridizations with f7
and f6 conduction bands are considered [1]. Thus, it is necessary to clarify
the properties of the model in which hybridizations with conduction electrons
of both f7 and fs slmmetries are considered as a first step prior to discussing
the anomalous properties in /2-configuration heavy fermion systems.
The purpose of this chapter is to elucidate the properties of the /2 configu-
ration system with cubic symmetry in an impurity model. Hattori and Miyake
have already discussed this issue on an extended impurity Anderson model
with the |2-CEF level scheme of f1-fa symmetry hybridizing with f7 and
fs conduction bands [8] on the basis of the numerical renormalization group(NRG) method [10]. They have shown that there are two stable fixed points:
one is the CEF singlet fixed point, the other is the triplet fixed point caused
by the stabilization of the fa first excited triplet state due to the hybridiza-
tion with conduction electrons of fs symmetry, and there exists an unstable
fixed point at the boundary between these two stable fixed points. Here, we
also investigate the same model as that in ref. 8 on the basis of the NRG
method [10], and show that the CEF singlet state smoothly crosses over to the
K-Y singlet state as hybridizations with f7 and f3 conduction bands increase
in cubic symmetry, although it has been shown that these two singlet states
interchange sharply, giving rise to an unstable fixed point between them in
tetragonal symmetry [3, 4, 5].
This chapter is organized as follows. In $5.2, we recapitulate the model
Hamiltonian by taking into account hybridizations with conduction electrons
of f7 and fs slmmetries, to discuss the properties in cubic symmetry. In $5.3,
we show there exist two fixed points, the singlet fixed point and the triplet
fixed point, and the CEF singlet state and the K-Y singlet state smoothly
cross over within the singlet fixed point. Moreover, we find that the charac-
teristic temperature is suppressed at the boundary between these two fixed
points, which indicates that there exists the unstable fixed point. In $b.4, we
show the physical behaviors such as the entropy, the Sommerfeld coeffcient,
and the resistivity, and discuss how these physical behaviors are affected at
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the boundary between two flxed points and the crossover bet恥アee  two singlet
states.In§5.5,we discuss the applicability of the preselllt result for under―
standing the experilnental result of UBe13,i・e.,the Solnlnerfeld coemcient has
the peak structure at the lattice constant of UBe13 1Ⅳhen the lattice constant
is controlled by replacing U atoms partly with other nonmagnetic elements,as
shown in Fig。3.10 in§3.3,and sunlllnarize this chapter in§5.6.
5。2  Model HaIIliltonian
Here, we recapitulate discussions of ref. 8 about holv to dёrive th  model
Halniltonian for discussing the properties in cubic symllnetry on the basis of
theブーJ COupling scheme.As fOr∫1-States,we only consider the low-lying
」=5/2 multiplet,which splits illto the「7 dOublet s ate and the Γ8 quarte
state due to the CEF efect in cubic sylnllnetry For convenience,lve call the
t Ⅳヽo sets of Kramers doublets in「8 Syln netry as F81~ and F82~Orbitals, and
a1lot these∫1-states the pseudospin states as follow:
|∫
1「7+)=
|∫
1「7-)=
|∫
1「81+)=
|∫
1「81-)=
ぽち⇒+)
ru=卜か
?
??
?
??
?
??
?↓?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?「
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
≡|↑,0,0),
≡|↓,0,0),
≡10,↑,0),
(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
≡10,↓,0),  (5.4)
≡10,0,↑),  (5.5)
≡10,0,↓)・   (5.6)
For example, | 1,0,0) represents the state in which the up-pseudospin occupies
the f7 orbital and the others are empty. It might be natural to define the
pseudospin state in fez as lfrr") : lol2). However, the definitions in eqs.
(5.5) and (5.6) are suitable for the NRG method because the z-component of
the total pseudospin becomes a conserved quantity, as discussed later.
As for /2-states, we also restrict /2-states within four lowJying states, f1
singlet and fa triplet states in J : 4 multiplet. In order to discuss the Kondo
effect of each /-electron in /2-states, we rewrite the /2-CEF states by using
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the J― COupling scheme.
ぽヤ⇒=傷船+|―効+涯同
=洗。|～,0,0+p,↑↓,の_Ю,0,‖)),
ぽ2「41=編|~鋤+√|⇒ =:|↓,↓,0-fl↑,Qの,
|∫
2「D=洗(Ю―|―→)=洗(|↑,↓,の+↓,↑,の),
ぽ2喘=編|⇒十《|―⇒=:|↑,↑,の一|「|↓,Qっ・
'l7nyb: I
p:f7,ls1,fs2
We assume that the f1 singlet state is the ground state and the fa triplet
state is the first excited state with an excitation energy splitting q in the f2-
Ievel scheme, and that the energy level of the f7 doublet is always lower than
that of the fs quartet in the /1-level scheme. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic
energy level scheme in each f-electron configuration.
Thus, the Hamiltonian is given by the three-orbital impurity extended An-
derson model as
H:'11.-l'l7y i_'Jlna,
aJ_ \-\-+rls: L L€Ec'rilocp&o,p:l7,ls,ls2 fi,o
'Jlt: D Drf"lfrrt")u\p"l
μ=「7,F81,F82 σ
+恥11∫2「1)げ2Fll+Σ nl+づ|∫2助げ2F:|,o.131
α=0,土
(5.7)
●.8)
●.9)
(5.1の
(5.11)
(5。12)
Dl',J,r"t,to;111rr'l
. / \l I
+t/'r,) ({r,r,1 + ) (/,r^)} * n.-| , (b 14)
where 
"rfro 
("116o) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the conduction
electron with wave vector E hybridiring with the f-electron in the f,-orbital
5.2 ⅣIodel Hamiltonian
∫°
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∫
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~拠
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「
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~~=「7
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「 1
Figure 5。1:Energy level scheme Of∫_electron conigurations due to the cubic
CEF efect.
with strength 4.The coulomb repulsion terms,such as the inter―orbital and
the intra―o bital interactions,are implicitly included in the∫2_cEF energy
levels,E「l and η.
To analyze propertbs of the system described by the Hamiltonian(5.11)
on the basis ofthe Wilson NRG method[101,it iS helpful for us that∫1-and
∫2_states,eqs.(5。1)―(5.10),are expressed as the eigenstates of three conserved
quantitiesi the total charge ct°t relat市e to the half■1ling,the z―component of
the total pseudospin β:°t,and the total helicityんt°t.H re,んt°t is a quantity
similar to the angular momentum in cυ,ab symmetry p,1刻and de■n d as
んわt=mOd[=凛
"不(∫
1鴨げ1「洲+平Ciσ%σ
)'1・
(5。15)
In order to use Sjo' * a conserved quantity, it is necessary to define the pseu-
dospin states in fs2-orbital as llsz") : lLl26), and allot them fictitious,5i"'
as +312. Table 5.1 shows the j-j coupling representation and conserved quan-
tities of /i- and /2-states. We transform the conduction electron parts with a
logarithmic discretization parameter, A 
- 
2.5, into the one-dimensional semi-
infinite chain model, and carry out the Wilson NRG method [10] by retaining
up to 2500 states, confirming that there is no difference when retaining 3500
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State j-j coupling representation Ct°t んt°t 2Q°t
f'lz+
ftlrt
,f 
tfst+
,f 
tfstt
,f 
tfrr+
ftlazt
∫2「1 洗(21～,0,0)+10,‖,0)一10,0,‖))
↓,0,0)
↑,0,0)
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-1
-1
-1
-1
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
10,↓,の
10,↑,の
10,0,↓)
10,0,↑)
∫2「I
∫2「2 瑾|(1村じゞヽイ|)%″ 11
1
-2
0
2∫2「ォ    :|↑,↑,0)―ザ|↓,0,↑)
Table 5.1: The j-j coupling representation and conserved quantities of /1- and
/2-states.
states. For simplicity, we set the density of state of conduction electrons of
f7 and f3 slmmetries to be constant with an extent from 
-D to D measured
from the Fermi level.
5.3 Ground State Phase Diagram
The ground state of the Hamiltonian (5.11) has already been analyzed by
Hattori and Miyake [8], in particular for V7: 0. They concluded that there
are two possible stable fixed points. One is the CEF singlet fixed point where
the CEF singlet state is the ground state of the system, and the other is the
triplet fixed point where the ground state is the triplet state. At the boundary
between these two stable fixed points, there exists an unstable fixed point.
However, it is natural to think that there exists a parameter region where the
K-Y singlet state is the ground state of the system as hybridizations increase.
To ascertain whether this idea is true, we investigate the ground state of the
Hamiltonian (5.11) by varying V7 and 7s as control parameters with other
parameters fixed as Er, : 
-1.00, rl : 0.02, el' : -0.50, and elt : -0.40 in
the unit of D. Throughout this chapter, we fii these parameters and measure
all parameters in the unit of D.
Figure 5.2 shows the phase diagram of the ground state in the Vz-Va plane,
which is determined by the iow-energy spectrum obtained in the NRG calcula-
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Figure 5.2: Schematic ground state phase diagram inVT-Vy plane for
Er, : 
-1.00, rl :0.02, ,l' : -0.50, and ef' : -0.40. The dotted
line shows that two singlet states cross over smoothly. The white
line shows the pa,rameters along which we calculate the Sommerfeld
coefficient as shown in Fig. 5.15.
tion. For Vr : 0, the result is consistent with that in ref. 8, i.e., there are two
possible ground states. One is the 11 CEF singlet state where two /-electrons
form the singlet state due to the cubic CEF effect. The other is the triplet state
which is realized for Vs > 0.27 because the level crossing between f1 singlet
and fa triplet states occurs due to the hybridization with conduction electrons
of fs symmetry. At the boundary between these two stable fixed points, there
exists an unstable fixed point where the non-Fermi liquid behavior appears in
various physical quarrtities, which will be discussed later.
The levei crossing between f1 singlet and la triplet states causes a re-
markable change in the phase shift. In the NRG calculation, the phase shifts
a,re underestimated because spectral functions do not reach the unitarity limit
of. nlp^,(O) : t where | : rlVl2ps with po:712D, p*o(w) being the
single-particle spectral function for the orbital m and the spin a component.
However, the qualitative behavior of phase shifts is useful for understanding
the properties of the system. Figure 5.3 shows the Vs-dependence of (a) the
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phase shift in f7-orlrital for the up spin, dzt, (b) that in fs-orbitals for tht:
up spin, ds1. and (c) tire total phase shift fol the ttp spin. ri1 
= 
dzt * dg1, for
Vt : 8.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.J. It is notecl that ds1 is cornposecl of a. phase slili
irr the fg1-orbltal, ds:t, and that in the fg2-orbita1, d-g21, i.e., d*t: dsri *dazt,
a,ncl ds11 is ecp-riil to ds21. The phase shifts for the clown spin are equal to those
for the up spin l:ecause the system hclds lhe time-reversal syn:nletr5r.
Irr the cilse of Vr 
- 
0, ds1 sharply increases at 1'/s : 0.35 as Vg increases.
while d71 is almost equal to zcr:o as showrr in Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b). This
fact indicates Nhat the triplet ground st,ate is stabilizecl by the liybridization
rvith the fg-chanr:el, ancl the effect of tl:e hybridizatio:r witir tlLe f7-chalnel
i- ncgligibll'small al the tliplet fired poittt Tlrus. tlre cfl'cctir-c trrorlcl ;rt tlrc
triplet fixed poi::t is given by the fact thirt the f1 triplet state hybridizes with
'1,1x: r:r;rxhrtrtion clct:tlons uf fs slmtrretry, which corlcsponds to the nodel in
wlrich an impurity spin t hybridizes with the quasispin 3f2, i.e.. the multi-
charnel Kondo modei with qL:aclrupolc inleractions. h: lact. the Ha::riltonian.
eq. (5.11), can btl lransforured into the Kondo-iike Hamiltoniau l8l, and the
non-Ferrni liquid behavior ociculs in v:rric-rrrs pliysica,l clua,ntities in the low tem-
perature regiorr at the triplet fixed point 12, 8].
On the other hand, the increase of li irrcreases d71 for all values of ld. as
shorvn in Fig. 5.3(:r). For 14 > 0.3, the triplet sta,te is not realizecl bclou'
14 : 0.5, ald both dy1 anrl dg1 gradually inclease as 1,{ increases, which canses
ti:e gradual incre:rse of d, as shown i:r Fig. 5.3(c). Sr-rch a gradual charge of
phase shifts can be thor"rglit of as t,he signature of the ground state crossirg
ovcl flonr tlre ('EF singlct-likc singlct s1;rf ('lo the I(-Y sirrglet-likc sirrglct stirtl
as Vg increases. I:r other words, the singlct state is lhe linear con:bination of
t,he CEF singlet and the It-Y singlet statos, ancl the weights of these singlet
stttes change smoothly, although these two singlet sta,tes interchanges abruptly
glvrr lisr: to tllr nnstal;k: lixcrl poilt irr l,ctrag<;nal svrrr:nt'tlv [3 1,;] \\i'
can cietermine which singlet slate gir.es a dornin:rnt contribuliol to the low-
crelgy spectrum obtainecl in the NRG calcrilatlon if the paralneter is far frorn
lhe clossover region) anrl rl,'firre two regiols as shown in Fig. 5.2, i.e.. ttre
CEF singlet grouncl state regiotr where the CEF singlet state gives a, doniriant
corrl tilrtttiott to tlte lotr-t'trt'tgr bpc(llunl. ;rtrd llrc I(-\'-irrglr.l gr'ollnd st?rlc
rtlgior:. where the K-Y singlet sta,te girrcs a clominant, contribufion to the low
one:"gy spectrum. Howevcr. it is difficult to clearly dislinguish ther location of
the crrossover lint: at which the singlet state giving a dominant contribution to
the low-energv spectrum interchanges between the CEF singlet state and tl:c
K-Y sirrglet stu,tc. ln this ser:se. the dotted line ir: Fig. ir.2 has so::re a:nl:iguitv.
]a palticular, i1I the case at V7 : 0.5, d71 gr:iduallv lncreases artcl reaches
8ti
5.3 Ground State Phase Diagram
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Figure 5.3: The Vs-dependence of (a) phase shift in lz-orbital for up
spin, d'1, (b) that in fs-orbital for up spin, drt, (c) the total phase
shift for up spin, fi = d4 * dst, for V7 : 0.2,,0.3,0.4, and 0.5. The
phase shifts are underestimated because spectral functions do not
reach the unitarity limit of zrlp(0) : t.
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the constant v:rlue 
- 
rf 4 as Vs increases, while dg1 is also graduallv increasing.
This l'act nriry irrdicatc tirat tlc K-Y sirrglct slalc c;r,rr l-rc li;rrncd irr 17 symnietry
because d71 is not chaagecl 1t1. o,, inclera,se of y8, althor-rgh the ideal phase shift
at the I{-Y sirglet fixcd ptrirrt d : r 12 is not obtailed. On the other harrci"
the other K-Y singlet sLate nray be a]:out, to fbrrn ir fs syrnrrretry beca,use
dsl increases as Vg increases. It is nolable lhal thc K*Y singlet state il ls
syuunetr5' r. rlif{'elent frorn thai il 17 symmetry, the so-calkcl X-Y singlet
state, becausc both lg1- ard ls2-orbitals contribute to this sir:glet state irr
light of finite ds11 and ds21. Altirough thc detailed fbnn of this singlet state is
rrrrt.lear. wc r',rll tlris sirrglet sl ate irr f. svrnrrrt'tly irs tlrc K-Y sirrglet fol tltl
moment. Tlie ideal total phase shift d1 : r in thc K-Y singlet ground sttrte
region may bc cornposccl of d71 : rf2 a,ntl 6st * r12.
It is notcd that for W + 0, thcre alwavs exists the I(-Y sirrglet ground state
region at the siuglel fixed p,-rint lear tirc boundaly Lrelweeu the singlet fixt'd
lroirrl antl tixr 1,ri1rkrt fixt:rl poirrt t:'"t:rr l.horrgh l/7 ancl V! are not so large. ?he
rearion whv the I{-Y singlet state is realized even fbl s:nall I ancl Vs can be
u:iderstood by considering lhe <:haractcristic enelgv scales. The characteristic
energy scales of each grourrrl state alr,: given by 17 lbr the CEF singlet state,
lhe loiver Koncio temperatule 7r<r lbr thL: K-Y singlet stato. ancl the enelgy
gaiu'{ in thr: fa triplet sl,ale rerlative to rrax(ry, Ixl) for the tliplet state. It
is appalent that I is increased by tho inclease of y8, while it is decreased bv
the increase of |! as set:n in Fig. 5.2. 'l'htl triplei fixed point is realized when
q, > max(?x;, ri), r,vhile the siuglet frxecl point is ret-llizecl when rn*x(Txt,\) >
T" At rlrr' .ittglt'r fircrl pr,irt r('gi()r. tltc rlonririrtrt singlct s1 irl(' ( iln ?rlso
bc rlt'tclrrrirrctl Lr5'the rela.tion botrveen characteristic energy scales, i.e.. thc:
weight of the K-Y singlel state is larger than that of tire CEF singlet state
in the case q < ?xr. rn-hile the weight of the CIF singlet sta,le is larger than
tlra,t of the K-Y singlet sLate in the cilse rl )> Tsy. HLrwever, al tlrr bounclalv
b('tu'ccn thc sirrglc't flxed point and the triplet fixed poirrt, f,r is stabilized by tlx,r
h1'bridization with conductinlt tllectrons of fg s)rm:netry, aird the elergy 1eve1
ol f4 approachers Lhat of 11, i.e., 4 is rcnornalized 1:1'the hybriclization with
conclucliol electron o{ ls iiyrnrnetry. nnd becornes very small nt the bounrlaly.
In the case of Vi 
- 
0, the It-Y singlet grc.'rtnrl stirtc'r'cgion cloes:rot occur
because ther lower l(ondo tcml;eralure (that of f7-orbital) is cx*ctly equal to
zero, i.e.) 0:?kr- ( max(ry.7-). Howeve:', for W * 0, ?6; becornos finite. and
there always exisf,s the regiorr satisfying the relation ?kr- > max(ry,7"), where
the K-Y silglct grouncl sla,te is lealized beciiuse of t,he lelormalizntion of 17 at
ther l;uundarv betwee:i trvo flxed points.
Tluis. thc Harr:iltoaian cq. (5.l1) has lwo fixr:rl Troirrf.s. fhc triplct fixcd
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Figure 5.4:Characteristic temperature T for y7~y8plane forコ「1=
話帆tftllli[1贔IⅧ'話f:証/t糧∬:躍l
suppressed comptted to the characteristic energy scale of each flxed
point～η=0.02.
point and the singlet flxed point,and the singlet state is a linear combination
of two singlet states,the CEF singlet state and the K―Y let state,We
estimate the characteristic temperature tt as ShOWn in Fig.5.4,where ttl is
deflned as the temperature at、vhich he temperature derivative of an entropフЪ
∂島mp(7)/∂(10g T),rexhes a maximum value as amp(T)approaches zero as
T―→0.At the boundary between the triplet 6破ed point and th  singlet 6反ed
point,7F is drastically suppressed, which indicates that there exists an un―
stable nxed point giving the non―Ferllni liquid behaviors in various physical
quantities,as will be discussed in the next section.On the other hand,around
the crossover region between the K―Y singlet state and the CEF singlet state,
T mOnOtOnically increases as y8 inCreases,although T iS remarkably sup―
pressed at the boundary between the CEF singlet state and the]K―Y singlet
state in the case of tetragonal symmetry p,4,司.ThiS fact dso indicates that
the K―Y singlet state and the CEF singlet state cross over smoothly in cubic
symlnetry.
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5.4 Physical Behavior around Unstable Fixed Point and
Crossover Region between Singlet States
It is illterestillg to sce ll〔)、v phy ica,  properti()sa,le afected arotllld the l)olll■dary
:DetW/eell two ttxcd points allfl the crossovel・1'cgirlII betvreen t、ハ″o singlct states.
Filst, 、ve discuss tlle pllysical bellaviors aroullll the bOundary bet、vecn tlle
sillglet anfl tlle tIヽip et lixed points ぎsI・this I)lll・pose,M/e varyヽ/t aS a c01ltrol
parameterおr ixed碑議0 25 1n this casci the critical ttlue of tt is given
as hc 2 0385,ic,thc sillglct ttxcd pOilit is rcalizcd ttr h<鳩c while tlle
triplet ixed P()ilit i5 1'calizedおI ttι>Lr.Figure 5.5 silows the elltropy(11lo
to an il■lpurity,Simp(T),お1■VC Valucs of聰=o32,0.36,0.38,0.40,alld
050. The characteristic tclllperatl11'e for the presellt parametels arc givell as
写 付585×10 3brk=032,写～456×105おI祐轟o36,写～122X107
ftlr h=0.38,事～ 205×10 2 br聴=040,alld写勺 6.03×10 2 for
殊 轟0.50 At both ixed pOintsi tile c10ser tt apprOaches臨,the 11lore写
is sllppressed.At the tlipict ttxe(l poillt,豫=040a′nd 0 50,島mp(7)ta′kes
the ttllle ainp(T→0)～075たBlog 2 as r dccreases.When tlle ntlmbe■of
states relllaining ilt tlle NRG calculatiOll increa,scs llp to 3500,島inP(7・―→ じ)
approaches a vallle()f々Blog 2,、ハFllicll is cclnsistellt vritll tlle vallle obta.1llcd ill
ref 8,althollgll the 1llealliIIg of this va,ltle is llllclCar. Oll the other llanll.a′t the
singlet ixed poillt,L<鴫c,島:np(T)IIlerges into the sanlc value of 0 75たB lo8 2
and approaches zel.o al'oull(1電F aS T(1(xT()ascs ll()al tllc llllstal)l(〕Ax()(11)()11l ,
4=0.38 and 0 36,wl、lle it inlnediately approaclles zero for陥轟032,aw可
frolltt tlic tlIIStal)lc fixcll lDolllt
、、re csti11latc tir SollllllCrfl・ld cocttcic lt.7:・lp(T)=CInp(T)/(たもT),器SllOWn
ill Fig 5 6 メ、t thc sillglet ttxed pOint.)as T tlecreases,it is a colllln01l featurc
tllat■mp(r)ShOWS a loga量thmic increase,alld a′pproa,clles tlle satllrated猟,luc,
ie., recovers the Ferllli li(luid bchaviOr, at(「< 7芋  It is apl)areltt tha,t tlle
saturated valuc Of年.lp(T→o)decreascs as the dcviation ionl聰ごin re ses at
the singlet ttxed p011lt.On the other llalld,at tlle tI.iplet ixed poillt,7imp(T)
takes the saturatc(l vallle iII tlle telllperattlre ral13(〕,104 κ T s 102,and
increases logarithIIlica.lly a,s T decrcases.「Fhis logaritl11llic illcrea,se ill thc 10、ハ「
tclnperattlre region is callsed l)y the l10n―Fl・II i liqllid fixect point cllle tO tlle
qua.drupole iltteractions 12,8]Figul'e5.7 sllows the 14-dependence of γ:inp(r)
おr variOus telllperaFtul・es At the sillgiet ttxed poillti thc incI.ease of γ:mp(T)
stops at eac11 7事>0,wilile it stOps illcreasillg at T壁10 2 nd again starts to
incrette at 7｀2 1tl~6 at tlle triplet fixed l)olIIt At tllc ulistable ttxed ptlint,tllc
inclcase of γimp(7)(1()es llol stop dowil tO T―→0.As a result,711.lp(r)ta,kes a
l)cak strllctlll・(t at t11()l11lstal〕c nxcd p。11lt ill th(,lo、v tc npel・atllrc r(らgion
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the entropy due to the im-
purity Si-o(f; for Vr:9.32, 0.36, 0.38, 0.40, and 0.50 with other pa-
rameters fixed as Er,.: 
-1.00, rl:0.02, ul' : -0.50, tf' : -0.40'
and Vz :0.25.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient
7i-o(?) = Cno(T) lT for Vs:Q.34, 0.36, 0.38, 0'40, and 0'42' Other
pa,rameters are the same as those in Fig. 5.5.
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5. Analysis i:: /2 Crvstalline-Hlectric-Field Singlet-'li'ip1et Configrrration
with Cubic Sy:nmetry
In Fig. 5.13, the frequency clepenclernce of tire total scatteri:rg rate llr(a)
at 7:0 is sirown. where llr(u) is the surn of contribntions {rorn each orbital
nt and spin a component 1f r,*{u) 
- 
2r \',,, 2 p,,,o(:*,). 1t,,,o("i) beilg the single-
particle spectral function. 'fhe T-dependence of the resistivity can btl inferred
from 1f r(w). It is a crorrllrron feature that there is pca,k at cu 
- 
2 x 10-2. At
bolh fixed poinls. these pcaks are corrt.rlbuted lo by the }:ybriclization rvit,h
concluctiott elecirorts of I-s syrnraetly as shorvn il Fig. 5.9, rvhidr shows the
corrtribution frorn cach chann<:1p,lf rrt.u),t,o 7f r{a) for ys :0.32 (the singlet
fixed poiat), aud 7s:0.50 (the triplet fixed point). At the slnglet lixed poi:rt,
Ilr(w) incre:rses logalithrlically ancl takes the satnra.trlcl va,1ue a,t 1- $. As
seen irr Fig. 5.9 for fs : 0.5, such a }ehayior itt low-a, region corles fro:n
1lrr. On the oi,her harrd, al the triplet fixed poir:t. after having the peali
at.u 
- 
70-1,Ifr(.u) decre*ses as u decreases. Figure. 5.9 sirows tiiat 1/r
at the triplet fixed poirrt is contributed to onlv fronr 1/16, ;rrrcl l/4 rloes not
conlribute" T'hese resr:.hs indicate thal the triplert fixcd poir:t rlisturbs lhc
h)'bridization wilh cor:cluction clectrons of 17 synltnetry.
Flgure i:.10 sl:ows the [-deperrclencr: of Xtr = linL*01n],y,\,1(Lr), whicir
infers the statlc suscepiibllity in the linrit 7' -+ 0. At the tripk:t fixcd point,
y|, takes value$ of the orrlcr of O(104) bocause of |h* non-l'elrli licluicl lixcd
point due to the cpraclrupole irrteractions in the low termperatule region. Orr the
other hald, at the singlet fixed poirrt. 1[, increa-sos dlasticallv as the systenr
approaches tl:c unstable fixeci point /s J f8.. It is :rotecl that at iui observ:rl:le
temperature ra,ilge, u-e expr.ct f lir to talic a rnaximuru va,lue at Vs : 0.38 ? Vs,,
btcause the increase of stat,ic magnetic susceptibility st,art to show the norr-
Ferni liquid behavior (lognrit,In::ically i:rcrease) at T : 10 { as T decreases.
where lA-4l) corresponcls to 0.5 I{ i:r the case 2D : leV.
lrlext, we discuss how thc physical properties bchavc aronncl lhe crossover
region between the K-Y sirrglet ground sla,te alcl the CEF singlet ground state
regiorts. \\''e:rlso vary 1r! as a cont,rol para:neter lbr fixed l,i :0.5. ln this
caiie, we ensure lital Vs : 0.30 belongs to the CEF sipglet grourrd state region
wh1le Vs : 0.35 belongs to the K-Y singlet ground slate region, i.e ., the ground
s1,ate regiorl crosses over in the range of 0.30 ( Us ( 0.35. Figurer 5.11 shows
St,,,o17; for Vs : 0.2, 0.3, 0.,1, and O.i,r. In tetlagonal symnretry, thcre exists
flte unslable fixi:d point bct,ween t,he 1{-Y siriglel grourrd slale arrd the CtrF
siriglet grouncl state regiorrs, giving thc resiclual entropv 0.5ABlog2 13,4, 5].
However. itt cubic symntetty, we do rnt obtain paranctcrs rvhich shorv sucli
ii, residual ertlropy betrvten li : 0.30 ancl l/g 
- 
0.40 in cubic symmetry. In
tiie I{*Y singlet ground state region, 1,/8 ) 0.40, the tenpcra,ture at whic}r
S1,,,,, becomes to zero clecrenscs with a decrease iif 7|. This is because thc
?
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Figure 5.7: Vs-dependence of 11-o(?) for various temperatures. The
fixed point switch al Vs : Ve" 
= 
0.385 from the K-Y singlet fixed
point for Vs I Vs" to the triplet fixed point for % ) Ve". Other
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency dependence of the scattering rate Llr(u) for
Va:0.34, 0.36, 0.38, 0.40, and 0.42. Other parameters are the same
as those in Fig. 5.5.
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5. Analysis in /2 CrystallineElectric-Field Singlet-Tliplet Configuration
with Cubic Svmmetrv
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Figure 5.9: Contribution of each channel LlrT(w) (filled symbols) and
Llrs(u) (open symbols) for 73:[.32 (circles: the K-Y singlet fixed
point) and 0.50 (triangles: the triplet fixed point). Other para,meters
are the same as those in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.10: Vg-dependence of lim,-slm X(tr) on a loga,rithmic scale.
Inset shows the same figure on normal scale. The fixed point switch
at Vs : Va" 
= 
0.385 from the K-Y singlet fixed point for Vs ( 7s" to
the triplet fixed point for Vs ) Va". Other pararneters are the same
as those in Fig. 5.5.
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5.5 Discussion of Experiment on LI1,,T"Bers
boundary bet、vccn the sillglet ixed point and tlle triplet ttxed point comes by
aS 1/t increases,as seen in Fig.5.2.
Figure 5.12 shows the Solllmerild coettcicllt γimp(T)・As a Πllllon fea―
ture,γimp(T)ShOWS the Schottky peak corresponding to the release of the
entropy of the r4 triplet state at:「-10~2,and apploaches a sattlrated vallle
as T decreases.As h increases,γlnp(T→0)increases because T is Sup―
pressed due to the egect of colllpetition betヽ
「
een the singlet ixed point and
the triplet ixed point
ln Fig.5.13,the fl‐ccluCncy dependence of the total scatteriIIg rate 1/7(_l)
at T=0 1s shown, and Fig. 5.13 sho、vs the contriblltion fi・onl each channel
μ,1/ηι(ω),t01/7(ω)fOr陥=020(the CEF singlet grourゝd state regioll)
and L=0.50(the K_Y singlet ground state region)・As i  the pr violis
case,it is a comlnonおturc that 1/γ(ω)ShOWS the logarithmic increa,se at
O・l S ω<l and takes a peak corrcsponding to the lligher Kondo temperature
of Γ8 syll■lletry. It is cicarly seen that contributions frOlll both orbitals increasc
for all ω as 1/t increases, altl■ough thclc are no fundalnelltal chal■ges i  the
properties of tlle g■unfl state,ie,the singlet state is the linea,I collllDinatioII
of the CEF sillglet state alld the]K一Y sillg et state,a,nd the、v ights of tllese
sillgle states alc changed by the effect of hybridizatio主主S  ThiS is 、vhy the
residual scatteril■g rate 1/rlD iS not eqtlal to zerO even in tlle CEF sillglet g■olllld
state region,and 1/Ъ gr dllally increases as h increases.
5,5 E)iscusslon of Experilnent on L「1_/r″Be13
1t is interesting to l■ote that「さis afectcd by colllpetitioll bet、veell the singlet
flxed point and the triplet ixed poillt Thlls,we Obtain the suppression of rき
if the systell■passes llear the unsta,ble flxed point in the slllglet ttxed point
region.In Fig 5.15,we show γimp(7¬)wh n We vary two parameters iみal■d
L Silllultaneously on the line tolll y=(降:L)=(0.261035)to(0・19,028)
for variolls telllperatures,as sho、vn il■、Ⅳhite lil■e in Fig. 5.2. Here,the singlet
ixed poillt is realizedおI all the paralneters along this lille For all y,7ilnp(7・)
increases monotollically tt T decreases.At y*=(023,0.35),雛mp COlltinues
to il■crease down to lT(l‐*)=2.12×10~7,wl.tile the increase of γiFnp(T)StOpS
around each?T(y)>■,(y*)at y≠y* ThuS,7imp(T)has the el■hanced
part fi‐Olll the background part at ly_y*|>ソ*due to colllpetition betwecn
the singlet flxecl point al■d the riplet ixed polFlt,MFhere the backgroulld part
is approxilllately given by the inversc of 7kL Or 77・
Hcre,we tab y≡(降,4)as a COttrol parameter.Howevcr,we can
expect」Πlilar behⅣlor of%mp(r)in thC rcal system by the cfFect of thc prcs―
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Figllre 5.11:Temperatllre dependence of entropy due to the illnpurity
島mp(T)fOr y8=0・2,0.3,0.4,allld O.5 with other p鑓証neters ixed as
ら1=-1.00,η=0.02,εF7=_0.50,εF8=_0.40,and y7=0・5.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient
Zi*o(?) = Ci^n(T)lT forVs:Q.2,0.3,,0.4, and 0.5. Other pa,rameters
a,re the same as those in Fig. 5.U.
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5.5 Discussion of Experiment on U1-'T'Be13
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Figure 5.13: FYequency dependence of the scattering rc;te If r(w) for
Va:0.2,0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Other parameters are the same as those
in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.14: Contribution of each channel llrT@) (filled symbols)
and Llrs(u) (open symbols) for Vr:9.20 (circles: the CEF singlet
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5. Analysis in /2 Crystalline-Electric-Field Singlet-Triplet Configuration
with Cubic Symmetry
:i卜:T二:|:|:||::
◆― ◆
(0。26,0.35) (0.19,028)
V≡(V7'V8)
Figure 5.15: 7 
= 
(W,l/s) dependence of the Sommerfeld coefficient
where I/ varies on the line from V : (0.72,0.24) to (0.36,0.48) for
various temperatures.
sure or the chemical doping. One candidate exhibiting such a phenomenon
would be UBe13 because a series of systems of solid solution U1-"TrBe13,
whose lattice constant o6 is changed by doping, shows the peak structure in
1im7-6C;^og)lT at the lattice constant of the pure UBelBr ouBe13 [13] as
shown in Fig. 3.10 in $3.3. Materials with o6 ( d,ges,, show the Kondo-like
upturn in the resistivity, while those with as ) ouBere do not. We can qual-
itatively reproduce the behavior of 1.0(?) when the system comes near the
boundary between the singlet fixed point and the triplet fixed point from the
K-Y singlet ground state region, and goes into the CEF singlet fixed point,
although we did not reproduce such an obvious change of the resistivity in
our calculation. Because our treatment is restricted to the level of the impu-
rity model, it is necessary to adopt the dynamical mean approach in order to
discuss the lattice heavy fermion systems. However, the effect of competition
between the singlet and the triplet fixed point possibly plays an important role
in initiating such an anomalous phenomena. We leave it for the future study
to determine whether the present model can reproduce a magnetically robust
non-Fermi liquid behavior, Ci^p(T)lT 
- -log? up to 12 Tesla observed in
10
?
?
?
?
（?．?
?
?
?
?
?
?
。??
）
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5.6 Conclusion
the pure UBe13 [14], as shown in Fig. 3.12.
5.6 Conclusion
We have investigated the properties of the /2-configuration impurity system
with the /2-cEF level scheme of f1-fa symmetry hybridizing with f7 and f3
conduction bands on the basis of the numerical renormalization gloup (NRG)
method. When the strength of hybridizations between f-electrons and the f7
and 13 conduction bands, Vz and 7s, are varied with a fixed CEF level scheme,
there are two possible fixed points: one is the singlet fixed point, the other
is the triplet fixed point because the fa first excited triplet state is stabilized
due to the hybridization with conduction electrons with |/s symmetry. The
singlet state is the linear combination of the CEF singlet state and the K-Y
single state, and the CEF singlet ground state region where the CEF singlet is
the dominant component crosses smoothiy over with the K-Y singlet ground
state region where the K-Y singlet is the dominant component, although it
has been shown that these two singlet state interchanges and their competi-
tion gives rise to an unstable fixed point in the case of tetragonal symmetry
12,4,5]. Moreover, the unstable fixed point is caused by competition between
the singlet fixed point and the triplet fixed point, giving rise to the non-Fermi
liquid behavior in various physical quantities such as the Sommerfeld coeffi-
cient, the resistivity, and the magnetic susceptibility. From these results, we
have obtained a schematic phase diagram of the ground state, which has a pa-
rameter region reproducing the experimental result that the lattice constant
of UBe13 gives the maximum Sommerfeld coefficient among a series of systems
of solid solution U1-,T,Be13. This result possibly provides us with the basis
to understand the anomalous behaviors of UBe13.
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Appendix A
Numerical Renormal ization
Group Method
We introduce Wilson's Numerical Renormalization Group (NRG) method for
taking the single impurity Anderson model. At first, the NRG method was
developed by K. G. Wilson for the Kondo model. Considering that the Kondo
model is derived from the Anderson model by the second perturbation theory,
it is easily understood that the Kondo model corresponds to the model that we
restrictthechargedegreeof freedomof animpuritysiteto 1(i.e., na1*nay:I).
After the first application of the NRG method by K. G. Wilson, the NRG
method was also applied to the Anderson modei.
In our researches, we extend this NRG method for the Anderson model to
multi-orbital cases with assuming that the density of state of the conduction
electron is constant in the energy range from 
-D to D. Here, for the single
impurity Anderson model, we introduce the NRG method which is extended
to the case where the density of state of conduction bands moderately changes
at around Fermi energy.
A.1 Transformation of Hamiltonian
In our researches, targets are heavy f'ermion systems. Heavy fermion systems
commonly have /-electrons which have the relatively well-localized character
compared to other electrons. This character allows us to treat the /-electron
as the localized electron in the Anderson model. Actually, the Anderson model
is often used to discuss the properties of dilute heavy fermion systems, and
gives an important insight for heavy fermion systems. Thus, in this section,
?
?
?
?
A. Numerical Renormalization Group Method
we take the localized electron as the /-electron in the Anderson model.
π =πc+πhb7b+πル
πc = ΣεπCttCπσ,
たσ
πttb=Σ〕[玲ガCπσ+h.c.],
たσ
究ノ =ΣEε∫ガん+υη∫↑ηノ↓,
where f 
"(fD and c6"@t 
") are annihilation (creation) operators of the /-electronwith the energy 6y and the conduction electrons with the kinetic energy s[
which hybridize with the /-electron with the strength V6. Here, each annihi
lation and creation operator obeys the following anti-commutation rules:
{CI′C″ノ}=δ乙7δQ♂,
{Cπσ,C〃σ′}= 0,
{月,ん′}=ら,σ′,
{ん,ん′}=0.
A.1.1 Mapping on Semi-Infinite Chain Form
First, we transform the Hamiltonian eq. (A.1.1) into a semi-infinite chain form
by rewriting the wave-functions written by the plane wave to one written by
the spherical wave. Here, we skip the subscript about spin for the simplicity.
The operator of conduction electrons can be written in the plane wave and the
spherical wave representations as follow.
(A.1.1)
(A。1.2)
(A.1.3)
(A.1.4)
(A.1.5)
(A.1.6)
(A.1.7)
(A.1.8)
(A.1.9)
(A.1.10)
9°=島平ノ%π=Σ物OMπθれゅんJπ
彊o=昴め
where Q 
= 
4n R3 f3 is the volume of the system, ,lz(k ) the radial wave function
normalized within the sphere with the radius R, j{kr) the spherical Bessel
function of l-th kind, and Y*(Ai the spherical surface harmonics. The plane
wave is represented by the spherical wave as following.
♂′=Σ輌りι。→X為絆∂xmθ→・
J,,2
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(A.1.11)
A.1 Tbansformation of Hamiltonian
Substituting eq. (A.1.11) into eq. (A.1.9), and using the orthonormal condition
of the radial wave function and the spherical surface harmonics, we obtain the
relation between the plane wave and the spherical wave representations.
The hybridization I/; is also written both in the plane wave and the spher-
ical wave representations as
%=塀不載れ絆∂Qれ,
効ぼ器/dΩ占為絆∂%・
島 平
♂みデ玲 =藉物OMれ絆→‰m.
7L‐=ν4πΣEづ判巧π(Ωπ)協ιれ,
ιm
‰π=島/dΩ占為絆∂玲・
(A。1.12)
(A.1.13)
(A.1.14)
Substituting eq. (A.1.11) into eq. (A.1.14), we also obtain the following rela-
tions about the hybridization V6.
(A.1.15)
(A.1.16)
{4れ4/″}=Q
{Clιれ,C〆/m′}=らβ′ら,ノ銑,静
(A.1.18)
(A.1.19)
Using eqs. (A.1.12), (A.i.13), (A.1.15) and (A.1.16), we derive the semi-
infinite chain form from the Hamiltonian eq. (A.1.1). Substituting eqs. (A.1.12)
and (A.1.15) into eq. (A.1.3), the hybridization term is transformed as follow-
ing.
yt‐CI=で蒻E戸/dπ
yt‐CI
=ャF霧票ν写/dたた再(
=標高/d“冴4れ‰ゆ   体・
where 9≡ん/たF and f:ιれ≡ytFRcヵJπ.HerQ cばれdso obey the blowmg
anti―collnlnutation rule.
?
?
?
?
?
、
‐
?
?
?
?
??
?
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A. Numerical Renormalization Group Method
In the same manner, the kinetic energy term of conduction electrons, eq.
(A.1.2) is transformed as following.
(A。1.20)
Here, we assume that the conduction band extends from 
-D to D in the
energy range. We measure these two terms in a unit of D.
(A.1.21)
Hn"o : Hn"alD :
In general, I and rn-components of conduction electrons couple with the im-
purity site as seen in eq. (A.I.22). Here, we drop off the conduction electrons
with l, m + 0 component from eqs. (A.1.21) and (A.1.22). Of course, this pro-
cedure is an approximation, although it is the exact transformation in the case
that V4* is constant and the hybridization occurs only at the impurity site,
i.e., V(r) : Vo|(i 
- 
rl-o) where r-1^o is the positional vector of the /-electron.
There a,re two reasons to do such a procedure: (i) the direct hybridization
occurs at the most localized space around the impurity, (i.e., l: m:0 com-
ponent), and (ii) the s-wave scattering mostly affects the lowest-lying energy
waves of the system.
Using the new integration variable e : eof D, eqs. (4..1.21) and (4..1.22)
are rewritten as
平
επCIσCπσ=/d9不ε
・
FのCIιれCぼれ・
dεεclcε
,
止1厚抑|
where△(ε)and Cεare deined as b1low.
珀=π審:睾♂1雫|=701ワ12,
け鵠涯伽←
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
〓?????
?
?
?
??
?
?
〓
?
?
?
??
(A.1.23)
(A.1.24)
(A.1.25)
(A.1.26)
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A.1 Thansformation of Hamiltonian
Figure A.1: The logarithmic discretization of the conduction elec-
tron. The original point shows the Fermi energy.
It is noted that c, obeys the anti-commutation rules yet.
We also measure the impurity term, eq. (A.1.4) in a unit of D, and complete
the transformation. Here, we write the transformed semiinfinite chain model
by taking account of the spin.
不川評らん・h・C・l,い″0
(A.1.29)π∫/D=ΣEみだん十」η∫↑町↓,
where ey:eyf D andU:UlD.
A.L.z Logarithmic Discretization
Nest, we rewrite the continuum conduction bands into the discrete form, which
is suitable for carrying out the numerical calculation. If we discretize conduc-
tion bands at regular intervals, it needs an immense amount of time to carry
out the calculation in a good accuracy. Therefore, we discretize the conduc-
tion bands logarithmically with the discretization parameter A as shown in
Fig. A.1, by taking into consideration that the dominant contribution comes
from the vicinity of the Fermi energy at the low temperature region.
Now, we introduce a complete set of the orthonormai function {tpf (e)} for
the intervals of conduction bands, [A-"-t, A-"] and [-A-", -A-"-t] as follows.
?
?
?
〓
?
?
?
?
?
?
?．?
質c=DE〕/idεεC:σCεσ,
CσO=Σ nlalαπσ+ψ万Ob』,
π=0
(A.1.27)
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(A.1.30)
A. Numerical Renormalization Group Method
where n is the index of interval. Here, g[@) is defined as that having the same
e-dependence with A(e) as following.
9旅→=伊評
=篤i重,ε
≦颯 い刷
=淋言
Кr祠'呻9島(ε)= {請評
where f,* ir the normalization factor defined as follow with using the 
..i[+' :
I[:-, and, f-^ : I-t-]-',
←け)2=:1/れdε△(ε)・ (A.1.33)
Substituting eq。(A.1.30)intO eqS.(A.1.28)and(A.1.29),we Obtain f0110wing
expresslons.
oo
11.:DDl€;"|,""." + 
€;q"b*"] ,
o n:0
oo
fln o: I I l@*"L" + F;bL)f" + h.c.), (A.1.35)
σ π=0
ξ庁=ア瓦F/土
れ
颯 →=鵠 ・ い日の
(A.1.37)
(A.1.38)
(A.1.39)
(A.1.34)
It is impossible to carry out the diagonalization of the conduction electron
term, eq. (A. 1.34) 
, because we need a lot of basis functions in order to represent
the conduction electron states. For this situation, K. G. Wilson suggested
rewriting the conduction electron term, eq. (4'.1.34) into the one-dimensional
semi-infinite chain model with using the following orthogonal transformation.
αれσ二=IΣI)鶴mれ∫れσ,
η=0
bπσ=】E]υmπJLσ,
π=0
九σ=Σ][υπれαmσ+%πわれ』.
れ=0
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A.1 Tbansformation of Hamiitonian
Using eqs. (A.1.37) and (A.1.38), eqs. (A.1.34) and (A.1.35) are written as
11.:DDl',fi,'t,' * t'(fl"f'*ro * fl*r,f')f 
'o n:o
fin o : \,lr:r,, + fl"f "f ,
1--
foo : ;Llr*",,o + F;b*o] ,
**trL
u' :Dlr:'+ F;'): ! | .arl'1r1.
n:0
New operator fno obeys the anti-commutation rule and 1trnm,'unm are normal-
ized as follow.
{fno, ff,,o,} : |n,n'5o,o' ,
{fno, f n'o'} :0,
oo
T.lu**un, * -f 't)n*'t)n,*] : 6n,n, ,
rn:o
oo
D'n*un'n' :5**"
n:0
@
Dun*un*, - \rrrm,.
n:o
Here, we avoid deriving the process of this transformation. Instead of this
procedure, we derive the coefficient of the orthogona,l transformation, i.e.,'tLr*
and un* in eq. (A.1.39) by assuming that we already know that the one-
dimensional semi-finite chain form can be mapped on the form represented by
eqs. (A.1.40) and (A.1.41). It is easy to obtain u6- arrd aom by using eqs.
(A.1.42) and (A.1.43).
F+
uom 
- 
-tF_
uDm 
- 
-.
U
In order to obtain u1q a,nd l)yn, we subtract the term multiplied by /6o from
eq. (A.1.40).
(A.1.40)
(A.1.41)
(A.r.42)
(A.1.43)
(A.1.44)
(A.1.45)
(A.1.46)
(4.1.47)
(A.1.48)
(A.1.4e)
(A.1.50)
f , .'ll^ tl | + Il | !
feoJoo 
-r LoJLo) Joo'
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(A.1.51)
A. Numerical Renormalization Group Method
On the other hand, the original form, eq. (4..1.34), is rewritten by substituting
eqs. (A.1.37) and (A.1.3S).
Σ巳鶴oれαttσ+傷υomb加』んσ.
れ=0
Comparing the coefficient of foo in eqs. (A.1.51) and (A.1.52), we obtain
tofu : i t,* - es)us*al" + (€; - es)us*bfi,f (A.1.b3)
れ=0
⇔ zlm=肩(磁―εo)鶴oれ,
・ れ=l臨―→嚇
Adding two equations which are obtained by multiplying both side of each eq.
(A.1.54) by uo,n and eq. (A.1.55) by uo*, and summing about n'L) we derive e6
as εO=ΣttZ:m+銅υ紘]=み五dε△0・
On the other hand,tO can be der市ed by substituting eqs.(A.1.54)and(A.1.55)
into(A.1.46),and taking η=η′.
t:=ΣK磁―εの2鶴:m+(銚―εの2υ紘]
れ=0
=おЁ「琳は一εめ}2+{耽観_εめ}η・ は・5つ
In the same way,we can derive ttt and εη fOr η≧l sequelltially.
=Σ臨鶴λm+銅υ角励,
m=0
=Σ巳2z勇れ+ィυ角』-41-ε角,
%・れ=身К磁―れれ―ち‐%4』,
%・m=身К輌―れに場‐噌』.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
(A.1.52)
(A.1.54)
(A.1.55)
(A.1.56)
(A.1.58)
(A.1.59)
(A.1.60)
(A.1.61)
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A.1 T[ansformation of Hamiltonian
When we consider the e-dependent density of state of conduction electron
such as LarSrl-rCuzOa which does not have density of state at around Fermi
energy, we calculate u,n*,un*,tn,e' numerically by using the recurrence for-
mula noted above. For large rz, it is necessary to apply the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization for un and ltn* because nn* and un do not obey the or-
thogonal condition at n 
- 
20 
- 
30 due to the numerical error.
Up to here, we carried out the transformation as we can apply for the
general problem. However, the formula become simple if we take the following
simplifications.
[1] The hybridization between the /-electron and conduction eiectrons is
independent on e (i.e., V(e) : const).
[2] The conduction bands hold the particle-hole symmetry.
[3] The density of state of the conduction band is independent on e (i.e.,
P(e) : const)'
Using 1., we obtain ro : 0 because the integrated function in eq. (A.1.56) is
odd function about r. With condition 2, L(€): A(-e) because the hybridiza-
tion is symmetric about e, giving €n: 0 for all n. With using these assump-
tions, the Anderson model can be mapped onto the following one-dimensional
semi-infinite chain Hamiltonian.
H : ?7" *'llnva I7{7,
@
il" : DDI"UI" f"*1o * fl*r" f.,),
o n:o
-._f'r,clcl
'l7n a: ) .u lf lro|o" -l Jo"J-ul ,
LJ
'l7r :f urrLr"t-t" * u f\rrf!'+f 
-r+f -rt.
(A.1.62)
(A。1.63)
(A.1.64)
(A.1.65)
Moreover, within these assumption, the analytical expressions of tn, fno are
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derived by K. G. Wilson.
1+A~1 1-Aπl
ιれ A~れ/2, (A。1.66)
(A.1.67)
(A.1.68)
(A.1.69)
for η → ∞
,
)EA~可2ぃれσ十硫め,
れ=0
,E〕A~3m/2(αれσ
_bmσ
),
π=0
2w
→ 1+ノヽ~lA~π/2
1)σ =  (1三l∫
三1)1/2
ん=(平)ψ
:
Figure. A.2 shows the diagramatic representation of the Hamiltonian (A.1.62)
in which there are the impurity site written by /-electron state hybridizing
with the conduction electron site 0, and the conduction band is represented by
the one-dimensional chain having only the nearest-neighbor hopping tn. Here,
fl/, r"pt"rents the creation operator of the /-electron.
The one-dimensional infinite-chain model can be mapped on the real space
as shown in Fig. A.3. The conduction site 0 is superposition of waves from var-
ious energy scale, then site 0 indicates the most localized conduction electron
with an extent k;I from the impurity site. As n increases, the energ.y range
taken into the conduction site becomes narrow, which corresponds to consider
the further conduction electron in the real space. Moreover, the hopping I,
decreases exponentially as n increases, which indicate that the contribution
of conduction electrons gradually decreases as the distance from the impurity
site increases.
4.2 Renormalization Group Method and Sequentially-
Diagonalization
The Renormalization group (RG) transformation R means the projection from
the Hamiitonian written by a certain set of parameters K to that written by
a different set of parameters K'.
R?t(K):'.t7(K'). (A.2.1)
P. W. Anderson and his coworkers carried out this RG transformation for the
Kondo model, which is called as the poorman's scaling theory. They eliminated
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lmpurity site
Figure A.2: The diagrammatic representation of the Hamiltonian
(A.1.62). The original point indicates the impurity site hybridizing
with the conduction site written ffi ,foo. The conduction electron
sites line up one.dimensionally and there are only nearest neighbor
hopping.
Figure A.3: The mapping of the one-dimensional infinite.chain
model on the real space.
Conduction band
lmpul=ity site
N/2
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A. Numerica,l Rerror::ralization Group \,'Iethod
tltc <legree ol the ftccrlorrr of totrduction electr'()11s \\'itlr lriglr ('rlctgy l)('ltllll)a-
tively. and derive the scalirrg equatlo:t fbr the coupling constants betrveerr the
localized rnomelt a:rd concluction electrons. With this procedure, the original
rnodel is renotr:ralized into an effecrtive model lhrough the renormalizatiorr of
the cor:pling consta,nts as noted in the Introcluction. This scalirrg equation
indicates that there llre t,rvo fixed poilts: one is t,he weak coupling fixed point
where the couplitrg betrveen the localizecl rnonrent and concluction electron
is 1osl, the other is the strong couplirrg lilrit u'lrt'r't' the coupling constants
ilcreases infinitely *s tLe l;and ll''idth of the corduclion electron is reduced.
The ]VRG methocl tahes the idea of this R.G transfornation. Silce lhe
NRG follows lhe cltangt' of the cnergy spectrurr: of the many-bocle system by
the iG transform:rt,ion. it can avoid breaking clown of the RG tla,nsfbrrnation.
which occuf in the poornran's scaling theory rluer to the increase of coupling
collstant,s.
In order to a,pplv the NRG metltocl, wc tliunforrn the one-dirnen;ioni:,1
infilite chain Hamiltonian into the form which is suitable for thr: RG trans-
fornation. Here, we prepa,fe the Hamiltoni:rrr ?lr* in which the sumrnatio:r
about n in the Harliltorlian (A.1.62) is stopped iit AI. ln other words. the
Hamiltc;nian {A.1.{i2) t:orresponcls to thc llmit of I ** cc of 71r.
貿=f蝋ギ A■Ⅳ
~⇒″貿Ⅳ,
い叶リレ・呼臨十応用
(A2.2)
(A.2.3)
(A.2.4)
(A.2.5)
(A26)
%N.1=2(究Ⅳ)
=r″ 究 N ttΣEれ げ iσrlNi.蜂十 A.勝ム み
fbllowirrg recurrerlcc] formula rvith usilg ther
- T X A-'t2i,,( l:,,.1',,*:o * 1'),*r-|,")1.
'll,- " 11,
r \ l'"J'I -T'.I
_t
1+,\ ,
,
-L
r n 
- 
| I l .* r u.l+\
In this defirritiori. ?lr,' ohcys the
RG trar:sforrnation 7?.
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(A.2.7)
A.2 llcrrormalization Group IIell:orl i-rnc1 Sequentially-Diagorialization
:亀貰 i逸l常L驚鳳 鷲
)W£
:ご∬ 露》サ胤 撃1=∫:;電.∬導 r宝
cq(A22),波1 0rder to lllakeらcOllVerge with l lll tlle hmit of Ⅳ → ∞.In
order to collsidcI FF∫an ∬hyb with tllc sallle recurrellcc fl)II111llal e等(A.2.7),
、パ√e dcf111(〕tiie lllst terlll and the nlst llopl)ing terlll of t,lle re(tllrrcllc()lbllllula
as bllow.
貿t=Al■r.          (A.2.8)
′l轟[                (A.2.9)
Using tllc relation(A.2.7),tlle NRG lllethod is carried olit as fo1lowillg,
(ThiS p・OCel111■e is ca,lled the sllccessivc llia.gonalization)
11:Obt厳n thc eigennluc an(l eigellvector of ttN by IIIcaIIs of tlloはuine五cal
(liagollれlizatioII.
121 Calctllate l1latrix elemel主ts of%N.l witll using tlle recl11ヽ1・e Ce brl■llla,
c(1.(A.2.7)fronl the eigellvallle i111(l eigenvectol.obtained fl・olll貿N.
13101)talll tilc eigeIIvalue aIId cigellvector of ttN.l by nlealls of tlle nllIIIcrical
(liaglll)a,lizatioll.
141 1terをLte tlleぐれ culation fl‐011l prOCcdllre 2.
Fig  ゴヽ4 is a vie、v sho、「il■g ille sllcccssive diagonalizatioll at 'ヽ「 ・‐ l all(1
1Nr笙磁steps lll the NR(l calctllat.loll,、ve ilst obta,ill tlle exact sollltioll of tlle
illlpurity site,alld take in thc efect of tlle condllctioll electrolls perttlTbatively
frolll the nlost spatially localized collclllction electrons  The cllergy sca.lc of
the collallcti。1l erln adde(lin N―tll stcI)is sinaller thall tllat ill(Ⅳ+1)―th
step l)vA~1/2  A/Vllen tlle systelII Ic)aClles ait the flxed poillt, 、ve obtain he
sanle cnersy Spectrtllll tll■oush the sllccessive(liagonaliza,tic)Il if、、「c ta,ke thc
energy()f tllo gro111ld State as zero.(Strictly spea,kin8,as s110Wll in tlle llext
sectioll)、VC Obtain the salne cllergy spcctrulll by tv「o tilll s of t e stlccessive
dictgonaliza,tit)1l bc(Ialise the spectrlllll ill tile even step is difelellt frlllll that ill
the otlti step)
Tllrollglt tllc sticcessive tlia.gollalizati()ll, tlle nunlber of state illclcaSeS ex―
ponelltially、vitll iヽr evenヽハ「hell、ハ/e COllsiller sylllll■etrics of tlle lllodel so that
the ftlll lnatrix takes a block―di R()ll l f Drlll、vitll s llallel・s b llaltrices lll or―
dcr to avoill tllis problelll, 、ve keep tl e cigenstates f■olll tllc gro111ld State to
the iヽrtr―tll excited state,and lliscarll tlle other high energy eigelistatcs Here,
〓?
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impurity site
N:2
conduction electron
N:1
[on1l
Figure A.4: A view showing the successive diagonalization at 1f : 1
and lV : 2 steps. The last hopping term is always of the order of 1.
we should not discard the eigenstates automatically in order not to break the
symmetry of the system. Therefore, we promise to keep (or discard) all states
which have the same energy with l/t,-th state. Suitable value for the parameter
A['. depends on the model: for the single impurity Anderson model, Nt, 
- 
500
is sufficient to obtain the result with a good accuracy. This approximation,
called "truncation", is valid because the discarded high energy states hardly
affect the lowest-lying energy spectrum.
As mentioned above, the NRG method is the numerical technique that we
investigate the low energy spectrum at zero temperature by taking the effect
of the conduction electrons perturbatively and discarding the negligible high
energy states. As shown in the following section, the NRG method allows
us to obtain the temperature dependence of various physical quantities when
we consider the result at a certain energy scale as that at the corresponding
temperature. The detail calculation of the physical quantities is mentioned
below.
A.3 Numerical Tbeatment
In this section, we introduce the key of the NRG calculation, how we calculate
the matrix elements of 71N+t from the eigenvalue and eigenvector of |11u, in eq.
(A.2.7).
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k=1 k=2 l<=3 E4
Figure A.5: Four possible spin state in each conduction shell and
bheir index k.
Here, we take the single impurity Anderson model as an example. In this
case, the total charge Q and the z-component of total spin & are the conser-
vative quantities.
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(A.3.2)
where Q is represented by the deviation from the half-filling. It is noted that
we do not take the total spin 
^9 as the conservative quantity although K. G.
Wilson did so in the original NRG method. This is because we often discuss
the effect of the magnetic field which gives the matrix element between states
with different S.
With these quantities, we carry out the diagonalization of ?{x+r with use
of the block-diagonalization, i.e., we split full matrix of.'J7N+t into small sub-
matrices in which all the states have the same Q and &.
We write the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the -l/-th step Hamiltonian Ifi,.
as Ex(Q, S,,ru) and {lQ, S,, rry)ry},
'l7xlQ,S",ru)u : Ew(Q,S",rN)lQ,S",ru)w, (A.3.3)
x(Q,S",rNlQ',lr,r'*l* : 6e,e,5s",s,"6,*,r,*, (A.3.4)
where r1,' is the index to distinguish the states with same Q and 5,.
Now, we consider to add the (l/+ 1)-th "conduction shell" (the conduction
electron site written by ,frv+r,) to the well-known system Ifi,'. For example,
"flr+rt means that we add the up-spin conduction electron in (.n/ + 1)-th con-duction shell. Fig. A.5 shows the four possible states in each conduction shell
where we allot the index k for each state. We construct a basis for I[,'a1,
lQ,2S,,oN+r.,kN+irN))1'+r, bY the direct product between the eigenstate of
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state at (l/ + l)-th shell
権無‖+訓
Table A.1: The amounts of change of conservative quantities when
the (,n/ + 1)-th conduction shell is added to Hxr. l0) indicates the
vacuum state.
夏Ⅳ,{10,2島,rN〉Ⅳ},and States for the added conduction shell,χた。
文 んo lc,2島,rN)Ⅳ=IQ+δの た,2&+2δ磯 ,αN+1,たN+1;rN))Ⅳ+1
≡lc,25z,αⅣ+1,たN+lrⅣ))Ⅳ+1,        (A.3.5)
whereたN+l is the index for the spin state at the(Ⅳ+1)―th COnduction shell.
We call such deined basis lの,2a,αⅣ+1,たN+1,rⅣ))Ⅳ+1 0f πⅣ+l as trial state.
The quantities δのんand δS,are alln6unts Of changes of the total charge c and
the z―component ofthe total spin t when the(Ⅳ+1)―th COnduction shell is
added,which are given in table A.1.
For a eigenstate of πⅣ Iの,2め,rN(づ)〉N,We make four trial states.
11o,2島,rN(づ))Ⅳ=10-1,2め,αⅣ+1,1;rⅣ〉)Ⅳ+1≡11))Ⅳ+1,(A.3.6)
琳+1↓|の,2め,γⅣ〉N=IC,2&-1,αⅣ+1,2;rN))Ⅳ+1≡12))Ⅳ+1,(A.3.7)
■+1↑|の,2め,γⅣ)N=|の,2&+1,αⅣ+1,a rⅣ))+1≡13))Ⅳ+1,(A.3.8)
ふ +1↑鴻 +1↓IC,2め,TN)N=10+1,2島,αⅣ+1湾rⅣ))Ⅳ+1≡14))N+1.(A。3 9)
We consider the matrix element for .Ffy-.1 from two basis, lkr*r(r)))rua1 and
lkr*t(f)))r..l whichareareconstructedof twoof eigenstatesof 711,', lQ,S,rry(i)h
and lQ, S",rN(j)l N. For the case of kx*t(i): kru*t(r), we obtain the diagonal
term from the first term in eq. (A.2.7) as lyL/2 E(Q,25",r7,{)56,j. On the other
hand, the second term in eq. (A.2.7) give the off-diagonal term, and non-zero
term are obtained for the following cases.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
????
??
?
?
?
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lll琳↓ん+1↓
浩↓ん+1↓12))Ⅳ+1=琳↓ん+1↓琳+1↓IQ,2島,rN)Ⅳ
=√キ↓|の,2島,rN)N
=琳↓11))N+1,       (A.3.10)
√ル↓ん+1↓14))Ⅳ+1=∫1↓/N+1↓ふ+1↑琳+1↓|の'2t,rN)N
=―琳↓琳+1↑|の,2島,γN)N
=―琳↓13))N+1,      (A.3.11)
図琳↑ん+1↑
浩↑/Ar+1↑3))N+1=琳↑ん+1↑琳+1↑IC,2島,rⅣ)N
〒ふ↑|の,2め,rⅣ)N
=嘉↑11))Ⅳ+1,       (A.3.12)
ふ↑ん+1↑14))N+1=琳↑ん+1↑琳+1↑琳+1↓10,2島,rN)Ⅳ
=嘉↑琳+1↓|の,2島,rⅣ)N
=ふ↑12))Ⅳ+1,       (A.3.13)
131琳+1↓ん↓
N+1((21鳩+1↓ん ↓ = N(C,2島rNIん+1↓琳 +1↓ん ↓
= N(の,2&rⅣIん↓
= Ⅳ+1((11■v↓,          (A.3.14)
N+1(14琳+1↓ヵ ↓ = N(0,2め,rⅣIん+1↓ん +1↑琳 +1↓JNI
= ~Ⅳ+1(の,25zγNIノ持+1↑ん↓
= ~Ar+1((31∫Ⅳ↓,         (A.3.15)
141琳+1↑ん↑
Ⅳ+1(13琳+1↑ん↑= Ⅳ〈の,2島,rⅣIん+1↑琳+1↑ん↑
= N(の,2&γNIん↑
= Ⅳ+1((11∫Ⅳ↑,          (A.3.16)
軒1(14琳+1↑ん↑= N(の,2島,rNIん+1↓ん+1↑琳+1↑プ躊
= N(の,25zrⅣIノ特+1↓ん↑
= Ⅳ+1((31∫ハ■.          (A.3.17)
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As a result,
1～4),the
πⅣ+1_
where
A≡Ⅳ+1((1(づ)1琳↓11(プ)))Ⅳ+1, A≡Ⅳ+1((1(づ)|ん↓11(プ)))Ⅳ+1,
3≡Ⅳ+1((1(づ)1琳↑11(プ)))N+1, 3≡Ⅳ+1((1(づ)|ム吟11(プ)))Ⅳ+1,
θ≡Ⅳ+1((2(づ)1琳↑12(プ)))Ⅳ+1, ∂≡1+1((2(づ)|ん↑12(プ)))Ⅳ+1,
D≡Ⅳ+1((3(づ)1琳↓13(プ)))Ⅳ+1, D≡Ⅳ+1((3(づ)|∫Ⅳ↓13(プ)))Ⅳ+ト
Here,the eigensttte of耳Ⅳ,{lrⅣ)N},iS Written by the linear cOmbination
of the trial states of.'JLx.
lQ,2S",r1r)ry : DU,*,o*lQ,2S", a1t, kxir.nr-r))ry+t.
AN
Using eq.(A.3.19),We calculate■～ D and A～D,fOr example,И is
calculated as follows.
4=N(C(づ),2&(づ),ri(づ)|√ル↓IC(プ),2&(プ)rN(」))N
= 
】E ttNo,αNO時 NO),αN。)
αN(0),αN(′)
×N+1(〈00),2Q(づ),αN(づ);姉(j)1鳥|の(プ),2Q(プ),αⅣ(プ);たNし)))Ⅳ+1
= Σ  ttNo,αNo鉾ⅣO),αN。)
αN(0),αN(′)
×
{ぬNo2δんNoュⅣ佗o-1,40+1,rN_11ん島だん100,2&o,γⅣ_10凛
+侃No,4&No,3N(C(づ)-2,2t(づ),γⅣ_11ん↓∫町 琳 ↓琳 ↑
×10(プ)-1,2ι(プ)-1,rⅣ_1(プ))Ⅳ}
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
．
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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?
?
?
?
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?
???‐??
: 5 q fi's 
-r,e (j) 6z s, (r,) +t,zs, 0) t D r, * ru," p 6(J r 11 (fi ,a y (i)
αⅣ(`)αNO)
×みNl(を),rN_1(′){δんN(づ),2δたN(′),1-δんN(じ),4δんN(′),3}
(A.3.19)
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In the same
Ht'r+t:
terms can be calculated as follow.
iN(rlf;^,+|il t*(rlf1,"tlt) o
Ltt2 ENsu o 
-iry (i.lfklj)
o At/2 Ew6tj i*(tlflulil
-l*(rlfxtlj) tr(rlf*+lt) 1\r/2EN6Li ?
?
?
?
，
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
‐
‐
‐
?
?
?
\rl f!,|il : 5 s 1i1 -r,s 91 62s z(i) 
-1,2s z (i) t t u, n (i),o n (i)unv 0),or (i)
o,y(i) oryff)
x dr,v 1 (i),rry-, (r) id,tr (,;),ad'rr 1i),r I 5 p * fi1,ad 7r 0),2],(A'3'22)
(illi'JU) : 5q1ry*t,q6152s.(i)+r,2s"(i) I t U,n(i,),on(t)Urru(r),orv(r)
alv(i) orv0)
X d"-' (r),"-' (i) ldt' (t), zd u * u),r - 5 * * (q,n5 n' (j),e],(A'3' 23)(rll'tlj) : Ulfkli,)
: 5q1qat,qg15zs.(i)+r,2s.(i) t t U,*(t),o*(t)UqvU),orv(r)
ary(i) ory(j)
x 6rp-1 (i),rry-' 0) [dr' ra,r d7,' (j),s * 6 p* fi'1,25 p' 0),a],(L'3'24)(';l/'+lj) : Ulfkrlr)
: 5q1q+t,q66zs"(i)-r,2s.(i) t t {Jr7,7(i),a1,r(l(Jr'(r),orv0)
a,y(i) o,y(j)
x drp_1 (i),rry_, (r) [dr, (a), t6 6 g1,z - 6 n * U),sd k, (j),a] .(A.3. 25)
All the matrix elements of.77N+t are calculated by carrying out the way above
for all combination of (i, j) and k(i) : L 
- 
4. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of -Ffi,'a1 are obtained by the numerical diagonalization.
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In this section, we consider the result obtained from the NRG method and their
physical interpretation for the free electron model and the Anderson model.
4.4.I Free Electron Model
The free electron model is given by the following Hamiltonian corresponding
to model that the Hamiltonian eq. (A.2.3) loses the impurity site indicated by
I2T
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(a) (b)
Figure 4".6: The energy level of the free electron model when the
conduction band holds the particle-hole symmetry for (a) odd ,|f and
(b) even l/ step cases. The dotted line indicate the Fermi energy.
c
J 
-7o,
πⅣ=)EDEA~π/2亀(月σ九+lσ+滅+lσ九+lσ). (A.4.1)
o n:o
The Hamiltonian (A.4.1) corresponds to the one-dimensional Hubbard model
with hopping term i1,, because there are no interaction between particles.
Therefore, we can easily diagonalize the Hamiltonian (A.4.1) as
N-1
N+1 ( .4.2)
o L--7
by using the following unitary transformation:
働σ=Σttιttσ・
In this ca,se, we obtain the energy spectrum 47 shown in Fig. 4..6 for even and
odd 1{, which is symmetric about the Fermi energy. Such symmetric energy
spectrum originates at the fact that the Hamiltonian holds the particle-hole
symmetry because the Hamiltonian is invariant for the following transforma-
tion.
fno ) eD fI", fL -+ (-l) f,".
'tlx:IIqtglgt,
(A.4.3)
t22
(A.4.4)
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number A 25" Energy/D(l/:49)
+十 ‐
十 ‐
(0,0 (111)
(-1,-1) (2,2) (1,-1)
Figure A.7: The example of how
the electrons occupy the states
in the case of odd ,n/ for each
(Q,25,). The lines show the en-
ergy spectrum and the dotted line
shows the Fermi energy.
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In the ground state of the Hamiltonian (A.4.1), all the states with negative
energy are occupied with two spins.
For the negative gu,by defining the creation operator of the hole state as
hu 
= 
i(oo) oo,glo,, we obtain the positive excitation energy for the hole state
because of the relation s["gb - 1 - ht"hr". Using such a transformation for eq.(A.4.2), we obtain more clear form for Fig. A.6.
N+1
尭働σ+んレισ)+ηe」σttσ
〓?????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
‐
‐
‐
‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
．
、
〓
'lLN:ttrttgl"gu
ηι。(gみgJσ十んみ妨σ) ly' : odd,
-|y' : even.
(A.4.5)
Here, we neglect the constant term because it gives only the energy shift to
the system. The eigenvalue for even and odd Iy' can be approximated as
rlt. 
- 
l\(**t)/',rlto N Al-1 for large l. This fact originate at that we define g1
and hl in the similar forms with a1e in eq. (A.1.49 and ble in eq. (A.1.50).
Figures A.7 and A.8 show the lowest-lying energy spectrum obtained by
the NRG method for even and odd l/. For example, in the case of odd 1/,
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― 十 一 一
――― …1卜
‐¨¬
|「
¨¨ ――‐ number a 25" Energy/D(l/:50)
十 ‐ #
(0,1)
‐ #
(-21‐) (1,0)
Figure A.8: The example of how
the electron occupy the states
in the case of even ly' for each
(Q,25"). The lines show the en-
ergy spectrum and the dotted line
shows the Fermi energy.
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there are only one state for the ground state where electrons are occupied as
in the case of (Q,25"): (0,0) of Fig. A.7. In this case, the first excited
state has quartet degeneracy as seen in the cases of (1, 1) and (-1, 
-1) which
corresponds to the excitation of a electron or a hole. On the other hand, in
the case of even /f, the ground state has the quartet degeneracy because one
of the eigenvalue is the same with the Fermi energy. Therefore, there are 16
states in the first excited states. The higher excited states can be considered in
this way, which is consistent with the result obtained by the NRG calculation
for the Hamiltonian (A.a.l).
As a final topic in this section, we consider the inverse transformation of eq.
(A.4.3) in preparation for the discussion of the effective Hamiltonian around
the fixed point mentioned below. In the case of odd /f , fs6 and f6 are written
AS
んσ=AくⅣ刊μいゝ」″α∝(aσ十:んL),
ι=1
Aσ=A‐回μttραJ(働σ―δんは).
ι=1
(A.4.6)
(A.4.7)
For higher n 2 2,, f*o(n 2 2) is composed of a lot of term such as the term
being proportional to A-(N-r)/a, term depending on foo, and so on. On the
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basis of the llulllerical calctllatioll,v「c call Calc llate c170ι nd命1′ :
ill tlic ca,sc of A=25.we obtれin as fl)1low.
`ャ
01=0699,こセ。2=08731… ,(ャ餌轟05477(25)(ιl)/2‐
αll=()652, o。2=2718)…,α鋭=03059(25)3“1)/2,
For thc gelleral A, tlle allalytic fol・11lll as ale rlerived as t)1low
for exal■■pic,
(A.4.8)
(A4.9)
(A.410)
(A.4.11)
(A,4.12)
(A.4.13)
(A.4.14)
(A.4.15)
こ10J ==
r■lJ=プTPツ
4.4.2 Anderson Model
ln this subseclion, we show the result of the NRG calcuia,tion for tl:e Artclerson
model a:rcl lhe phvsical consider:rtiolr lbr results. \Ve agi:in show the Ancler-
son model irr tlrc transformecl fornL into the orre-dimensiolal chilin r:rodel. eq.
(4.4.1).
t
?lr : .\'\ " t lr,r iI( l" 1nI.n I J'i,J'-,")
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党√=轟 毎
2
υ=1+A12''
亀=轟
「
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Figures. A"9 ar:cl A.10 show the ,lV-cltlpcrrclence of the lowest-lyirrg erergy
spectrum of the Anclerson model ca,lcula,tetl by the NRG rr:etlmcl. In both
everr irnrl rrrlrl \ (irs{'s. tltc lou'est-lf irrg ('lrclgv spe(trullr clr;rttgcs rlrasticallv
up to about l- 
- 
20, while those for r > 20 are alnrost inciependelt ort
t{. Ihis converged lowest-lyiug errergy spectrum of odd lt' colresponds to
that of the free electron model of even lrl. ancl vice versa. This result neans
tha,t the irnpu:ity site /-1 anrl the niost localized conducticrtt site /n form
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the singlet state as shown in Fig. A.11, and these site does not contribute
to the lowest-lying energy spectrum. In other words, the coupling constant
between /-1 and /6 sites are antiferromagnetic. For small ly', the coupling
constant is small 1f (in a high temperature region). On the other hand, ffi N
increases, i.e., the energy scale of the system decreases, the coupling constant
increases and approaches to the strong coupling limit (strong coupling fixed
point) where the Kondo-Yosida singlet forms. When the system is near this
fixed point, the coupling constant is very large and large amount of the energy
is necessary to break the Kondo-Yosida singlet state. Therefore, these two
sites do not contribute to the lowest-lying energy spectrum at around this
fixed point. and there appears the lowest-lying energy spectrum due to the
remaining conduction sites, i.e., that of the free electron model with l/ 
- 
1
sites. In such a reason, the lowest-lying energy spectrum is same with that of
the free electron model with ,A/ 
- 
1 site. Of course. the conservative quantities
and degeneracy is also same.
N+1
Figure A.9: The change of the lowestJying energy spectrum of the
Anderson model for A: 2.5,e1 
- -0.4,0: 0.8, D:0.2 for even
1/. We keep 1000 states in each truncation process.
302010
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A.5 Calculation of Thermodynamic Quantities
The NRG method allows us to calculate various thermodynamic quantities
because we obtain the lowest-lying energy spectrum and their conservative
quantities. In this section, we introduce the way to calculate the entropy, the
susceptibility and the specific heat, and show results for the Anderson model.
In the NRG method, the hopping term t1,, decays in the form of 1-(r-t)/z
as .lf increases, and high energy states are discarded by the truncation proce-
dure. Therefore, at each step in the NRG calculation, we obtain the energy
spectrum of the order of A-(N-1)/2. Flom this viewpoint, we define an inverse
temperature 9x : (k"?r)-t as
I + A-I rt 
-(N-r)/2 n _ a
2 t' " PN:Pt (A.5.1)
and we consider the thermodynamic quantities obtained from the energy spec-
trum at lf-th step as that at this temperature. It is noted fhat p is the
l-l-a+
.l_a€
t
.t 
- 
a- t''
I::'!:'."': '!.' 
1'- ' 
-'
N+1
Figure A.10: The change of the lowest-lying energy spectrum of the
Anderson model for A : 2.5,-y 
- -0.4,0 : 0.8, u :0.2 for odd /f .
We keep 1000 states in each truncation process.
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im pu rity site
Kondo…Yosida Singlet
Figure A.11: E)iagraln in the strong coupling lilnit.lrhe most l。_
calized conduction electron and the impurity site forlln the Kondo―
Yosida singlet state.
quantity of the order of l,and we often take it as O.5-1,although the ade―
quate β dependS On the discretization parameter A and the renlalning state in
the truncation procedure A√tr.
The simple form of the entropy contributed from the impllrity site,島mp
is the■rst derivative of the free energy, ≦imp == ―
`l]デ
2. W  ShOuld avoid the
numerical calculation in the diferelltial form in terms of the accuracy of the
numerical calculation, and we evaluate the derivative analytically. For the
Hanliltonian in theハr_th step,`ヒN,we deine the therlnodynamic average as
following.
小小
Σ
C~βEN(°'2Sz,「N)N(の,うし,TⅣ…・|の,3し,rN)Ⅳ,(A.5.2)
"Ⅳ
―βEN(0,2Sz,rⅣ)
Using the distribution function, eq. (A.5.3), the entropy for 1/ 
- 
th step, S7y,
is calculated as follows.
SAr/たB = β(πⅣ)+ln ZA‐. (A.5.4)
However, the entropy defined by eq. (A.5.4) include the contribution from both
impurity site and conduction electrons. In order to see the entropy due to the
impurity site, we subtract the contribution from the conduction electrons.
蹄 mp(TN)/たB=跡 /たB―跡 cbルB,
Ⅳ
πⅣcb=Σ〕tれ(■σ九+lσ+」+lσttσ).
O n:0
r28
←…卜三井翌
ゐ=ΣΣθ
O,Sz rN
(A.5.3)
(A.5.5)
(A.5.6)
conduction electron
A.5 CalcuLatior of Thermodynamic Quantil,ies
On the other hand, thc. stauclald dcfinition of the rtagnetic susceptibility
is
(A.5,7)
where γ is tlle illlaginary tilne(0<τ<β),鳥t l かC01■pollellt of the illlpurity
spin operator. Hcreぃve focus on the static ll■agl■e ic susceptibility IIl this case,
Sz does not depend orl tiIIIc,and S,is cottl■lute witll the Hamiltonian,which
lllak the eq.(A.5,7)be simple fOrlln as
χ(Tlv)=β((珂)―(鳥)2)        (A.5.8)
ヽヽ also stlbtract thc col■trib■ltion duc to the colldtlction electron frorn eq`
(A5.8)as in tlle case of the ellt■opy
ln the sallle lllanner、rith the entropy,the speciflc lleat is、ハ″ritteII as follo、vs
(A.59)
(A.5.10)
Silce we obt:rin the lowest-1ying energy spectrum with good accuracry, we cal
evaluate the specilic heat with good accuracv by nsing eq. (4.5.10) assnmlng
that tbe distribution function a:rd the thernroclynamic average is calculaied
properiy. However, the a:r:ount such as (?1,r.) and (?1") r1o not take account
of the infbrmation of the higher energy state. The contlibution florn these
higli energy state afl'ects the average of the square of the energy corlpalerl to
thc avcragr: o{thc cncrgv. i.c., tlrc nttmcrical crrot apTloars in thc spr:cifir: hcat
easily cornpared to the entropy. Therefore, thel specific heat is cibtained by the
<liffcrcntiation of thc cntropv.
鈴hp(Ъ)/んB=鈴ルB―鈴cb/んBi
(h/たB=β2((%1)―(究N)2)
r(T) : lo' \t,lr1t")d" * B(s")',
QttP(Ъ)=T(2枠里) (A.5.11)
As noted a,bove, in the NRG rnethod. the crlcrgy spectrum obtained in evea
l/ step is difterent from that obtained in odd lr/ step, which gives the wavy
lines for the temperature dependence of the physical quantities. 'fhis in turn
rneans that we siroulcl calculate tire therurodynamic quantities for either even
or odd ly' on1y, and lose half of tlte temperature values. Howeveri we can use
all information by averaging the thermodynamic quantities obtained at odd
and even steps. °(≒キ整瑶縦子。(TAr_ ?
?
?
―
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?αη壁:い+αⅣ J十
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Figure A.12: The temperature dependence of various thermody-
namic quantities due to the impurity site in the unit of the Kondo
temperature fia in the Anderson model for A : 2.5,e y : 
-0.4,[J :
0.8, o : 0.2. We keep up to 1000 state in each truncation procedure.
where O(T*) means the any thermodynamic quantities for a given 1/. With
this averaging procedure, we obtain smooth line and use the all information
obtained in the NRG method.
Moreover, with use of these physical quantities mentioned above, we can
also calculate the Sommerfeld coefficient 7i,"p(?) : Ci^plT, Wilson ratio
ftw : 4tr2yi^o(T)/[3.yt-o(")], and the Kondo temperature ?x by the defi-
nition of the Wilson, 4?xXi-o(0) : 0.413.
Fig. A.12 shows the temperature dependence of the entropy ,9t-o(7), the
magnetic susceptibility Xi-o(7), the Sommerfeld coefficient 71-o(7) : Cr^rlT
and the Wilson ratio Rqr : 4tr2xi^p(")/[3r'*o(7)] in a unit of the Kondo
temperature ?x by the NRG method. Here, we take gp,s:1, and Kondo tem-
perature is determined by the definition of the Wilson. In the region T > Tx
(corresponding to smaller l/-th steps), the impurity site is occupied with one
electron with up or down spin, which is behaves as the localized moment.
1001。
‐3
10‐
1
10・
｀
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Hence, the entropy is equal to 
- 
kelog2 which represent the spin Lf2 degree
of freedom, and the magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law,
Ⅳク2μLs(s+1)
(A.5。13)χ = 3礼T
On the other hand, as the temperature decreases (as 1/ increases) the Kondo-
Yosida singlet state start to form and the energy spectrum changes drastically
al T 
- 
Tx. As the temperature decreases more i.e., in the region T K Tx
(strong coupling limit), the entropy and the magnetic susceptibility cross over
to zero, and R1ry approaches 2. This result indicates that the system can be
described on the basis of the local Fermi liquid. It is noted that 1,,'o(7) start
to increase at around 7x as 7 decreases, which indicates that the effective
mass of the electron increases because of the relation n 6. n'L*.
A.6 Analysis around Strong Coupling Fixed Point
Now, we consider the situation that the system goes to a fixed point ?l*. Since
we obtain the different energy spectrum at even and odd steps in the NRG
calculation, the system lfy obeys the following relation at the fixed point,
究Ⅳ+2=£π A「=7ヂ (A.6.1)
where ,C is the renormalization group transformation. In the Anderson model
with V I 0,, the system surely approaches to the strong coupling limit in the
limit of iarge ly', i.e.,
π*=1曳πⅣ・
However, there certainly remains the deviation from the strong coupling limit
'J7* in the NRG calculation even if we take large enough ly'. We define this
deviation from 77 in the lf-th step in the NRG calculation as 57{N.
(A.6.2)
(A.6.3)
(A.6.4)δπⅣ=ΣωπA0 1ソ20れ,
where O* are the eigenoperators determined by the kind of the fixed point,
and u* the coefficients. We previously subtract the factor 6?'t-t)/z which is
the contributions from the ,C giving the multiplication bV J tt in each step.
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For£,δπⅣ is transforllned as
δπⅣ+2≡πⅣ+2~π*=£Iπ*+δπⅣ]―π*
=£δπN=£ΣωmAO⇒ρOれ=Σ%Aα⇒″(£οm)
=ΣωれAttD/2(A入れOm),
where )- is the eigenvalue of. O*.
For the increase of .l{, the amount of the contribution from each 0- is
classified into the following three cases according to the eigenvalue of. L, /t)*.
[1] A)- > 1: relevant operator
[2] A)- : 1: marginal operator
[3] A^- < 1: irrelevant operator
If 517w include one relevant operator for the fixed point, that fixed point
is unstable because the deviation from ?l* increases by the renormalization
procedure. On the other hand,lf 571N include only irrelevant operator for the
fixed point, that fixed point is stable because the deviation from 7l* decreases
by renormalization procedure once the system approaches to that fixed point.
As for the marginal operator, it is necessary to analyze those operators for
each fixed point. It is noted that eigenoperators 0- should have the same
symmetry with each fixed point in order not to break the symmetry of each
fixed point.
With consideration above circumstance, we determine the effective Hamil-
tonian of the Anderson model at the strong coupling fixed point. The conser-
vative quantities require the operator which conserve the total charge Q and
z-component of the total spin 
^9,. The terms composed of foo and f1o decay in
the form less than ly-r't/a as seen in eqs. (4.4.6) and (A.4.7), while we neglect
the term composed of fno with n ) 2 because fno decays in the form less than
- 
L-vN/4 which decreases drastically for lf ) 1. Thus, we assume that 6* i"
composed of ,f-r, /6, and obtain the following candidates for O-.
01=∫よσAσ+√lσんσ,
02=(■σんσ-1)2,
ο3=(んらσ′んの(だlμ為′た1の,
04=(■lμたlμ-1)(んんσ―⇒,
(A.6.5)
(A.6.6)
(A.6.7)
(A.6.8)
(A.6.9)
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where subscripts of spin a and p implicitly indicate that we take the summation
of spins. The eigenvalue for L of. O* are A-1 for 01 and 02, and 1 for 03 and
Oa Since the fluctuation of the /-electron is suppressed at around the strong
coupling limit, 03 is approximated as Os oc (f|,do,,/0,,) which breaks the
particle-hole symmetry, and it can be negligible. Although O+ is the marginal
operator, it can be negligible because the localized spin is "frozen" by the
conduction electron by forming the Kondo-Yosida singlet state at around the
strong coupling limit, and Oa gives the constant term which is subtracted by
f,. Thus, the effective Hamiltonian is composed of 0t and,0z.
πⅣ=メⅣ4pel°1+吻οぅ. (A.6.10)
In order to verify the validity of the effective Hamiltonian, €e. (,4..6.10),
we rewrite Or and 0z with g and h. Here, we only discuss the case of even ly'
because the discussion for odd l/ is almost the same. By using eqs. (A.4.6)
and (A.4.7), these two operators are written as
01=」σAσ+∫lσんσ
(N+1)/2(=r眸⇒Σ
づ=1
十δ(α αl′―αttαり)(働σ場∂―弟弓δ)]+COnst.
(A.6.11)
02=
????It*ooor, * c,liasi) (oLs," + nlun,-)
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
=A~0~DΣαaαttαoλα卜θlσglμttσttμ―んねんlμん′σんJμ
″ん:
一σル(glσクれれ|∂ん腸+gtσgたμん′δんιμ)+2勇σんカルg′σんJル 2ーδルglσんlδクλμんJμ
+2δttμgttg′μんιδ-2層んlδgんμれ′σんι口´+2μπθルクlμんLg′δ-2δttσれ′∂んカルんιル].
(A.6.12)
Here,in the calculation of 01,we use the relation A(Ⅳl)/2 Σoα3。=1,Which
is deriКd from the result that the transformation from∫tO g,んiS the Unitary
transformatiOn.The constant term appeared in eq。(A.6.11)can be negligible
because the renormalization group transformation ん subtract the constant
terlln.
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i    state   Q 2S E(π*)      (をlδπ*lj)1  」σlの  1 l ε1    2αmα■の1
ε2            2α。2α12あ1
3ε1            6α。2α12あ1
2ε2       4α02α12の1+2α61の2
εl+ε2 2(α01 ll+αo2α12)あ1+4α81α32の2
εl+ε2     2(α。lαll+αo2α12)あ1
2ε1       4α01αllの1+2α61の2
2ε1        4α01αllの1-2α61の2
4ε1            8α。lαllあ1
εl+ε2 2(auan I ag2an) Co1
Table A.2: The corrections of energy by 6'l1N for each state. a is spin, e1 is
the eigenvalues at the strong coupling fixed point, and Gt6: L-(N-r)/2a'.
Using eqs. (A..6.11) and (A.6.12), 577x is represented as
2
δπAr=πⅣ―π*=A(Ⅳl)/2ΣωmA(Ⅳl)Om. (A.6.13)
m:1.
On the supposition that eq. (A.6.13) is the perturbation term for '17*, and we
negiect contributions from the second order perturbations of 01 and Oz because
the second order perturbation (of the order of 
- 
A-(N-l)) is weil smaller than
the first order perturbation (of the order of 
- 
A-(N-1)/2) in the strong coupling
limit. The eigenvalue of.'l7x of a state indicated by a quantum numberi, Ey.i,
is composed of only two terms: the energy at the strong coupling fixed point
and the correction by the first order perturbation of 5'17N.
EArづ=E」十(jlδπⅣIを), (A.6.14)
Table. A.2 shows corrections of energy by 5'l7N for each state at around the
strong couling fixed point. Two coefficients, {:r1 &nd u2 dre determined by using
two energies obtained by the numerical calculation. &r1 and a.r2 thus obtained
allow us to calculate the energy of the other states, and we discuss the validity
of the effective Hamiltonian by comparing the calculated energies and that
obtained in the NRG calculation. Here, we use the eigenvalue of the energy
for large enough lf obtained by the NRG calculation as substitution for energy
spectrum at the strong coupling fixed point.
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?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
Q 2S E(π*) π * πⅣ) (づlδπ*|づ
1   1    0.7468558561068
1   1    2.4932063321570
1   1    2.2405584325482
2   0    1.4937107577209
2   0    3.2400593087319
2   2    3.2400432813117
0   0    1.4937107577210
0   2    1.4937004858712
0   0    2.9874112430055
0   0    3.2400432813116
3.04521E-6
1.586 6E-5
9。13577E-6
9.54493E-7
2.87953E-6
1.89070E-5
9.54493E-7
1.12263E-5
1.21814E-5
1.89070E-5
input
l.58616E-5
9。13563E-6
input
2.87962E-6
1.89070E-5
9.54493E-7
1.12263E-5
1.21808E-5
1.89070E-5
99.998
100.001
99.997
99.999
100.000
100.000
100.005
99.999
の1=3.34332E-6×A~(Ⅳ~1)/2
の2=~1・07738E-5×A~(N~1)/2
Table A.3: The validity of the effective Hamiltonian, eq. (4..6.13) at N : 50
of the Anderson model for A 
- 
2.5,Et: 
-0.4,0 :0.4,0:0.8. We keep
states up to 1000 state in the truncation process, and the value at l/ : 100 as
substitutes of H*.
Table A.3 shows the result of the comparison between energies obtained in
the NRG calculation and that calculated by the effective Hamiltonian. Here,
we obtain 61 : [-(N-r)/2wt and Co2: n-(N-t)/26,2 ftom states indicated as
i: "1" and "4". The eigenvalue of the effective Hamiltonian are in an excellent
agreement with that obtain in the NRG calculation, which indicates that the
effective Hamiltonian describes the deviation from the strong coupling fixed
point well.
?，
?
??
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